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* * * FOREWORD * * * 

From: Leben des Galileo by Bertolt BRECHT 

THE PHILOSOPHER Your Highness, my esteemed colleague and I are supported 

by no less an authority than the divine Aristotle. 

GALILEO Gentlemen, belief in the authority of Aristotle is one thing, observable 

facts are another. ... I'm used to seeing the gentlemen of all faculties close their eyes 

to all facts and act as if nothing had happened. I show them my calculations, and they 

smile ... But truth is the child of time, not of authority. Our ignorance is infinite, 

let's whittle away just one cubic millimeter. ... 

THE PHILOSOPHER Mr. Galilei, the truth can lead to all sort of things! 

ANDREA Then why did you recant? ... 

GALILEO They showed me the instruments. ... (Pause) 

ANDREA (loud) In science only one thing counts: contribution to knowledge. 

GALILEO And that I have supplied. Welcome to the gutter ... 

THE SECOND BOY (to Andrea) You say you're a scholar. Then tell me: can 

people fly through the air? ... 

ANDREA ...No one can fly through the air on a stick. Unless it has some sort of 

machine attached to it. Such machines don't exist yet. Maybe they never will because 

man is too heavy. But of course, we don't know ... We have hardly begun. 
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SUMMARY 

The study of momentum confinement is a valuable means of investigating the 

mechanisms governing confinement in tokamak plasmas. 

A dedicated rotation experiment was conducted in TFTR, in September 1988, em

ploying the recently installed CHERS diagnostic. Shots at different values of plasma 

current, magnetic field, injected beam power and injection direction were made, to 

study the parametric dependence of local fluxes of momentum and energy. 

This Thesis is focused on the study of momentum confinement. Its purposes are 

to analyze the data of the TFTR rotation experiment, to document the results and 

to compare the experimental results with the predictions of neoclassical and anoma

lous momentum transport theories. Since the gyroviscous theory has been found 

previously to reproduce the experimental momentum confinement times and its para

metric dependence in several devices, particular attention is devoted to the evaluation 

of the magnitude of the poloidal. variation of densities and rotation frequencies that 

determine the magnitude of the gyroviscous momentum flux. 

We find that: (1) Ware's cold ions theory underpredicts the observed viscosity by 

a few orders of magnitude; (2) each of the anomalous theories considered predicted 

torque flows which show magnitudes, radial profiles and parametric dependences on 

plasma parameters different from those of the experimental torque flow; (3) up-down 

poloidal asymmetries of density and rotation frequency, evaluated with a model which 

neglects heat flux and includes the effect of anomalous particle fluxes, are found to 

be much smaller than e; (4) the gyroviscous torque is at least one order of magnitude 

smaller than the experimental torque flow. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The issue of confinement and how it can be extrapolated from measurements in 

today's tokamaks to predict the performance of future ones is a fundamental one in 

magnetic fusion. The assumptions made regarding confinement determine the size of 

the device, and therefore its cost, and the accuracy of these assumptions impacts the 

actual performance. This is the reason why, in the last years, highest priority has been 

given, in the Magnetic Fusion Energy program., to the understanding of transport and 

confinement, encouraging selected experiments, the development of new theories and 

diagnostics, and an extensive comparison between theories and experimental results. 

The study of momentum confinement, in neutral-beam-injection (NBI) discharges 

has been part of this effort. 

The torque from the neutral beams causes the plasma to rotate up to velocities 

comparable to the sound speed. It is observed that a sheared velocity profile estab

lishes itself in a short time (tens of milliseconds) and that an exponential-like decay 

of the velocity follows the beam turn-off. These are manifestations of radial transfer 

of angular momentum, which results from viscous forces present in the plasma and 

from the exchange of momentum between the plasma and the external systems, whose 

investigation is useful for the following reasons. Due to the large difference between 

proton and electron masses, momentum transport can be studied neglecting electrons 

and electron-ion coupling, allowing ion transport effects to be isolated. Convection 

of momentum is usually less important than momentum conduction and uncertain

ties in momentum convection, therefore, cause smaller uncertainties in the measured 

momentum fluxes and the inferred momentum diffusion coefficients. Rotation affects 
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particle and, possibly, thermal energy transport, as well as momentum transport, re

quiring an understanding of the origin of their interrelation, in order to identify the 

best confinement conditions for the future machines. 

An extensive database of rotation speed measurements in tokamaks with unbal

anced NBI has been accumulating in the last decade W~^2] an (j j t c o v e r s a broad 

range of plasma dimensions, densities and temperatures. In most of the early experi

ments, the data did not provide a complete characterization of the plasma conditions; 

only the central rotation velocity was routinely determined by measuring the Doppler 

shift of emission lines from impurities present in the plasma center. Charge exchange 

recombination spectroscopy (CHERS) diagnostics, that allow a simultaneous deter

mination of velocity and ion temperature profiles, have become operative only in the 

last few years. Valuable radial profiles of momentum diffusion coefficients and of the 

momentum fluxes can now be calculated using these measurements and compared 

with the local levels of transport predicted by different theories. 

The analysis to date of the experimental data has not been able to suggest a 

simple and universal dependence of the central velocity or of the momentum confine

ment time on the experimental parameters. The apparently complex dependence of 

the momentum confinement properties on the plasma conditions has suggested an ex

amination of the local parametric dependence of momentum fluxes, of the associated 

global confinement times and of rotation velocities that are predicted by theoretical 

models. 

Several momentum transport theories have been developed to explain the ob

served momentum confinement times during NBI and the velocity decay following 

beam turn-off. Classical and perpendicular neoclassical viscous forces are orders of 

magnitude smaller than the slowing-down forces acting on the rotating plasma ®. 

The gyroviscous neoclassical force ' ^ , which depends on poloidal asymmetries of 

the rotation velocity and density, is of the proper magnitude to account for the the 
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momentum confinement times observed on several machines [̂ ],[24] when these asym

metries are of order the inverse aspect ratio, e = r/R. Although there is some evidence 

suggesting order e asymmetries for collisional ions, a self-consistent solution for these 

asymmetries was not carried out for any of the rotation experiments. Recent works 

by Ware ™°\ Hsu and Sigmar ^6 ' and Stacey and Neeley ^'\ not yet compared with 

rotation measurements, have revisited the neoclassical theory and pointed out some 

possible new mechanisms of momentum transport. 

Momentum diffusion coefficients have been derived for anomalous theories based, 

respectively, upon stochastic magnetic perturbations I^ol-W^ untrapped particle 

modes l31M32], and ion-temperature-gradient-driven modes [3o]-[40]> Comparison of 

the anomalous theories with the experiments has been extensive only for the last 

theory, carried out mostly in the last two years, and has led to conflicting evidence 

on the role of these modes in determining momentum confinement. 

The comparison between theories and rotation experiments has not yet led to a 

clear understanding of the causes of momentum transport, but an extensive quanti

tative test of these theories has not yet been done. 

A dedicated rotation experiment, "Exp. 44", was conducted in TFTR, in Septem

ber 1988, employing the recently installed CHERS diagnostic ^ l It is particularly 

suited for a careful comparison with theoretical predictions. Shots at different values 

of plasma current, magnetic field, injected beam power and injection direction were 

made, to study the parametric dependence of local fluxes of momentum and energy, 

and the corresponding global confinement times, as well as their correlation. 

This Thesis will be focused on the study of momentum confinement. Its purposes 

are to analyze the data of the TFTR rotation experiments (Exp. 44), to document the 

results and to compare the experimental results with the predictions of neoclassical 

and anomalous momentum transport theories, in order to evaluate the ability of the 

latter to reproduce the magnitude and the parametric dependences that are observed 
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experimentally. Since the gyroviscous theory has been found previously to reproduce 

the experimental momentum confinement times and its parametric dependence in 

several devices, particular attention will be devoted to the evaluation of the magnitude 

of the poloidal variation of densities and rotation frequencies that determine the 

magnitude of the gyroviscous momentum flux. 

The Thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 includes a description of the physical 

principles used for plasma velocity measurements and of the TFTR diagnostics used 

in Exp. 44. The basic equations and the definition of theoretical and experimental 

quantities, needed for the analysis of rotation experiments, are also given in Chapter 

2. In Chapter 3, the neoclassical and anomalous theories of momentum confinement 

are summarized, along with their assumptions, and the theoretical formulas for the 

momentum flux and related quantities are given. In Chapter 4, previous rotation 

experiments from a variety of tokamaks and their comparison with theoretical formu

las are reviewed. Chapter 5 documents the experimental conditions and the plasma 

parameters characteristic of the TFTR experiment. In Chapter 6, the predicted mo

mentum fluxes and diffusion coefficients are compared with the corresponding exper

imental quantities and the results are discussed. Due to the fundamental role of the 

density and velocity poloidal variations in determining the magnitude of the gyrovis

cous force, experimental evidence of such asymmetries and related theoretical works 

are reviewed in Chapter 7. This same Chapter includes a review of measurements of 

poloidal velocity and related theoretical works, since ve plays a role in determining 

the density and velocity asymmetry magnitude. Chapter 8 is dedicated to the calcu

lation of the ion density and velocity poloidal variations for some typical discharges 

of Exp. 44. The principal conclusions are summarized in Chapter 9 and suggestions 

for future work are made. 
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Chapter 2 

PLASMA DIAGNOSTICS AND DATA 
INTERPRETATION 

2.1 Diagnostics 

This Section presents a brief overview of the physical principles used for plasma 

velocity measurements. A description of the TFTR diagnostics used in Exp. 44, to 

measure the plasma parameter of interest for our analysis, follows. 

2.1.1 Diagnostics for v^R) measurements 

The toroidal velocity of ions is evaluated by the analysis of the Doppler shift of 

particular radiative emission lines or by analyzing the Mirnov coils signal. 

Doppler shift based diagnostics l42] - Measurements of the Doppler shift of 

spectral lines over a broad range - from the visible region to the x-ray region- have 

been successfully used to determine vj, by means of their interrelation: v^/c = A/A0 —1 

(with Xo and A the observed wavelengths of the emitter at rest and in the rotating 

plasma, respectively). 

The line radiation of metal ions with hydrogen- and helium-like outer electron 

structure (Fe, Ni, W, Cr, Ti, etc.), mostly present in the plasma center, were used 

in the earlier diagnostics. These lines lie in the x-ray region of the spectrum and 

for this reason crystal x-ray spectrometers are employed. This technique allows the 

measurement of v<f,(0) (and of 7^(0); see Fig. 2.1 ) during the entire course of the 

discharge, with a time resolution of tens of ms, and a spatial resolution of a few 

cms, depending on the temperature gradient and the impurity diffusion process. In a 

plasma with nonuniform temperature, the different ionization stages tend to distribute 
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themselves in overlapping concentric shells, with the lowest ionization stages occurring 

in the coolest regions. 

Valuable profile measurements were derived by observing emission from different 

ion species located at different radii, but this method yields a coarse spatial resolution 

and it was difficult to apply systematically to a large number of discharges. Therefore 

the systematic studies of radial profiles of momentum fluxes and diffusion coefficients 

and their parametric dependence have been undertaken only recently. 

Charge exchange recombination diagnostics (CHERS or CERS or CXR), now 

available on all the major tokamaks, record the radiation emitted when injected neu

tral beams (A0) interacts with the plasma ions (/+n) 

A0 + I+n = A+ + I+(n-V + hv 

Emission from intrinsic (0,C) or injected (He) impurities, whose spectral lines are 

normally in the visible and near UV region of the spectrum, are usually used. The 

spatial resolution - essentially the width, in minor radius, of the intersection between 

the beam of neutral particles and the CHERS sightline - ranges from 2 to 10 cm, from 

the center to the edge, and a 10-100 ms measurement time is required. 

The velocity profile is usually measured for R > R0 and then extrapolated to 

the rest of the plasma region by making use of the assumption that the flux surface 

rotates as a rigid body, i.e. v^(r,9) = f^(r) R(r,6). 

Mirnov coil signals ^ - A poloidal array of magnetic pickup loops (Mirnov coils) 

can detect rotating MHD structures in the plasma. The velocity profile is determined 

by comparing the phase of oscillation between adjacent pickup loops, when the mode 

structure and radial location of the MHD instability are known. The rotation of 

the MHD instability may not be correlated with the rotation of the bulk plasma, as 

happens if fishbone oscillations are present. When mode oscillations can be correlated 

with the toroidal rotation of the bulk plasma, these measurements may be in error by 

as much as 15 %, while the radial position of the mode resonant surface, determined 

from the soft-x-ray measurements, is known to within 2 cm. 
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2.1.2 TFTR diagnostics 

During the plasma discharges of Exp. 44, most of the plasma parameters of interest 

for our analysis were monitored by more than one diagnostic. 

The electron density, ne, and the electron temperature, Te, were continuously 

measured by the Multichannel Far-Infrared Interferometer (MIRI) t44' and by the 

Electron Cyclotron Emission (ECE) '45] diagnostic, respectively. An Abel inversion 

technique was then used for the evaluation o(ne(R, t). Both the MIRI ne(R, t) and the 

ECE Te(R,i) agree quite well (within 10 %) with the single-time-point measurements 

of the same profiles by the Thomson Scattering (TS) diagnostic. 

The v<f, and Ti central values and radial profiles were obtained by the Charge 

Exchange Recombination Spectroscopy (CHERS) diagnostic I41' after 400 or 900 ms 

of NB injection, using a Diagnostic Neutral Beam (DNB) injector to enhance the 

production of charge-exchange impurity lines (C VI, 5292 A). Time histories of central 

toroidal velocity, v^Q), and central ion temperature, T;(0), were determined from the 

Doppler shift of the Ni XXVII resonance line measured by a horizontal X-ray Crystal 

Spectrometer (XCS; Ka — 1.5879 A) I4"'. The good agreement between zty(0) as 

measured by CHERS and by the XCS is shown in Fig. 2.2. Only the CHERS data 

will be used in the analysis outlined in following chapters. 

The impurity concentration was inferred from the intensity of radiation emission 

measured by the Visible Bremsstrahlung (VB) 14'1 and by the Pulse Height Anal

ysis (PHA) diagnostics. The VB radiation, at 5235 A, is measured along a quasi-

tangential chord. The PHA diagnostic uses a centrally viewing X-ray detector to 

perform time-dependent measurements of low- and medium-Z impurity concentra

tion. The agreement between the Z^f
B

f and the Z[/fA was good for co-injection shots, 

while in counter-injection shots the PHA data are 30 % higher than the VB data, as 

shown in Fig. 2.3. In NBI plasmas, the Z^ data are considered more accurate than 

the ZefjA data '48] and therefore will be used for the evaluation of the low Z impurity 
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Figure 2.2: Comparison between the central toroidal velocity measured by the CHERS 

and the XCS diagnostics. 

concentration in this analysis. The interpretation of the PHA measurements to infer 

the values of Zffi requires the knowledge of recombination and excitation rates and 

of the impurities charge-state equilibrium, which are difficult to evaluate. 

The metallic impurity content, Zmet = Z2
M nM/ne is evaluated from the PHA 

measurements and it is considered a rather accurate measurement. The VB and PHA 

diagnostics did not measure the radial distribution of impurities and could provide 

only average values of Zeff and Zmet 

The Ha Interference Filter Array (HAIFA) diagnostic, viewing the TFTR inner 

limiter, provides a measurement of the total Ha emission at five different poloidal 

angles, 0-30° from the midplane, which allows the evaluation of the flux of deuterium 

from the inner wall ^"'. 

Seven fission detectors, distributed around the TFTR torus, monitored the neu-
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tron source strength of the plasma during each shot. ^Ul 

The X-ray Imaging System (XIS) is composed of an array of ~ 40 detectors view

ing different chords of the plasma above and below the midplane and recording the 

soft x-ray emission integrated along these chords ^ . The local emission is propor

tional to J2jnenjZjy/T\exp(-Ef/Te), where Ef is the cut-off energy of a Be filter 

used to reject soft x-rays less than ~2 keV. The comparison between the emissions 

from two chords symmetric with respect to the horizontal midplane can give infor

mation about poloidal asymmetries of n2
eZeff (assuming Te — const(6)). The error 

affecting the emissivity measurements is of the order of 10 %. 

2.2 Interpretation of experimental data 

This Section addresses the analysis of plasma rotation experiments by introducing the 

basic equations, defining the notation and deriving a series of quantities conventionally 

used in the description of these experiments. Moreover, since the ID, steady state, 

transport code SNAP ^ has been extensively used for the data analysis of Exp. 44, 

references are made to it, in order to illustrate the models contained in this code that 

pertain to momentum transport analysis. 

The equations describing particle and momentum balance for species j - the 

(l,rrtjVj) first two moments of the Boltzmann equation - are, respectively I :̂ 

drii 

—L + V-{njVj) = Ss (2.1) 

mi~^'SniVi) + ^'(njTrijVjVj + fij) + Vp;- + rijej(V$ + § x Vj) = Rj + Mj (2.2) 

where rrij and e; are the mass and charge of species j , Sj represents the particle 

sources and sinks, Vj is the fluid velocity, pj is the pressure, ft,- is the viscosity tensor, 

Rj is the collisional friction term, Mj represents the external momentum sources and 

sinks, and $ and B are the electrostatic potential and the magnetic field. 

In order to allow analytical treatment of the above equations, the flux surfaces 

are assumed circular, that is: 
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R = Roh, B — BQ/h, h = 1 + eo cos0, e0 = r/Ro ; 

and the plasma properties are considered independent of the toroidal coordinate. 

The orthogonal coordinate system, (r, 0,0), has length elements dlr — dr, die = rd0, 

dlcj, = Rd(p, and unit vectors indicated as r, 8, $ and directed in the radial, poloidal 

and toroidal directions. This approximation is appropriate for the TFTR plasmas for 

which the flux surfaces are modestly shifted (AR0/a < 15%) and slightly elongated 

(k< 1.05) circular flux surfaces. 

The flux surface average of a quantity 'x' is indicated as < x >= Jxhd9/(2ir). 

The toroidal component of Eq.(2.2) describes the balance among the forces that 

determine the observed toroidal plasma rotation. Multiplying Eq.(2.2) by {R(j>), 

summing over species and flux surface averaging we obtain: 

]T m3 < Rd-^M. > + £ < Rfrvrf, >= (2.3) 
(J v 

3 J 

< RMj, > — ^2 mj <: R<t>'^ • injVjVj) > 

(2.4) 

Axisymmetry, charge neutrality and M<j> = Y,j iYM.j have been used. 

It is experimentally difRcult to measure the difference among the toroidal rotation 

speeds of the different ion species, since it is comparable to thr magnitude of the 

measurement error. Therefore, for the purpose of interpreting the experimental data, 

the toroidal velocity is assumed to be the same for each plasma species. Eq.(2.3) then 

becomes: 

Romav—(riethir^ir)) + K^r) = T^r) - mav ——(rv<f>{r)Te(r)) (2.5) 
ot r or 

where 

• mav = Yij T^j^jlHj n>j is the average ion mass. SNAP considers four ion species 

(H, D, C and metal impurity) and the fast tons are not included in the summa

tion. Zeff and Zmet are assumed to be a constant and, therefore, the impurity 

densities have the same radial profile as ne. 
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• neth = ne — rifi , where rifi is the fast ion density. SNAP assumes that fast ions 

become thermal ions when their energy falls below 3/2 T;. 

• &<}, = Yij < R4>VU.j > is the viscosity torque density; 

• 7^ = < RM<f, > is the beam torque density delivered to the thermal plasma, 

evaluated in SNAP with a numerical solution of the Fokker Planck equation. 

The fast ion distribution is calculated assuming no anomalous diffusion of the 

fast ions, which is consistent with the TFTR experiments 1^1. 

• The last term in Eq.(2.5) is the convected torque density. SNAP calculates the 

beam electron source, <Si, by evaluating the ionization rate of the beam neutrals, 

and the wall source, Sw, making use of results from the Degas code ^ ] a n ( j of 

the edge integrated Ha emission; then it evaluates the electron flux, Te = neveT 

by solving the continuity equation to obtain : 

r Jo 
h+Sw~ itt)r'dr' (2-6) 

The temporal evolution of rij(R) and v^R) are measured by a variety of diag

nostics reviewed in Section 2.1. SNAP computes the configuration of shifted circular 

flux surfaces consistent with a kinetic analysis of plasma pressure. To make contact 

with the experimental configuration, each flux surface ip* is associated with the co

ordinate r* — [R(ip*,0) - R(tp*1Tr)]/2. For the purpose of obtaining radial profiles of 

the plasma parameters: 

• Q.^ — v<j,/R and Ti are assumed constant on a particular magnetic surface and 

only the data points outside the magnetic axis, r > R0, are used (because the 

points on the inside have larger error bars); 

• the ne(r) and Te(r) profiles are commonly obtained using the entire profile: 

rie(r') = ne(Rh0) = ne(i?r,7r/2) and r = (Rt + RT)/2. 
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The momentum balance for the plasma enclosed by the flux surface V is obtained 

by integrating (£^.(2.5) x (27r)2.Rr) over the interval [0-r], providing the definition for 

the experimental conductive torque flux as a function of measured plasma parameters: 

K'/(r) = (2x)2R0 [ K^r') r' dr' = T^r) - K%(r) - F M ( r ) (2.7) 

where: 

• T^(r) = (2-KRQ)2 JQ M<f>r'dr' is the total torque input in the region [0,r]; 

• K™(r) = {2-KRo)2mavTv^{r)Tf,(r) is the convective torque flux across the flux 

surface V; 

• and >^xx(r) = (2TTRQ)2 j ^ rriayriexxV^r'dr' is the thermal (xx = th) or total 

(xx = tot) plasma angular momentum stored in the region [0,r]. Our analysis 

will focus only on the thermal component of the stored momentum. 

Since SNAP is a steady state code and the analysis of the TFTR parameters will be 

limited to quasi-steady-state plasma conditions, the term Y ^ , in Eq.(2.7), vanishes. 

It is one objective of the theoretical investigations to identify the transport mech

anism that can contribute to the torque flux and to provide analytical expressions of 

it, indicated as Kft™, to compare with K™. 

The experimental conductive momentum confinement time, for the region [0-r], is 

then defined as the momentum replacement rate: 

yex (r\ 

TlUT) ^ T,(r)-V(r) (2'8) 

With density and velocity profiles of the form: 

x(r) = x(0)(l - (r/a)2)a* (2.9) 

in steady state conditions, one derives: 

ex ( \ '^av'^exx 
(0)^(0) 2(7rai?0)

2 , n i n x 
T4>xx\a) = — T / U 1 , . , v (2.10) 
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The appropriate definition of a corresponding theoretical momentum confinement 

time is then suggested by Eqs. (2.7) and (2.2), with Kf replaced by Kfeo\ 

Aheot \ y<t>xx \ r ) 

'*" l ' K$"(r) + Kf{r) 
(r) = ^ „ r ' (2.11) 

Since it is experimentally observed that K™(r) «C K™(r), the convective torque flux 

is sometimes neglected in the above definition, Eq.(2.11). 

In the literature, one also encounters the definition of the momentum transport 

time on a given flux surface, which is a measure of the rate at which momentum is 

transferred from that flux surface: 

ex/theo, x _ rngynei^V^Ro 
T<S>{loc) V) — ^ex/theo ( s ^ Z . I Z J 

While reviewing the rotation experiments in Chapter 4, we are going to encounter 

the momentum diffusivities x™ a nd xj"» evaluated from experimental data, using 

a balance equation of the form of Eq.(2.5). The xjx is implicitly defined by the 

assumption that the viscous torque has the form: 

JCT(r) = -mj±^{rtfn?g) (2.13) 

An effective diffusivity, xe/f> is defined by the following expression: 

X?(r) + K?(r) = -mj^irxfn^) (2.14) 

Experimental and theoretical r^ and x<t> are related in the following manner: 

T.lr) = JL. AJo"e( r ' )^ ( r ' ) r ' d r ' j?_ 

where Lx = (ff /z) - 1 is the scale length of the parameter x, and g{r) is a geometric 

factor defined by Eq.(2.15). 

While the evaluation of r^x(a) is not ambiguous, one must be careful in the for

mulation of the global momentum confinement time predicted by a given theory. For 

example, r^heo(a) from Eq.(2.11), with r=a, can be used to express the theoretical 
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predictions of momentum transfer mechanisms active only at the edge, if Kl£eo has 

a form similar to Eq.(2.13) that allows the integral defining Kl^eo to be performed 

analytically. Clearly, this would not provide a good measure of the momentum con

finement in the central region, and one must define T^heo(a) in a different way. One 

encounters different choices in the literature. In Ref. [24], the r^f^ evaluated for 

average plasma parameters was assumed to represent the global momentum confine

ment time. In Ref. [28], it was assumed that rfeo{a) ~ a2/x<f>, with x<i> evaluated for 

some average values of the plasma parameters. 

Comparative studies of momentum and thermal transport are often carried out 

and will be discussed during the Thesis. The thermal diffusivities, xf and x)fi\ a r e 

defined by the following expression for the experimental total heat flux attributed to 

species j ^ : 

9 PfT. Q ffT. 

Qr' = Q"{r) + -ViT, = -nyxTftT + f A = -*iXf^ (2-16) 

The experimental total heat flux is evaluated from the solution of the following 

energy balance equation ^"': 

~(rQr,) = wr (2.17) 

where W?x represents sources and sinks of energy, in particular: 

W:x = Wb,e + Wion3.e + WOE - Wrad (2.18) 

W£L = Wb,xon3 + Wb4h - Wion3,e + Wvlsc - Wcx (2.19) 

where the subscripts refer to: b,e(ions): energy exchange from the beams to the 

electrons (ions), evaluated by solving the Fokker-Planck equation; ions,e: energy 

exchange between ions and electrons; OH: ohmic heating power; rad: radiated power, 

measured with the bolometer t5'l; bth: energy carried by the thermalizing beams; 

vise: work done by the viscous forces; ex: charge exchange losses. 
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For a discussion on how Eq.(2.17) is derived from the (rrijVJ/2) moment of the 

Boltzman equation ^ and therefore on the approximations contained in Eq.(2.17), 

we address the reader to Ref. [55]. 
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Chap te r 3 

THEORIES FOR MOMENTUM TRANSPORT 

3.1 In t roduc t ion 

The so called 'classical' ^° ' and 'neoclassical' ^ theories of plasma transport refer to 

a description of the plasma as an ensemble of particles interacting among themselves 

through short-range Coulomb collisions and subject to quasistationary (with respect 

to their characteristic frequencies of motion) electric and magnetic field forces. The 

neoclassical theory departs from the classical in treating the spatial variation of B 

at the kinetic level. Theories that describe the plasma particles interacting mainly 

with fluctuating electric and magnetic fields, directly related to collective fluctua

tions of macroscopic parameters (n, T, v, etc.), whose driving forces and saturation 

mechanisms depend on the theory, are called anomalous t"ul 

In this Chapter, we present several theoretical expressions for the viscous forces 

subdivided according to the above classification. Emphasis is given to the theoretical 

investigation of toroidal momentum transport, which is also the major objective of 

this Thesis. 

3.2 Theor ies of neoclassical m o m e n t u m t r a n s p o r t 

3.2.1 The viscosity tensor 

The viscosity tensor, as derived by Braginskii ^°\ is commonly represented as 

na/3,j = na/3 j + n ^ ; + n ^ (3.1) 

= -fobW*,)i - (ViW1^ + rj2W^)3 + (ffeW*, + TfcWj,),-
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where the W^jS are the strain tensors, and the 77mjs are the viscosity coefficients. 

The W£pjS are related to variations in the flow field. For toroidal flux-surface 

geometry, these are given in Table 3.1 ^*. 

A great deal of work has been done to evaluate the rjmjS in the framework of the 

neoclassical theory. 

Parallel viscosity 

The classical parallel viscosity coefficient, as derived by Braginskii $°\ is: 

7$ = 0.9671^/1/^- (3.2) 

where i/jj is the self-collision frequency. 

An expression for the neoclassical parallel viscosity coefficient, valid in any colli-

sionality regime, was derived by Hirshman '"^: 

„. ra 7 n 7 vth 7 QRQ V\ 

'*"' ~ (l + ^Ki + e'V;) V-6> 

where 

*< - A ; **> =- 5 (3-4> 
and 

__̂  16 e4 InAj nk Z] Z\ , 1 1 x / x 

" = ? ̂  = ? ̂ T M57T*P ̂  + ̂  ™ 
q is the safety factor and vthj is the thermal velocity, Vjk is the collisional frequency 

of species j with species k. Subsequent work $4 has confirmed this expression. Note 

that T]QJIT reduces to 77̂  for one ion species plasma in the collisional regime. 

The viscosity tensor as written in Table 3.1 is the complete viscosity tensor only 

when there is no heat flux, an unrealistic situation in actual fusion devices. Work has 
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The viscosity tensor elements, where ̂ 0 = 2 { - \(dVp/dlp) + [{\/R){dR/dlp) + \{l/Bp)[dBp)/dlp) Vp +fpR \d[V4R - ' ) / # , } } 

to 
o 

"** 

»* = >u 

//„ = n„ 

Parallel 
'1°0 = — Vo^ae 

Perpendicular 
H ^ - ^ . ^ + ^ ^ l 

Gyroviscous 
I C ^ C 7 3 ^ + ^ ^ ) 

„(tRBi-**RBV'] fR*V*R~,]\ *(k*W£± fR{V*R~X)\ 
1*A v\(RBp] — fpR J -r,^-— f p R — — ) 

i ^ 0 

ft J, A* 

~ ' / i * , 
<^A ') 

dL 

-r\V2-ViVPn-
AY*R-1) 

dL 

d(V4R-1) 

- VARBA .,***,*, 

+ \V\ - ^rjiV'R 
d{V4R->) 

dl. 

T,2R 
d(V.R ') 

2? / , * 3M~' i 

- vARBp) 
frRB,vp\ 

-{VA-V^R-
dtV,R->\ 

dL 

-v*R 
d(V4R-x) 

Wph;1) 

*l* 

+ (274 - V>\f,R 
dl^R-*) 

dL 

TJ4R 
d{V4R~') 

dL 

- 2r,J,R 
d(V.R-1) 

dl, 

Table 3.1: The viscosity tensor elements '231 



been done to derive the parallel viscous stress that arises in response to a heat flux 

[63],[64] p o r arbitrary collisionality the parallel viscous force can be written: 

V fi° = ^-V)(P|| -PL)i - |v(pn -pj.),- + (PI, - p ± ) , # V ) 5 - |(SV)B](3.6) 

with: 

6 = 6̂  + & = B/B (3.7) 

Ref.[64] gives the following expression for the anisotropic pressure term: 

. , ra,n7 <B2>bVB ,. . 2qej. . . 
{n ~M = i f TI^W^

 (Cl'% - ^ (3-8) 
VfijUjIR^. 2q9j . 

= — ^ ^ ^ - ^ 5 p 7 J s i n ^ 
= [p\\-p±)jssaid 

Equation (3.8) was derived assuming a plasma density constant on the flux surface. 

The expressions for the viscosity coefficients, £nj-, given in Ref. [64] are: 

Cij = P[V2 - ln{\ + y/2)\ = 0.533p (3.9) 

C2j = p[4/\/2 - 5 ln(l + \/2)/2] = 0.625$ 

^i- iW" 1 

Perpendicular viscosity 

77̂  = 77 /̂4 and 772̂  = \.2UJTJVJJIU2
C- are the classical perpendicular viscosity coeffi

cients ^ , and ucj = ejB/rrij is the gyrofrequency. 

The formulation of neoclassical transport for a plasma with arbitrary rotation, 

without impurities, in different collisional regimes [Goi-loo^ an (j w- t n impUrities in 

banana regime ^ , has shown that, while both particle and heat fluxes are enhanced 

with respect to their classical values, perpendicular viscosity remains essentially at 

the classical level. 
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Hinton and Wong ^ shoved, by taking appropriate moments of the Boltzman 

equation, that the neoclassical part of the viscous torque flux, in a strongly rotating 

plasma, can be written: 

n2 = -^<J^R>vlC>(p)dv3> (3.10) 

where n2/|V-0| is equivalent in our notation to K^I{2-KR2'KT). They solved from the 

kinetic theory for the first-order, gyro-averaged distribution function, fj} under the 

collisionality constraint val^tri ~ 1- For ions in the Pfirsch-Schluter regime, they 

found that the neoclassical part of the viscosity is proportional to the up-down asym

metry in the magnetic field, and that the resulting momentum transport coefficient 

is given by the neoclassical result. In the banana regime, similarly to Refs. [65], [66], 

they found that the perpendicular viscosity coefficient resembles the classical result, 

modified by the factor g2, that is: 

rgj° = O.lf&a (3.11) 

Hogan ["'' found that, in the collisional regime, the neoclassical rj2j is enhanced 

by a factor of (1 + 2.31 q2) with respect to the classical expression. Ref. [66] re

ported a different viscosity coefficient, which scales as z/"1, which is believed ["'I to 

be consequence of a priori ordering, which restricted the flow speed to small values. 

Gyroviscosity 

773 = 774/2 and 774 = rijTjluCj are the classical gyroviscous coefficients ^8 '; ucj = 

ejB/rrij is the cyclotron frequency for species j . Their magnitude is independent of 

the collisionality regime. 
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3.2 .2 T h e t h e o r y of gyrov iscos i ty 

The lower limit to momentum transport is that described by the neoclassical theory. 

When Braginskii's stress tensor (see Section 3.2.1) is extended to include toroidal 

effects ^ , the toroidal component of the viscous torque, < RfrV'Tl >, reduces to 

the sum of the perpendicular viscosity contribution: 

< R ^ >=< ^ ( * ^ ^ f ) > (3.12) 

and of the gyroviscosity contribution: 
-•3,4 1 f) f)Q 

< J # V i i , > , - < _ _ ( j f t ^ - * ) > (3.13) 

where hx and lx are the metric and length elements in a (ip, 0, (f>) flux surface coordinate 

system. 

The neoclassical perpendicular viscous torque of Eq.(3.12) long has been recog

nized to be one-to-two orders of magnitude smaller than is necessary to account for 

measured momentum confinement times ^l. Stacey and Sigmar ^ noted that if 

the poloidal asymmetry in density or rotation velocity was order e = r/R, then the 

neoclassical gyroviscous torque of Eq.(3.13) was the correct magnitude to account for 

measured momentum confinement times. The experimental and theoretical evidence 

for 0(e) poloidal asymmetries was summarized in Refs. [70] and [71]. 

In the circular flux surface approximation, Eq.(3.13) for the gyroviscous torque 

becomes: 

-H-3.4 1 P) 1 A £»n 

(3.14) 
. ^3,4 

<H0-vni >= 
. i 0 

r dr < rBtf&i > 
1 d 
r dr 

< T)4jR
2 .dQ+j 

86 
> 

Approximating 

x(r,0)=xo{r)[l + x\ = • x0(r)[l +x 3 sinO + xc COS0] (3.15) 

(x = TijiVjj) and assuming x to have a weak radial dependence (i.e. setting dx/dr = 

0) led t23' to the following approximation for the gyroviscous torque: 
-*3 4 1 /•) /-JO 1 /•) 

< R^VU- > s ---^ < ^R2-^- >^ -^~(V4ioVHo) (3.16) 
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where 

0 . = 5il(4 + !*2£) + 5i i ( i - S i ) (3.17) 
6 6 6 6 

A local momentum transport time was derived according to the definition given 

in Eq.(2.12) ' \ treating the plasma as consisting of a single ion species with charge 

Zeff: 

«-<" - W? (318) 

with G(r) = -r/(r}4jV<f>j) ^(V4jv4>j)- In using this expression ^ 4 ' to compute a global 

momentum confinement time, 0 and G were set equal to unity and an average tem

perature was used. A theoretical expression for u^(0) was then obtained by equat

ing the input central torque, RQM^O), to the central angular momentum loss rate, 

miniV+(0)RT%loe): 

_ M+(0)2eBZ€ffR
2

 ( . 
v* (0 )" mMWM (3'19) 

An effective gyroviscous momentum flux was later constructed by using an effective 

0 that was independent of position: 

n&w - MSr = -AJ>w^^'dr' ^ 
Subsequently, expressions for the momentum confinement time and central ro

tation speed which took into account radial profiles were developed ' u ' using the 

approximation of Eq.(3.16): 

_ £jJoffl <Rmjnjvi>j >rdr 2eBR2Z hnvT mD 

E7- /o
a < RfrKj >rdr 0 / H ° ) "™ mD 

v°;(0) EE — ^ ^ (3.22) 
E i U W V - n , - > +§-t < RmjTijV+j >\rdr)/v+j(Q) 

2eBT<p(a] hnvTZ 

VpmDene(0)Tt(0)(l + fr9/) 
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Here, the quantities hxy are radial integrals involving the profiles of the quantities 'x' 

and 'y', the last term in Eq.(3.21) is a mass factor that is unity in deuterium plasmas, 

0 is an effective value for the impurity species, Vp is the plasma volume and 

/ = § + £ (3.23) 

In order to obtain the effective gyroviscous torque for the plasma, Eq.(3.16), must 

be summed over ion species. Since the concentration of various ion species is usually 

unknown, some model is necessary to obtain an expression that can be evaluated 

from experimental parameters. The simplest model ̂  is to assume that the plasma 

consists of a single effective species with charge Z — Zeff and mpnp = J^j nijUj ~ 

mDn€, which leads to 

Z = Zeff (3.24) 

in Eqs. (3.21) and (3.22). A second model ^ results from assuming that a single 

dominant impurity determines both Zeff and the total gyroviscous torque. In this 

case, charge neutrality and the definition of Zeff can be used together with Eq.(3.16) 

to obtain 

Z = Z(Z - l)/(Zeff - 1) (3.25) 

This last model can be extended to include a metal impurity, in which case 

Z = Z = Z(Z - l)/(Zeff - Zmet - 1) (3.26) 

Thus: 

'z*ff (3-27) 

Z =\z{Z-l)/{Zeff-l) (3.28) 

Z(Z - l)/(Zeff - Zmet - 1) (3.29) 
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3.2 .3 Ware ' s co ld ions t h e o r y 

Ware ^5] pointed out that the magnitude of the perpendicular viscous torque of 

Eq.(3.12) can be enhanced by an excess of cold ions in an ion-impurity plasma. Re

cycling at the wall produces low energy ions with about 1 eV energy, a factor of 20-50 

times less than the local T{. The expectation for the presence of rotating cold ions in 

the plasma bulk relies on the different temperature dependence of the energy equili

bration time, vEj oc rih/Th' , and the momentum exchange time, u^j oc niZj/T^2, 

which allows the cold ions to acquire momentum faster than internal energy (the 

subscripts 'c' and 'h' refer to hot' and cold' respectively.) 

The starting point for the development of Ware's theory is the neoclassical ex

pression for the radial flux of toroidal momentum for species j : 

r d9 r ^B + v?\ - o 
u<H)j = ~ J to J m*n ~~LJ~R siR9f*sdv (3-3°) 

where fjS is the part of the distribution function which varies as sin# and is odd in 

V||, given by: 

/ ? 7 l f = El°Mc ho) + Cjk(fkc, fj0)} (3.31) 

Indicating the main ion distribution function as fi = fa + /c, where, for simplicity, 

fh and fc are assumed Maxwellians, and proceeding from the kinetic equations, Ware 

derived the following expression for the viscous torque: 

dv 
K£""-{r) = -3.3minciycI{epiey 

with 

Kf\r) = -3.3mxncucI(epie)
2
 -^FT(2TTR0)

2 (3.32) 

r— 4 me4 Z2 In A m,- 7/ 
VCI = V2TT- ' 3/2 V=—7F 3.33 

3 JmdV2 ™r?c K J 

and 
TOi \2 i (2 i 3 v m: \ „ , / 3 , 2 1 1 - Z,(^-)2 + (2 + IZj^y - ( | + 2 Z / ^ ) 2 U 

^r(,.\ _ L t^rni' v5 5 i m / / y V 5 5 J m / / m / y (r> OA\ 

*W-(l + y)W \+y [6'M) 
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Eq.(3.32) can be rewritten as: 

Kfd(r) = A^i?<2r(y) (3.35) 

with 

A = 3.33 m, Qf^nMlT^)^t(-d-^)(^R0fr (3.36) 

A is a function of the plasma parameters that are known from the experimental 

measurements. 

In the TFTR plasma, the main light impurity is carbon (Zeff = 2 - 4 ) and the 

metal impurities are Ni, Fe, Cr, with a Zmet = 0.2 - 0.8. Assuming carbon (Zc = 6, 

me = 12 mp) or iron (Zpe = 24, mpe = 55.8 mp) as the main impurity, Eq.(3.35) 

becomes: 

nr 1 
* r » * -4 fe j^HLjfts •** ( 3 - 3 7 ) 

'cold i 
I ) — s\ — 

k ' n (\ 4-
m; Ti 

The associated momentum confinement time for the plasma in the volume out to 

radius V is: 

,-cold(r\ = L ^ ( r ) - TScold<„\ , mcv/j; ( 3 ' 3 8 ) 

According to Ware, the presence of low energy ions leads also to a simple ex

planation of various particle transport features observed in several tokamaks ' '^ : 

pulsed gas puffing leading to rapid increase of central density but no increase in ion 

energy content, improved energy containment when recycling is reduced, no neoclassi

cal peaking of n/ with normal conditions, large decrease in nj with pulsed gas puffing, 

increase of n/ in center with pellet injection, and others. 

3.2.4 Neoclassical additions to Braginskii's tensor 

In a recent work ( "', Hsu and Sigmar rederived the viscosity tensor for an impure, 

strongly rotating, coUisional plasma and found additional terms to the Braginskii's 

result, due to large rotation. Since their derivations have been carried out for a 
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collisional regime that does not represent the TFTR plasma, their results are not a 

priori applicable for a comparison with the experimental data. 

Hsu and Sigmar adopted the Larmor radius expansion of the kinetic equation in 

conjunction with a moment approach, the outline of which is given in Ref. ™. Their 

transport problem is described by the set of moment equations 1, rrijV, mj(vv—v2/3 / ) , 

for each order in 60j = pei/L (where pei is the ion Larmor radius and L the radial 

length scale). The results were discussed for the cases A = (y/26ejZ2Ujj/utTj) ~ 

0(6ej) and ~ 0(1), where utTj ~ vthj/(qR) is the transient frequency, 

The momentum flux, as derived by them, is the sum of the classical perpendicular 

flux and of a neoclassical term. This last term, namely 

B ^ R2
n 3BlR2-B2R* 1 / x 

l%j < £ - % > + < — 4gS ndli >1 (3-39) *-*-<fyil)j fivcj R 

where 

nc | | i : = brUj fic; = jdvrrijivv - v2Tl?>)Cj{Jj) (3.40) 

is a factor of /3~2 = (B/Be)2 larger than the classical flux. It generates the following 

torque flow, explicitly driven by the up-down density modulation, 

K™s(r) = ( 2 x i ? 0 ) 2 ^ ! ^ e « 7 3 B (3.41) 
Met 

with B a function of plasma parameters and of order ~ vejV~Zi (vthi/v<f>i)2/[/3(l 4-

Ti/Te)} when ra7 ~ Z/m^. 

The corresponding local momentum replacement time, as defined by Hsu and 

Sigmar, is 

« r ) = iff"'""* * (niqR)/(2eSmvthM„B) ~ § § * - (3.42) 

where ^ = rR/(2K4>)^-r(K4>/R) ~ 1/2. 

We note that K$ks and r$ks are of the same parameter dependence as for the 

gyroviscous theory. However, the physical origin is of collisional nature. 
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3.2.5 Rotational viscosity 

Stacey and Neeley ^'1 recently solved the neoclassical momentum transport problem 

for collisional (v* » 1) ions in a strongly rotating (v^ ~ vth) tokamak plasma. 

They expanded the first-order distribution function f1=f1 + }x into a gyroangle-

averaged (/i) and a gyroangle-dependent (/i) component and solved the resulting 

kinetic equations. Then they evaluated the lowest order momentum fluxes: 

%(f{) = mi J(vv - l-JT)f{ d3v = fl(fl) + i(ft) (3.43) 

They recovered the previous gyroviscous results of Section 3.2.1 from f\ and obtained 

a new "rotational" viscosity of collisional origin from fa. The "rotational" viscous 

torque was found to have the form: 

zrot 1 - r d 
< ^ V n . >^ --QY'~-(rhjovHo) (3.44) 

where Q™* is a complicated function of poloidal asymmetries in density, velocity and 

flux surface geometry which is order unity when these asymmetries are order e. Thus, 

it follows that the form of the gyroviscous results, Eqs. (3.20) - (3.22), also obtain for 

the "rotational" viscosity, even though the former is of a non-collisional origin and 

the latter is of a collisional origin. 
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3.3 Theories of anomalous momentum transport 

3.3.1 Anomalous viscosity due to stochastic magnetic per
turbations 

Morozov and Pogutze W,[2o] pr0p0sed an anomalous viscosity mechanism based on 

small-scale turbulence. They derived a self-consistent set of equations (continuity, 

generalized vortex, generalized Ohm's law and heat transport equations) for the de

scription of nonlinear low-frequency electromagnetic oscillations in plasmas and the 

associated transport processes. These equations were obtained for a non-collisional, 

cylindrical plasma; included nonuniformity of current, pressure and rotation; and 

were used to evaluate the different fluxes across surfaces moving with the plasma to 

determine the transport coefficients. The viscosity coefficient was found to be related 

to the electron thermal difFusivity as (for - ^ - < 1): 

Ysr „ smPHh£l = C l ^ - ? Vhh a ft677?* (3 45) 

where C\ is a constant of 0(1), 7 = 1 - 2, e = r/ROJ fie = B?fy0y ^ = ™>ilmv, and 

rrii^e are the ion, proton and electron masses. We can construct the torque flow from 

Eq.(2.13) to compare with the experiments: 

K?p(r) = (27rR)2rmDne(r)xTlp~v4>(r) (3.46) 

It is worth noting that Kadomtsev and Pogutse $9] addressed the problem of 

calculating the anomalous electron transport from stochastic magnetic perturbations 

and derived an expression for Xemp- The parametric dependence of xjmp is common 

to other theories, such as the collisional trapped electron modes and microtearing 

modes, and it is also close to the one inferred from the Merezhkin scaling law, and to 

the empirical formula proposed by Ohkawa, as reviewed in Ref. [60]. 

Morozov et al. f31' have recently pointed out that, in spite of the relatively 

good description of rE and r^ that, they found, was provided by their theory, the 

oscillation spectra seen experimentally have a maximum at k±pi ~ 1. and, according 

to the theory, should not contribute to the transport. 
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3.3.2 Anomalous viscosity due to ITG modes 

The ion-temperature-gradient (ITG) driven modes are electrostatic drift waves driven 

unstable by an ion-pressure gradient. Their presence requires a threshold condition 

rji = |=gfci > rgr „ i _ 2, ,and implies \i = X<j> increasing with r?,-. 

The evaluation of the momentum flux due to electrostatic drift waves, that is: $4] 

™>jnjX<i>j-^- = -mjUj < VrjVj >= rrijUj ]T < k'y$k'V\\-k' > (3-47) 

{k! is the wavelenght number, <> indicates time average, x is the fluctuating compo

nent of x) requires the determination of the oscillation spectra and saturation levels 

of the fluctuations. There exist different approaches for modelling plasma systems 

to evaluate the plasma parameter fluctuations, and for this reason the ITG modes 

theory is still in evolution. 

The extension to a subsonic rotating plasma ^ of the earlier nonlinear theory 

^ , developed for sheared slab geometry and focused on the lowest radial eigenstate 

of the system, leads to the the following expression for the turbulent momentum 

diffusivity: 

xr=xr"=1-34rtH—+{k^)2? (3-48) 
The meanings of the new symbols are: r = Te/Ti, La = ^-^T , Ln = ne^f~ , 

cs — A/£- and p3 — c3—. 

A slightly different expression for %it less dependent on rji, has also been derived 

for toroidal geometry $6]: 

^ ( 1 + 7 ? , ) _ (1 + r?,) r-VZT, 
*• ~ U*ePs RT * LJLS V A

 RB2 ^ ' 4 y j 

The role of higher radial eigenstates in sonic ITG driven turbulence was explored 

in Ref. [36], and it was concluded that Xi is enhanced beyond estimates based on the 

lowest eigenstate alone. 

The above formulas for the ion momentum and thermal diffusivities were derived 

assuming: one-fluid description of the ions; fully developed turbulence, that is rji >̂ 
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7/f; and Ln,r]i < oo, which excludes the flat density profiles characteristic of H mode 

shots. The first assumption makes a simulation of the TFTR results questionable 

since the fast ion population is a large fraction of the total one. It is not clear, either, 

if Ln or rather Lnth, the density scale length of the thermal ions, should be used in 

the formula. In any case, the magnitude of xj , w exceeds the experimental values of 

the diffusivity by 1 — 2 orders of magnitude and the proper scale length choice is not 

the issue. 

The argument that a large diffusion coefficient should flatten the temperature 

and velocity profiles, and hence reduce transport, has motivated recent works by 

Romanelli t3°' and Hahm ^ 1 focused on the derivation of an expression for rjf as a 

function of the plasma parameters. Romanelli's expression for r\f is ^*: 

rj*™ = (1. + l./r)2L«/J20 (3.50) 

and Hahm and Tang derived ^ | . 

^ « - = 2I^*t +i.88^(l + i), b, = ktf3 (3.51) 

(k$ being the poloidal wavelength) 

Near threshold, the use of Horton's expression for Xi, based on toroidal quasilinear 

theory, 

x?H = sF^r^to « y " ^ yfciSi •* ^ "•" (3-52) 

was recommended in Ref. [74]. The torque flow, in the form given by Eq.(3.46), will 
TJ 

be computed using x j ~ Xi a nd Romanelli's expression for r\f for the purpose of 

the comparison with TFTR Exp. 44 data discussed in Chapter 6. 

In a recent article, Mattor and Diamond '401 derived an expression for xT valid 

in the range 0.95 <rji< 0.95 + (1 + l/r)Ln/L3 = T]^D: 

tf« = Nthil±Jpl{^±lii (3.53) 
Zy/TT L3 L9 

(with Nth a threshold function dependent on rji). 
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3.3.3 Anomalous viscosity due to trapped and untrapped 
particle modes 

Osipenko et al. ^ have studied ion transport due to interaction of ions with the 

electrostatic part of the drift oscillations in collisionless, rotating tokamak plasmas, 

using a Hamiltonian formalism. The total momentum flux is defined by: 

,dvw 
minjV^V\\ - TTiiTiiX^—- (3.54) 

= -vI d M2^R f d - i f r9-jf6iB'r2' [IB'rW) 

where J and 0 are the action-angle variables, / is the vector of integers corresponding 

to the Fourier harmonics in the angular space 0, and D0 is a diffusion coefficient 

describing the evolution of the lower order distribution function fiQ. The spectrum 

used is a model spectrum which agrees with experimental observation: a gaussian 

spectrum with 6u ~ )J2Te/mi/Ln. 

They found that the contribution of trapped ions to diffusion and heat conduction 

is y/e times lower than that of passing particles, although the main contribution to 

electron transport comes from the trapped electrons. The viscosity coefficient due to 

untrapped particles (up), as derived by them, is 

^•^feSi^fz^ (3-55) 
and the corresponding trapped particle coefficient is ps/a times lower. The corre

sponding torque flow is of the form given by Eq.(3.46). 
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Chap te r 4 

PREVIOUS ROTATION EXPERIMENTS AND 
COMPARISON WITH THEORIES 

4.1 Introduction 

Measurements of toroidal rotation in Ohmically Heated (OH) or NBI plasmas, with 

and without pellet injection and Radio Frequency (RF) heating, have been routinely 

performed in the last decade on most of the existing tokamaks. While a very extensive 

collection of rotation data is available, a relatively limited number of theories, in 

comparison with the variety of thermal transport theories, have been formulated in 

the attempt of explaining the experimental observations, and only a rather modest 

effort of comparison between theory and the data has been made. 

In this Chapter, we present a review of the major toroidal rotation experiments 

performed in tokamaks and of the transport analysis and attempted theoretical in

terpretation of the measurements, when available. The few measurements of poloidal 

rotation rotation velocity available and related theoretical analysis, are discussed in 

another Chapter (Section 7.6). 

4.2 Rotation data and their analysis 

A review of rotation experiments carried out on several tokamaks and of the related 

analysis, when available, is presented in this Section. Table 4.1 summarizes the range 

of plasma parameters covered by the reviewed experiments. 
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Table 4.1: Summary of rotation experiments plasma parameters 



4.2.1 PLT 

The earliest measurements of toroidal rotation were made on the Princeton Large 

Torus (PLT). Two-data-points reconstruction of the toroidal plasma rotation profile 

in PLT W was made possible by the measurements of the Doppler shift of the 2665 

A emission line of FeXX, radiating at the plasma center, and of the 2271 A line of 

CV, present near the plasma edge, for a variety of plasma and NBI conditions. 

In absence of NBI, a central velocity of 1.5 104 m/s in the counter direction, that 

is in the direction opposite to the plasma current, was observed. 

. D B — HT 

f6 

£ 3 

50 

• (xparimant 
ttwory 

100 150 200 

Pb(kW) / V Eb(k«V) 

Figure 4.1: Scaling of 1^(0) with Pb in PLT and comparison with ^v(0), Eq.(3.19) 
[24] 

During NBI, the steady state central rotation velocity scaled linearly with P& 

(beam power), as shown in Fig. 4.1, and decreased with ne (line average density), but 

less rapidly than l/ne, suggesting an increase of r^ with density. When normalized 
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to injected power, the magnitude of the net induced rotation velocities for a co-

and counter- discharges were identical. When co- and counter-beams were injected 

simultaneously, the induced rotation speed appeared to be equal to the difference in 

rotation speeds that would have been induced by the beams separately. 

Velocities attained for D° — • H+ were higher than those for H° —• D+, at equal 

Pb and ne, but only by about 20 %, rather less than expected from the plasma mass 

ratio, implying a larger r^ for the D plasma. 

The change of peak-to-peak field ripple on axis from 0.5% to 2.5 % did not produce 

a discernible influence on rotation, indicating that ripple-viscosity ^ was not a 

dominant momentum transport mechanism. 

Modeling of v<f>(0) with Eq.(2.13) gave momentum diffusivities dependent on ne. 

In a higher density case (ne = 2.8 1019ra-3) the spatial and time evolution of v^x 

was well described by x<i>{r) — 4.5 \Q2llne(r)mrls~l. In the lower density case, 

(ne = 1.8 1019ra~3) it was necessary to use a x+ decreasing from 6m2/s at the center 

to 3ra2/5 at the edge. 

An earlier version of the gyroviscous formula for i^(0), Eq.(3.19), predicted the 

magnitude and several features of the experimental results quite well ^ ] : magnitude 

of v<f,(0) independent of direction of injection, decrease of ^(0) with increasing ne 

and higher values of ^(0) for D° —• H+ than for H° —• D+, due to differences in 

Ti(0). A comparison of experimental and theoretical (Eq.(3.19)) values of i^(0) shows 

good agreement except at higher Pb, where the theoretical results begins to show a 

saturation of v^(0) versus Pb, that is not observed in the experimental data (see Fig. 

4.1). 
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4.2.2 PDX 

Toroidal and poloidal rotation were measured in the Princeton Divertor Experiment, 

PDX, in OH and NBI discharges, in both circular and diverted configurations, ^ 

with three diagnostics: 1) the Fast Rotating Mirror measuring the Doppler shift of 

intrinsic or laser ablated impurity lines in the range 2000-6000 A ; 2) Bragg x-ray 

crystal spectrometer measuring the Doppler shift of the 2.61 A Ka resonant line of 

TiXXI, concentrated at the plasma center, and of the 3834 A of TiXVII, at r ~ 25 

cm; 3) a poloidal array of Mirnov coils which detect rotating MHD structures in the 

plasma. 

The poloidal velocity measurements are reviewed in Section 7.6. 

During the OH phase the central toroidal rotation was found to be ~ 103 - 104 

m/s and in the direction opposite to the current. 

For the range of parameters listed in Table 4.1, ity(0) appeared to scale linearly 

with Pfc/rle, independently of Ip (plasma current), and to saturate at higher Pb, when 

plotted as a function of Pb only (since ne increases with Pb). The momentum con

finement time during NBI was not studied, but the previous observations about ity(0) 

would suggest a T™ independent of T^jne. 

It was also concluded that the momentum confinement was better for D than for 

H discharges, and better for diverted than for limiter discharges. 

The 1/e decay time of ity(0) and v^{r — 25cm), after termination of NBI, was 

found to be ~ 90 ms and ~ 170 ms, respectively, independent of ne and Ip. 

The velocity profile was constructed using measurements by all three diagnostics 

for a few shots and the momentum diffusivity was calculated by simulating momentum 

transport with Eqs. (2.5) and (2.13). xe£ w a s found to increase with plasma radius 

from ~ 1 m2/s, at the center, to ~ 7 m2/s at the edge. 

This value of the momentum diffusivity, inferred for a discharge with main ions in 

the plateau regime, was compared with an expression for the perpendicular neoclassi-
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cal viscosity constructed by assuming that x<f> scales in the same way as the heat con

duction in the transition from the fluid to the collisionless regime: x<t>(r) <* Pi <?2^e~3/2. 

(This is not correct; see Chapter 3). The discrepancy between x$eo and xjx varied 

from 100 (center) to 10-50 (edge), implying that the neoclassical perpendicular vis

cosity theory was inadequate in explaining the observations. 

The damping time due to magnetic field ripple was calculated to be several seconds 

and could not influence the observed rotation decay. 

The v^x(0) and r " data were compared with the prediction of the gyroviscous 

theory, in the form given by Eqs. (3.18) and (3.19) and found to be in good agreement 
[24] t 

4.2.3 ISX-B 

Plasma rotation in the Impurity Study Experiment version B, ISX-B, was studied 

by Isler et al. ™. One of the purposes of the rotation study was to determine 

the dependence of TE on v^, since it was found that TE OC Pb~ . The neoclassical 

theory predicts a dependence of Xt on v^ but thermal analyses indicated that the 

controlling factor in establishing the discussed dependence was the electron channel. 

Moreover, momentum confinement 'per se' was an incentive for the experiment since 

the standard neoclassical perpendicular viscosity could not explain the low v™ data, 

while the ion thermal conductivity and the particle fluxes, at least qualitatively, 

exhibited neoclassical behaviour. 

A new beamline was installed to allow discharges with different values of (Pco -

Pctr)/{PCo + Par) and a spectrometer system measuring Doppler shift from recycling 

impurities was employed. 

In the co-injection discharges, v<f>(0) did not increase proportionally to P& (at fixed 

ne, Ip and B^), but saturated at low P*>, making it unlikely for the toroidal rotation 

to be the driving mechanism for the TE - Pb dependence; i^(0) was also found to be 
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independent of ne and Ip. This is shown in Fig. 4.2. 

r^ was evaluated for one shot during and after NBI and found to be considerably 

larger during the decay after NBI termination than during the flattop, an effect 

which is consistent with the acceleration effect of a negative Y<f, during the decay -

see Eq.(2.11). A momentum diffusivity decreasing with minor radius (3.2-2.4 m2/s) 

was obtained when Eq.(2.13) was used to model the velocity profiles during NBI 

reconstructed from analysis of emission lines of C and O ions located at different 

radii. 

Counter-injection shots in ISX-B always disrupted after 30-80 ms of injection 

because of impurity accumulation, and a detailed study of ^(0) and r^ was not 

possible; but it appeared that, before the disruption, tty(0) did not differ significantly 

in magnitude from the central velocity in co-injection discharges with similar Pb. 

Partially balancing co-injection with counter-injection was found to reduce v<f, more 

than expected on the basis of the net co-injected power, indicating that r^ depends 

on the total injected power. 

An earlier version of the gyroviscous expressions for r^ and ity(0) (Eqs (3.18) and 

(3.19) ) could reproduce the magnitude and the observed parametric dependence of 

the experimental data taken during NBI t24'. The saturation of ̂ (0) with P^ was seen 

to be accounted for quite well by the corresponding increase in Tj(0) (see Fig. 4.3), 

and tty(0) was predicted to be only weakly dependent on ne and IP. The temperature 

dependence of Eq.(3.19) also accounted for the partially balanced injection results 

cited in the previous paragraph. 

4.2.4 Di l i 

Plasma rotation was measured in Doublet III, Dili, for a variety of 7P, Pfc, ne, limiter 

and divertor discharges ^H'l with a six-chord CERS system, measuring the Doppler 
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Figure 4.2: (a) Scaling of vj*(0) and stored energy with Pb in ISX-B. (b) Scaling 

of v+(Q) and v+(~ 16cm) with Ip on ISX-B ^. 
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shift of the Hell 468.568 nm line, and a single-chord spectrometer measuring the 

297.57 nm line from OVIII t5^6'. It was verified that the toroidal rotation frequency 

is constant over the flux surface and that all the ions (0 and He) share the same 

toroidal velocity, within the experimental error of the measurements (from the pub

lished figures one would infer error bars smaller than 10 %). 
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Figure 4.4: Energy and angular momentum confinement times versus plasma current 

for a set of divertor discharges in Dili ® 

In divertor discharges, ^(0) was found to increase approximately linearly with 

the torque (at fixed ne, Ip and B), independently of beam species, and the profile was 

found to be more peaked at higher injected torque. In limiter discharges (D° —• D+ 

only), tty(O) showed saturation with increasing torque, but ne was not kept constant. 

The momentum confinement time was shown to decrease with Pb in both limiter 

and divertor shots, to be equal to TE in the divertor discharges and 30 % less than 

TE in the limiter discharges. The decrease was stronger in the limiter cases and was 
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attributed to the peaking of v^r) with Pb in diverted plasmas. At equal P&, r^ was 

considerably lower in the limiter configuration (r£TO ~ 2/5r*t'). At fixed Pb and ne, r^ 

(and Tf;) increased linearly with Iv (see Fig. 4.4). Since t^(0) had a weak dependence 

on Ip, the linear increase of r^ with plasma current was due to the broadening of the 

ne and v^ profile with increasing 7P, that were used in constructing the experimental 

r*. 

Divertor discharges that never exhibit sawtooth oscillations in the soft x-ray signal 

had poorer momentum and energy confinement times. This is probably due to the 

growth of a magnetic island that almost prevented plasma rotation ^ . 

An earlier version of the gyroviscous theory without profile effects, Eq.(3.18), pre

dicted r^ of the same magnitude as the measured r^, as shown in Fig. 4.5. However 

apparent disagreement between plasma parameter dependences predicted by the gy

roviscous theory and observed in the experiment were reported for Dili w. The 

dependence of the experimental r^ on current was due to a broadening of the profile, 

while the earlier theory does not include profile effects. We evaluated the approximate 

magnitude of these profile effects, using the published data, and found that, still, the 

omission of profile effects in the theory could not completely explain the difference 

between experiments and theory observed in the scaling of r^ with Ip. 

4.2.5 ASDEX 

Rotation in the Axisymmetric Divertor Experiment, ASDEX, plasma, under different 

NBI conditions, was determined with a five-chord CERS from the Doppler shift of 

the 343.4 nm line of CV and the 297 nm line of OVII. A number of features in 

the momentum confinement properties were reported in Refs. [8], [9], while a more 

complete analysis of the same L-mode discharges can be found in Ref. [10]. 

The observed toroidal velocities for co-NBI are well described by an offset-linear 
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scaling of v<f,(0) with Pfc/ne, without any clear dependence on current and magnetic 

field. The extrapolation of the data points for Pj, —> 0 and the measurements of 

velocity decay after beam turn off indicate that r^ decreased with increasing P^. 

The values of v<f,(0) in a counter-NBI discharge reached nearly twice the value 

obtained in co-injection under almost identical conditions. Simultaneous increase of 

ne, TP, TE and r^ are observed in counter-NBI accompanied by a peaking of the density 

profile. Throughout all the experiment puffing of CD^ (originally used to reduce the 

thermal load of the divertor and prolong the discharge) and pellet injection were used 

to control the density profile. 

The analysis of a series of counter-NBI discharges showed the importance of the 

density peaking factor, Vn = ne(0)/[ne] in determining the momentum confinement. 

An expression of the form: 

v^Q) oc (const + Vn)Pb/[ne] 

was found to fit the velocity measurements of the velocity in counter-NBI, while the 

momentum confinement time was fitted by an offset linear function of P&. 

Comparison between the velocity scaling for co- and counter-NBI, assuming equal 

plasma parameters, showed that there is some improvement in the counter- confine

ment which cannot be attributed to Vn. 

The improvement of confinement with the peaking factor suggested ' ' that the 

stabilization of rji modes could be the cause of it. According to Ref. [8], during 

counter-NBI, xj1 showed a reduction over the whole plasma cross-section and local 

analysis of momentum and thermal ion transport showed that x<t> a nd Xi w e r e m 

good agreement with xT- A simulation of momentum transport, reported in Ref. 

[10], instead, showed that the change of the torque deposition profile with Vn can 

account for about two-thirds of the measured variation of r^ with the peaking factor. 
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4.2.6 TFTR 

Since the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor, TFTR, became operative in 1984, consider

able effort has been devoted by experimenters to measure plasma velocities, to con

struct databases of rotation speeds and to analyze these data, in order to understand 

momentum confinement lUHlb]. 

Prior to 1987, the rotation velocity data (and the T; data, as well) were obtained 

from measurements of the Doppler shift of the TiXXI Ka resonance line by a Bragg 

bent crystal spectrometer of high spectral resolution and were limited to the plasma 

center '4^. 

The CERS diagnostic began providing sensible measurements of velocity and ion 

temperature profiles in the summer of 1987 f41l 

Results from an early beam, power scan experiment were reported in Ref. [12]. 

The series of shots were run in deuterium plasma varying Pb in range 1.2-5.6 MW. 

The other plasma parameters axe listed in Table 4.1. The central rotation velocity, 

measured from Doppler shift of the TiXXI Ka line, varied as tty(O) = 3.0 104 -f 

2.34 104Pb m/s, with Pb in MW t2°l. 

The measured central rotation frequency from this Pb scan was compared with 

the theoretical prediction of an earlier version of the gyroviscous theory, Eq.(3.19), 

and found in good agreement, as shown in Fig. 4.6 ' ™. There was similar good 

agreement between experimental (reported in Ref. [76]) and theoretical r^. 

A comprehensive outline of rotation measurements and their analysis prior to 

1987, was given in Ref. [76]. The database of ~ 400 shots taken, in part, in 1985, 

during operation on the outer moveable limiter (only co-NBI) , and, in part, in 1986, 

during discharges run off the inner bumper limiter (co-, counter- and balance NBI) 

spans a wide range of plasma parameters. These are summarized in Table 4.1. 

The following observations were reported. It was found that the limiter configura

tion did not significantly affect momentum transport. The central velocity increased 

in an offset-linear fashion, independent of Ip, with T^/nc, in spite of the increase of ne 
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of v$*(0) with uf (0), Eq.(3.19) in TFTR I2°l. 
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with Ip. This indicated a nonlinear dependence of v^(0) on T^jn^ at small values of 

torque input per particle, and the absence of saturation of the central velocity, up to 

T+/fie < 1.1 10"18^m4 (see Fig.(4.7)). At the same value of T^/ne, t^(0) was ~ 20 % 

lower in counter-injection than in co-injection (similarly to Tt(0), found to be lower 

in counter- than in co-, at comparable Pb/ne). The central velocity was also found 

to be less in the pre-compression configuration (R=3 and a=0.85 m) with respect to 

R=2.55 and a=0.82 m. 
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Figure 4.7: v^O) L-mode discharges in TFTR versus input torque per particle ^ ' . 

The momentum confinement time, computed towards the end of NBI, assuming a 

parabolic velocity profile, showed modest deterioration with Pb and Tt(0) in counter-
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injection, little or no variation in co-injection and no clear dependence on Ze// and 

B. It seemed to improve with Ip in the movable limiter discharges; a series of shots 

at small minor radius, large R and low Ip showed the lowest confinement time but it 

was not clarified if this indicated a dependence on R or rather Ip. 

The post-injection (e-folding) velocity decay time was found to decrease with 

2/̂ (0), measured at the end of NBI, and to be substantially longer (twice) than the 

steady state r^, as previously observed on ISX-B and PDX. 

Momentum confinement times constructed from early TFTR data were generally 

within a factor of 2-3 of the prediction of the gyroviscous theory 1'6I'^°1, Eq.(3.18). 

When the data were plotted against the variables T^ B, Ze// and R, no scaling was 

evident ^ (see Fig. 4.8). Subsequent analysis have shown that these data are not 

adequate to determine a B or R dependence, due to the small range of variation of B 

and R, compared to the errors aflecting the data. Ze// measurements were unavailable 

for several shots, and the Ti and v<f, profiles are completely unknown. 

An interesting modulated edge heating experiment f'"' was performed by pulsed 

injection of the beams through the plasma edge. Since tty(0) increased to 2/3 of 

its value obtained during central heating, it was ruled out that ripple or other edge 

damping mechanisms governed rotation in TFTR. A momentum transport simulation, 

using a diffusive transport model with \<i> — 0-3 m/sec, could reproduce the observed 

central velocity time history. The x<t> required to reproduce the central velocity, in a 

similar, modulated, central heating shot, was half the magnitude of the edge injection 

one. 

A rotation experiment, consisting of a series of discharges at different values of 

Ip, B, R, Pb and direction of injection was conducted in TFTR in September 1988 

[14],[16] ^he discharges were of the kind later indicated as hot-ion-mode ^ , with 

characteristics between the L-mode and the Supershot ones (see Table 4.2). Since 
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L mode Hot-Ion mode Supershot 

recycling (Ha) high low low 

injection any co-counter balanced 

V 
• n 

< 1.7 1.7-2 2-3 

TE (S) < 0.09 0.1-0.13 > 0.13 

TE/T% < 1.3 < 2 < 3 

nfast(0)/ne(Q) lower 0.1-0.4 higher 

Ti(Q) keV 2-10 10-20 20-30 

Table 4.2: Characterization of TFTR confinement regimes t^l 

velocity, density and temperature profiles were measured, this experiment was par

ticularly suitable for the study of correlation between local transport coefficients of 

momentum and thermal difFusivities. The interest in such correlation is dictated by 

previous experimental observations of x% ~ X4> < XT° o n TFTR M and Dili 01, and 

by the hypothesis that the ITG modes or other electrostatic turbulence mechanisms 

can dictate the confinement properties. 

The analysis, reported in Ref. [16], shows: 

• a strong correlation among; the transport coefficients (x<t>/Xi — 0 .7-2 , x<t>IXe = 

1.2-3.1); 

• a strong radial dependence and an increase of x<t> a n d x% fr°m t n e center to the 

edge by up to a factor of 100; 

• a weak dependence on global parameters that precludes the precise determina

tion of their scaling (ex.: x* ~ F6°-23/-°-595016r/aL22). 

The theoretical estimates of 77/*°™, Eq.(3.50), and rj?&T, Eq.(3.51), are found to be 

within a factor of 2 of the measured r\f (see Fig. 4.9). The theoretical x j ' " , Eq.(3.48), 

and xt
tOT = xJS Eq.(3.49), have been compared with the experimental difFusivities 
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and shown to overestimate/underestimate them by two orders of magnitude at the 

center/edge f1 .̂ 

Subsequently, a similar analysis was conducted for a series of L-mode shots. The 

local xs were found to be qualitatively similar to the hot-ion-mode diffusivities, but 

quantitatively higher (factor of 2 for x<t>) a n d improving with Ip. rfc* was found to 

exceed 77/*°™ and hot-ion-^ by a factor up to 8, suggesting that, in L-mode discharges, 

transport is not governed by marginal stability (the transport does not increase in 

order to cause rf{
x to approach 7/f). 

4.2.7 JET 

A large number of rotation measurements have been taken during NBI discharges 

in the Joint European Torus, JET, for a variety of plasma conditions: H° and D° 

in D+ plasmas, inner and outer limiter, X point, L and H modes, with and without 

RF-heating, and with different degrees of elongation (k= 1-1.8). A partial description 

of these measurements is given in Refs. [17] - [19]; a more complete description of a 

subset of the JET database, through September 1988, can be found in Ref. [20]. 

Rotation velocities have been measured in JET with several methods: 
[17] !) 

central velocities were determined from the Doppler shift of a Ni XXVII resonance 

line observed by an x-ray crystcil spectrometer; 2) a multi-chordal (8 lines) visible 

charge exchange diagnostic measures the Doppler shifted light from excited CVII and 

OIX ions providing velocity and ion temperature profiles; 3) occasionally, an XUV 

spectrometer detected the emission lines of lower ionization states of Ni and C ions, 

providing velocity profiles and differences in v^ during OH and Ion Cyclotron Radio 

Frequency (ICRF) heating; 4) the MHD coils, measuring 5 , could provide rotation 

data when the MHD activity was significant [BQJBQ < 10~4). 
The x-ray and XUV diagnostics showed that the plasma rotation frequency was 
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< 104 rad/s during OH and in the direction counter to the plasma current; ICRF had 

the effect of increasing the central rotation in the counter-direction I1*. 

With NBI, the central rotation velocity tended to saturate with increasing Pb/[ne] 

and to increase slightly with Ip for both counter- and co-injection. ([ne] indicates the 

average volume density) Roughly twice the value of Pb/[ne] was needed in L-mode to 

produce a ^ ( 0 ) comparable to the v<j>{0) attained in H-mode. ^™. H mode shots, 

characterized by a reduced Ha signal, by a flat ne(r) and somewhat flatter tty(r) ( 

and increased TE) , systematically show a momentum confinement higher than the L 

mode shots (see Table 4.1). 

Ref. [19] reported that tty(0) was found to be strongly correlated with Ti(0); the 

relation: fi^(0) ~ 6.2 x Ti(0) krad/(s keV) could fit a large set of NBI data, with 

moderate MHD activity, independently of the other plasma parameters. 

MHD activity was found to affect the momentum transport considerably ^ l ] : a t 

the appearance of a locked mode the rotation stops on a 100 ms timescale; when high 

MHD activity was present there was evidence, from the MHD and XUV diagnostics, 

of flattening of the velocity profile. 

Also ICRF, when tuned to the H minority, caused a sharp drop of up to a factor 

of two in the rotation velocity. This was explained ' '̂  by the cumulative effect of the 

increase in number of beam ions scattered into trapped orbits, of density rise during 

RF-heating and the induced counter-velocity that seems inherent with ICRF in JET. 

The result of a momentum transport analysis for a H mode shot, affected by saw

teeth, was reported in Ref. [18]. The experimentally inferred momentum diffusivity 

was found to decrease with minor radius from x^(0) ~ 0.4 - 0.6 m2/s (at sawtooth 

peak/crash) to x<t>(a) ~ 0.1 m2Is. An extensive comparison between \e/f and Xtff 

yielded the following result: 

Xf = (ZJ + 1- Zeff)/Zj(l ± 0.3) x1ff (with Z= 4 or 6, for Be or C), 

that is similar to the TFTR finding t16': x*/f ~ x!ff-
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The momentum confinement time inferred from experiment and the prediction of 

the gyroviscous theory, with profile effects included, (Eq. 3.21), were in rather good 

agreement (See Fig. 4.10) ^0], Distinctly lower r^ were found for L-mode discharges 

than for H-mode discharges. These differences were explainable via Eq.(3.21), with 

Z — Zeff (Eq.(3.25)), in terms of differences in Ze//, temperature and profile shape. 

The scaling of tty(0) and r^ with Zeff and T, predicted by Eq.(3.22) and Eq.(3.21) was 

found in the data when the correlation between Zeff and T, was taken into account. 

Comparison of more recent JET measurements with the gyroviscous theory was 

stated t ^ to show an order of magnitude underprediction of fi^(0). However, the 

authors incorrectly modified Eq.(3.22) and overestimated the viscous force by an order 

of magnitude. It can be inferred from their results that Eq.(3.22) predicts the correct 

order of magnitude for Q^(0). 

A set of momentum diffusivities ^ were compared with the rji theory prediction, 

in the form of Eq.(3.48), at an unspecified radial location. The discharges with a flat 

density profile had a xj,1 much lower than the r/i-predictions, while the shots with 

more peaked ne(r) showed a better agreement. 

4.2.8 PBX-M 

A multispatial and multispectral (CVII, OIX) CERS diagnostic is available on PBX-

M for the measurements of v^ir) and Ti(r). 

PBX-M has two nearly perpendicular NB injectors and two more tangential NB 

injectors that allow the study of toroidal rotation with different torque values and 

constant injected power (and vice versa). 

A series of experimental results were presented in Ref. [22] for H mode shots and 

plasma parameters listed in Table 4.1. Independently of the NB injectors configura

tion, ity(0) was found to be oc Tit> and to be more peaked with increasing T ;̂ v^(0) 

was insensitive to ne, suggesting r^ oc ne. 
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The comparison between one parallel and one perpendicular NBI shots, with sim

ilar injected power, and similar in the OH phase, showed ^(0) and 2"i(0) considerably 

higher in the parallel injection case, and a momentum confinement time similar in the 

two cases (note that, roughly, 1\(0) (keV) ~ Pab»lne (MW)). The local momentum 

transport analysis of the two shots showed xj* ~ XT° increasing with minor radius, 

and a factor of two larger in the perpendicular injection case, with respect to the par

allel injecton case. The Xi a nd Xe radial profiles showed radial dependence (constant 

or decreasing with r) and magnitude (up to a factor of 10 larger) different from those 

o f X<t>-

4.3 Summary of previous results 

4.3.1 Parametric dependence of 1^(0), T$X and x^(r) 

The question of how i/Jx(0) scales with the main machine parameters has been inves

tigated since the earliest rotation experiments. The computation of r^x(a) has been 

carried out extensively only in recent experiments (Dili, ASDEX, JET and TFTR), 

since it requires information on the radial profiles of ne and V+. 

A consistent picture has not yet emerged about the dependence of v<f, and r^ on 

Pb and ne. 

The central rotation velocity was found: 

• to be a T<t,/ne in PDX, and oc T+ (ne — const) in PLT, DHI(divertor) and 

PBX-M (ne = const) ; 

• to be oc (T^/fie + const) in TFTR and ASDEX; 

• to saturate with increasing T^l^] in JET and with increasing T^ in ISX-B 

(with ne = const) and DHI(limiter) (and ne dependent on P&). 

This translates into conflicting evidence about the dependence of T^ on T^ (oc Pb for 

same beam species) and ne, since T$ and v$ are related in the following way (from 
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Eq.(2.10), for fixed geometric parameters): 

v+(Q) oc rfr-^- (—7—- ) ( 4 1 ) 
[ne\ meff 1 + an 

Assuming velocity and density profiles weakly varying through the experiment, the 

global momentum confinement time appears: 

• to increase with ne in PLT, ISX-B and PBX-M, and 

• to be independent of T^jfle in PDX. 

^ ( a ) , computed from measured profiles, was found: 

• to decrease with T^ in limiter and divertor Dili discharges (even if for different 

reasons); 

• to depend essentially on Vn in ASDEX; 

• to deteriorate, modestly, with P& in the TFTR counter-NBL 

The Ip dependence of t^(0) (and r^ in the most recent experiments) was also 

checked and found to be absent in most of the machines, with the exception of Dili, 

where a r^x showed a linear increase with increasing Ip, but this was attributed to v<f> 

profile broadening with Ip. 

An improvement in momentum confinement from H plasmas to D plasmas was 

observed in PLT and PDX, which is in agreement with the trend observed in several 

tokamaks of confinement properties improving with main ion mass. 

Any B dependence of v^(0) was found to be absent or unclear (TFTR). 

There are substantial differences among the different machines on how the mo

mentum confinement in co- and counter-NBI compares: 

• some magnitude of rotation velocity was obtained in PLT for same magnitude 

of T^jne with co- counter-NBI; 
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• a substantial improvement of momentum confinement, due to a simultaneous 

increase of ne and v<f„ wais observed in the ASDEX counter-NBI, relative to 

co-NBI; 

• VA(0) was found lower in the TFTR counter-NBI than in the co-NBI at the 

same magnitude of TA/%. 

The trend towards larger momentum confinement time in larger machines is clear 

from Table 4.1. In Ref. [77], the r | xs from a collection of discharges from several toka-

maks were shown to be aligned about the straight line given by: TA(S) ~ a2 /3(m2) 

or, alternatively, TA(S) ~ aR2/lb{m~z). 

Ref. [77] and Table 4.1 point out that there is a general tendency to observe 

TE OC TA, but no general scaling laws of TA as function of a few plasma parameters (of 

the kind derived for TE ' 0 is suggested by the previous discussion. In particular, the 

favorable dependence of rE on Ip is not observed for T™ (with the exception of Dili). 

On the other hand, a systematic attempt to fit a theoretical formula to or derive an 

empirical formula for the scaling of TA and VA with the plasma parameters, has never 

been undertaken. 

Momentum confinement is degraded by RF heating (JET). It clearly improves 

in divertor discharges, with respect to limiter discharges, in Dili, JET and PDX. 

Momentum confinement is also higher in H-mode plasmas, with respect to L-mode, 

in JET and ASDEX. 

An extensive study of xf in TFTR discharges has shown a weak dependence of 

the momentum diffusivity on the controllable plasma parameters Pf,, Ip and B. 
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4.3.2 Comparison of theory with experiments 

The complicated dependence of momentum confinement properties on plasma con

ditions suggests to look for parametric dependence of v^ r^ or K+ inferred from 

theoretical models. An extensive, quantitative test of all the theories reviewed in 

Chapter 3 has not been done. 

Previous comparisons of theory and experiments have been most extensive for the 

gyroviscous theory. Measured and predicted magnitudes for r^ and/or v<j, were found 

to be in reasonable agreement in ISX-B, PLT, Dili, JET and TFTR, as discussed 

previously. Observed parametric dependences could be accounted for in ISX-B, PLT, 

JET and some of the TFTR data. Disagreement between plasma parameter depen

dences predicted by the gyroviscous theory and observed in the experiments were 

reported in Dili and other TFTR data. 

100 

S 50 
n h 

Figure 4.11: Comparison of r^mp with r j 1 from several tokamaks $*. 

A comparison of the predictions of the 'snip' theory with momentum confinement 
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times in several tokamaks (ISX-B, TFTR, PLT, DITE and PBX), and shown in Fig. 

4.11 was reported in Ref.[28]. The magnitude of the predicted r^ was found to agree 

with the measurements, but the limited number of discharges considered (one for each 

machine) and the lack of profiles information does not allow any conclusions about 

the parametric dependence and the local value of the 'smp' momentum flux. 

Measurements on TEXT revealed density fluctuations propagating in the ion dia-

magnetic drift direction that suggest the presence of ITG modes ^ . 

In TFTR t16' the j]\x is close to the theoretical predictions of the threshold value, 

but a recent perturbation study in supershots I ' has produced results in disagree

ment with the hypothesis of transport controlled by ITG marginal stability. Accord

ing to the theory, the steady state rf{
x should have a value close to the threshold 77̂ , 

above which the ITG mode becomes unstable, increasing the heat transport and act

ing as a feedback on Ti(r) and therefore on vf*. During a discharge, the equilibrium 

r\i was changed by raising Ln with pellet injection and gas puffing. It was observed 

that Ti and VT, did not change, that is rf* did not adjust to maintain itself at the 

level of i)f, as postulated by the theory. By contrast, Te changed rapidly, showing a 

decrease in LTe as Vne decreased and reversed its sign. These observations lead to 

the conclusion that the ion thermal transport in TFTR supershots is not controlled 

by ITG turbulence. I15L 

When an ITG transport model was included in the simulation of TFTR ohmic 

experiments ™ , it succeeded in predicting the degradation of the energy confinement 

at high density accompanied by rji > 1.5. Radial profiles of momentum diffusivities 

predicted by the ITG modes theory have been compared with experimental data ^ 

and found to be in strong disagreement. 

We are not aware of comparison of rotation experiments data with the prediction 

of trapped/untrapped electron modes or other drift waves models. E x B turbulence 

affects both momentum and energy transport and give rise to Xi ~ Xe ~ X<i> • 
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Investigation of energy transport, based on drift waves models, can give information 

on a mechanism that affects momentum transport as well. There exist several sim

ulations of energy confinements based on drift waves models. Dominguez and Waltz 

'°^ incorporated diffusion coefficients due to trapped and circulating electron modes 

in a transport model, which included 77* and low-m tearing modes as well, to simulate 

experimental heat transport data from several tokamaks (Dili, ISX-B, Alcator A and 

C, and JET). They found that the dissipative trapped electron modes can explain 

the low density neo-Alcator scaling of Tg, that ITG modes are likely to be respon

sible for the energy saturation at higher densities, and that collisional drift modes, 

accompanied by low-m tearing modes (Venetian blinds), accounts for the favorable 

Ip dependence of rg. 

Ware's cold ions theory has been claimed I'^ to explain rotation measurements 

and a number of particle transport features in several tokamaks. No comparison 

between the theoretical torque flux, Eq.(3.32), and the experimental one has been 

published. 
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Chapter 5 

A TFTR ROTATION EXPERIMENT: Exp. 44. 
MACHINE AND PLASMA PARAMETERS 

The experiment Exp. 44 was carried out in TFTR in September 1988. The principal 

objective of Exp. 44 was to obtciin measurements of the v^ and % profiles, using the 

recently installed CHERS diagnostic, for a variety of machine and plasma parameters 

in low-recycling discharges. 

The experiment consisted of a series of co-, counter- and balanced NBI shots at 

different plasma currents (Ip = 1.1 and Ip = 1.7,1.8 MA), with a total injected beam 

power, Pb , ranging from 4 to 14.5 MW. The injection of deuterium neutral beams 

into a well conditioned deuterium target plasma lasted 0.5 or 1 seconds. Other plasma 

parameters, which remained fixed, were: 

minor radius, a = 0.79 m; 

major radius, R = 2.45 m; 

maximum beam energy, E^ ~ 100 keV; 

beam tangency radii ranging from 1.74 to 2.99 m; 

beam species mix by neutral current fraction, 45:28:26 (1 : 1/2 : 1/3), and 

magnetic field, Bt = 4.75 T. 

Also a magnetic field scan Wets performed at Bt = 2.9, 3.8 and 4.8 T, at Ip = 1.0 

MA, using 7 MW of co-beam or 12 MW of counter-beam power. The experimental 

conditions, at the time of the diagnostic neutral beam (DNB) injection, at which 

time the plasma parameters had reached quasi steady state values, are summarized 

in Tables 5.1 and 5.2. The parameter listed in these Tables, and not yet defined, are: 

n is the line average density; Vx = x(0)/[x] is the peakedness factor for the plasma 
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magnetic) for Shot 37309, co-injection, and Shot 37313, counter-injection, both with 
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5.5 

4.0 

3.9 

6.6 

11.5 

14.3 

21.7 

3.6 

3.8 

4.8 

4.8 

5.5 

6.5 

3.2 

3.3 

3.3 

3.9 

4.0 

3.1 

0.63 

0.58 

0.61 

0.70 

0.71 

0.77 

0.59 

0.65 

0.59 

1.1 .ctr 7.3 

12.0 

15.0 

2.2 

2.4 

2.5 

1.8 

1.9 

1.8 

0.25 

0.27 

0.34 

-2.3 

-3.6 

-3.7 

3.5 

5.2 

4.3 

8.0 

10.1 

11.6 

4.8 

2.9 

3.1 

6.3 

5.3 

5.2 

3.4 

3.0 

2.9 

4.0 

3.5 

3.4 

0.30 

0.35 

0.42 

0.62 

0.69 

0.70 

0.50 

0.53 

0.58 

1.8 CO 4.6 

9.2 

13.6 

2.0 

2.5 

2.8 

1 T 
1 . 1 

1.9 

1.9 

n an 
\J.&\J 

0.15 

0.14 

f» A 

4.2 

5.0 

3.8 

5.2 

4.4 

9.6 

16.1 

19.1 

O ft 

o.u 

3.7 

3.7 

A <? 
**.U 

5.7 

5.9 

3.0 

2.9 

o.u 

3.2 

3.0 

u.oS 

0.47 

0.43 

u.uo 

0.59 

0.57 

r\ * i 
U.*il 

0.40 

0.41 

1.7 ctr 5.1 

10.1 

15.1 

2.2 

3.0 

3.4 

lr9 

1.9 

1.7 

0.18 

0.15 

0.20 

-1.7 

-2.9 

-2.4 

3.2 

3.9 

3.0 

7.4 

9.9 

8.1 

2.9 

2.7 

2.2 

5.0 

4.6 

4.8 

2.7 

2.4 

2.5 

4.2 

3.5 

3.3 

0.29 

0.28 

0.20 

0.56 

0.51 

0.56 

0.41 

0.37 

0.40 

i . i bal 14.1 2.3 2.0 0.37 / / 20.8 2.8 4.5 2.8 3.1 0.88 / 0.63 

Table 5.1: Summary of plasma parameters for the Pb, Ip, co- and counter-injection 

scans in Exp. 44. Units: Ip (MA), ne (lO19™"3), v+ (105m/5), Tt and Te (KeV). 



Bt n ne Vnt 
n/.(0) 
ne(0) t*(0) * • • Ti(0) ^ T€(0) VT. 

r/VB irmct 
Y*tot wt,t 

2.9 CO 

cut 

6.8 

12.7 

1.1 

2.2 

2.5 

1.8 

0.21 

0.39 

7.1 

-2.4 

5.3 

4.0 

19.6 

7.3 

6.4 

3.4 

4.6 

3.7 

3.1 

2.5 

3.2 

3.2 

0.45 

0.26 

0.74 

0.74 

0.71 

0.62 

3.8 CO 

ctr 

6.6 

12.4 

1.2 

2.1 

1.9 

1.9 

0.21 

0.28 

6.1 

-4.2 

4.9 

5,1 

21.9 

11.9 

5.9 

3,7 

4.9 

4.0 

3.3 

2.7 

2.8 

3.3 

0.47 

0.40 

0.74 

0.67 

0.65 

0.56 

4.8 CO 

ctr 

6.7 

12.4 

1.3 

2.2 

1.9 

1.9 

0.33 

0.32 

5.5 

-3.8 

5.2 

4.8 

12.8 

10.7 

4.2 

3.5 

4.7 

4.0 

3.1 

2.9 

3.6 

3.3 

0.47 

0.39 

0.72 

0.69 

0.66 

0.57 

Table 5.2: Summary of plasma parameters for the £ , scan at Ip = 1 MA in Exp. 44. 

Units: /„ (MA), ne (1019m~3), v+ (105m/s), T, and Te (KeV). 
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Figure 5.2: Central rotation velocity, v"(0), as measured by CHERS, versus input 

torque per particle ( D Ip = 1 - LIMA] • : Ip = 1.7 - 1.8M.4; x: £ < 4 Tes/a) 

parameter x, where [x] is the volume average of z(r); Zmet = nMZ2
Mlne, where "M" 

denotes a metallic impurity; L^fJL^tot and Wfi/Wtot are the fraction of angular 

momentum and energy, respectively, stored in the fast ions. 

Time traces of several of the measured parameters are shown in Fig. 5.1 for a co-

and a counter-injected discharge. The co-injected discharge had a lower density and 

higher ion temperature, stored energy and neutron emission rate than the counter-

injected discharge, for the same NB power. The rotation speed was greater for co-

than counter-injection. 

This set of uni-directional discharges, designated as Hot-Ion-Mode discharges, 

showed characteristics between the L-mode and the Supershot discharges, that is: 
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Figure 5.3: Measured plasma parameters profiles at PB = 11.6 MW for Shot 37309, 

co-injection ( ) and Shot 37313, counter-injection ( ). 



low recycling, low ohmic target density (typically 1.2 - 1.5 1019ra~3), density peaked-

ness Vne = 1.7 - 2 , TE up to twice the L-mode value, a large fast ion population 

(n/i(0)/ne(0) = 0.1-0.4) and a relatively high ion temperature (7^(0) = 10-20 keV). 

Higher Vne is usually accompanied by higher rE. 

The rotation data taken in this experiment are characterized by the plot of central 

rotation velocities shown in Fig. 5.2. Central rotation velocities up to 5.7 xlO5 

m/s were obtained in the co-injection, low current shots. For the same value of 

injected torque per particle, the central velocity is 10-20 % lower in counter-injection 

shots. There does not appear to be a plasma current dependence of the rotation 

velocity. Most of the v<f,(0) data points show a linear dependence on 7^(a)/ne, with 

the exception of the low-B shots, which also exhibit the lowest densities, strongly 

beam dominated, and a very peaked velocity profile. 

The peakedness of the velocity profile, VV(j> = 3-6.5, increases with Ip and is less 

for counter- than co-injection. Characteristic velocity profiles are shown in Fig. 5.3. 

The lines in the v<f, and T, plots are not a fit of the experimental data but represent a 

mapping of the data for R > RQ onto flux surfaces performed by SNAP. Comparison 

of the data points for R < RQ with the mapping thus provides an indication of any 

in-out asymmetry in the data. The Ti data seem to be quite uniform (with respect to 

in-out asymmetry) over the flux surface, as would be expected from consideration of 

the rapid heat conduction along field lines. The v<j, data, on the other hand, exhibit 

an in-out asymmetry larger than the experimental error. The symmetry found in the 

Ti(r) data would suggest that the asymmetry in the v^ data is real, not an artifact 

of the mapping procedure, but we cannot exclude that some systematic error, not 

reflected in the error bars, can affect the rotation measurements. 

Typical torque flow terms are shown in Fig. 5.4 for Shot 37309-123, with 11.6 

MW of co-injected power, Ip = 1.1 MA and B = 4.75 Tesla. The convected torque 

flow, T^, is approximately 1-10% of the conducted flow, Klx, over most of the plasma 
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region, and the total ex losses amount to only a few percent. 

The accuracy of the calculated source of torque can be checked with a couple 

of methods. Since the calculated neutron emission depends on whether the beams 

are deposited (most of the neutrons are from beam-beam and beam-target interac

tion), one can compare the calculated and measured neutron rates. Since the fusion 

cross-section is heavily weighted to high energy, good agreement with measured neu

trons provides some confidence that the initial deposition profile is correct, but less 

about whether the fast ions are well-confined radially. A second check can be done 

by comparing the total stored energy as calculated by SNAP from density and tem

perature measurements and calculated fast ions, with the same quantity measured by 

a diamagnetic loop. 

The difference between calculated and measured neutrons was, on average, +20% 

for counter-injection and —17% for co-injection shots. The uncertainty affecting the 

neutron measurements is estimated to be ~ 12%. The origin of this disagreement, 

which suggests a systematic error is affecting the measurement procedure or the 

calculation, has not been clarified yet. 

Some discrepancy is also found between the stored energy inferred from magnetic 

measurements and the one resulting from the SNAP kinetic calculations. The dia

magnetic stored energy from magnetic measurements agrees with the calculated value 

to within ±10%. 

If the discrepancies between the measured and calculated neutron production rate 

and stored energy are due to systematic errors in the modeling, this could also affect 

the torque deposition calculation. The credibility of the SNAP deposition profile 

is suggested by the good agreement with TRANSP ^ calculations, which employ 

a more sophisticated deposition and thermalization profile model (particle-following 

Monte Carlo code). 

The thermal momentum confinement times, constructed from Eq.(2.12) and plot

ted in Fig. 5.5, show a modest degradation with P&, a significant increase with Ip and 
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Figure 5.4: Radial profiles of the convective, T™, and of the conductive, K™:, torque 

flows and of the torque flow lost by charge exchange, TJ1, constructed from experi

mental data by the SNAP code. (Shot 37309) 
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Figure 5.5: Experimental thermal momentum confinement time, T ^ , versus input 

power. 

( A : co-injection shots at Ip = 1-1.1 MA; • : co-injection shots at Ip = 1.7-1.8 

MA; • : counter-injection shots at Ip = 1-1.1 MA; • : counter-injection shots at Ip = 

1.7-1.8 MA; x: B < ATesla). 
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no clear dependence on the direction of injection. As shown in Table 5.2, the peaked-

ness of the velocity profile increases with 7P, which may be (?) related to the increase 

of r^x
th with Ip. The total momentum confinement time is r™tot ~ 3 r ^ (which means 

that 2/3 of the plasma momentum is carried by the fast ions), and for r^x
tot the Ip 

dependence disappears because of the decrease of n/, with increasing Ip. 

Central ion temperatures up to 25 keV were reached in low current, balanced and 

co-injection shots. For the same value of injected power, 7 (̂0) decreases with Ip and 

is less for counter-injection than for co-injection, consistent with the increase in ne 

with Ip and with higher ne for counter- than for co-injection. The ion temperature 

peakedness, VT, = 2.2 - 4.8, increases with Ip and Pt and is less for counter- than 

co-injection, similarly to Vv<it. 

Typically the electron density increases during the beam heating, reaching an 

equilibrium value in ~ 300 ms. ne increases with P^ Ip and from co- to counter-

injection. The ne is ~ 35% higher in the high current shots; P7le(o) does not show 

a clear Pb or Ip dependence. Typical ne profiles are shown in Fig. 5.3 for co- and 

counter-injection shots. 

For the same Ip and Pb, the co- and counter-injection shots have remarkably 

different density-rise histories and the final ne is 10-30 % higher in the counter- shots. 

A larger density in the proximity of the inner bumper limiter is also a characteristic 

of the counter- density profiles. Fig. 5.6 illustrates the rate of rise of Ne, the total 

electron density, compared to the integrated beam electron source, N^ for 14 MW 

co- and counter- shots. During the first 200 ms, dNe/dt is approximately equal to 

the rate of beam electron input, dNb/dt, for the co-injected shots, but it is 1.5-2.5 

times higher in the counter-injected shots, suggesting an enhancement of the electron 

influx from the wall. There is a substantial difference in the magnitude and poloidal 

profile of the Ha signal (see Fig. 5.7) between co- and counter-injection, suggesting 

a substantial influence of the direction of injection on the edge conditions. 
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Charge exchange, first-orbit and shine-thru losses were calculated to determine 

their contribution to the difference in Ne between co- and counter-injection. The 

fraction of power loss, indicative of the fraction of particle loss, is plotted versus 

ne in Fig. 5.8, for different tangency radii, corresponding to the inner and outer 

beam sources lines of sight, and different direction of injection (co: RT > 0; counter: 

RT < 0). 

The first orbit losses are higher in counter-injected shots, while charge exchange 

and shine-thru losses are almost independent of direction of injection. But since the 

final ne in counter-shots is 10-30 % higher than it is in co-shots, at fixed P&, the 

calculated total losses differ only by a few percent between co- and counter-injection 

and cannot account for the different electron density time histories observed in the 

experiments. 

The VB diagnostic was used to determine the density of the light impurities, 

principally carbon. The metal content, evaluated from the PHA measurements, was 

small in all discharges (metal contribution to Zeff,Zmet ~ 0.3), except for the low 

current co-injection shots, where Zmet = 0.6-0.8. No information was available on the 

radial distribution of the impurities; therefore Zeff and Zmet are assumed constant 

in our analysis. The PHA value of Ze/f is larger by about 10-30 % for counter-

than co-injected shots, which together with the data given in Fig. 5.1, suggests that 

the higher ne and lower Ti(0) for counter- than co-injection could be associated with 

larger impurity accumulation. However, VB values of Zeff, which are considered 

more accurate than the PHA values, do not support this explanation. 

The partition of the stored energy among the different plasma components is sum

marized in Table 5.3. Wj = 3/2njTj+mj7ijv'j)j/2 is the energy associated with plasma 

species j and calculated from kinetic measurements. The total energy confinement 

time, TE = E j Wj/(Pb + POH), is plotted in Fig. 5.9 for all the shots. The magnitude 

of TE is in the range 1.5 - 2rGo,c{84, with rGo/d84 = 0.044P^OH)/pflL75a-°-37 , l83', for 
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Figure 5.6: (a) Time histories of the line averaged density, ne, ( ) and of the 

density peakedness, Vnt, ( ) during co-injection of 14 MW (Shot 37356); (b) 

as (a) but during counter-injection of 14.5 MW (Shot 37358); (c) time histories of 

time integrated number of beam particles injected, Nb (xl0~20), ( ) and of the 

integrated electron density, Ne (xHT20), ( - - - ) , for Shot 37356; (d) as (c) but for 

Shot 37358. 

(Shots at Iv = L I M A B = 4.75Tesla). 
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Figure 5.7: Evolution of the H-alpha emission profile during co- ( ) and counter-

injection ( ), indicating a modification of the edge transport. 

(Shots 37309 and 37313) 
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Figure 5.8: Fraction of power losses due to shine-thru (sh), first-orbit losses (orb) 

and beam charge-exchange (bcx) versus ne, for the most perpendicular ( \RT\ ~ 1.73 

m ) and the most tangential ( |i?T| ~ 2.25 m ) beam sources. RT < 0. indicates 

counter-injection. 
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the higher current shots, and 1 - 1.7 TaoidSA for the lower current ones. The thermal 

energy confinement time, rEth is ~ TQomi^ 15% and it shows a correlation with r^th 

(see Fig. 5.10). No correlation is observed between rE and r^ioi. 

(A) Ip = 1.0 x 106 Ip = 1.1 x 106 Ip > 1.7 x 106 

(ms) CO counter CO counter CO counter 

We/Pb 

Wlth/Pb 

Wfi/Pb 

19-25 

~ 2 0 

~ 90 

- 2 2 

15- 20 

~ 58 

20-25 

15-26 

92-80 

40- 30 

30- 20 

70- 60 

60- 30 

52- 44 

78-55 

65-35 

40- 34 

72- 50 

Table 5.3: Kinetic energy stored in the electrons, 'e', thermal ions, 'i th', and fast 

ions, 'fi', normalized with respect to the input power (ms). When a range of values is 

given they correspond to : lower Pb —• higher Pb for Ip > 1.1 MA; lower Bt —• higher 

Bt for Iv = 1 MA. 
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Figure 5.10: Experimental thermal momentum confinement time, r^x
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Chapter 6 

COMPARISON OF THEORY AND EXPERIMENT 

This Chapter contains the comparison between the theoretical predictions of momen

tum confinement properties (momentum flow, momentum confinement time, momen

tum diffusivity and toroidal velocity) with the corresponding experimental quantities 

measured in Exp.44. 

6.1 Gyroviscous theory 

The gyroviscous theory embodied in Eqs. (3.20) - (3.22) was applied to the analysis 

of Exp.44, making use of experimental data to evaluate the parameters entering these 

formulas. Two different models for summing over ion species to obtain an effective 

plasma gyroviscous torque are examined, corresponding to the expressions for Z, 

given by Eqs. (3.26) and (3.24). 

Case Z — Z = ^ (Z- l ) / (Z e / / -Z m e t - l ) , ^ . (3 .26) - A comparison of theoretical 

(Eq.(3.22)) and experimental central rotation velocities for all the shots in Exp.44 is 

given in Fig. 6.1, and a similar comparison of theoretical (Eq.(3.21)) and experimental 

momentum confinement times is given in Fig. 6.2. The agreement is reasonably good, 

although there is a general tendency to overpredict r^ for the counter-injection shots 

and to underpredict it for the co-injected shots. The VB values of Ze//, which were 

similar for co- and counter-injection, were used to evaluate T^ . If the PHA values of 

Ze//, which were larger for counter- than co-injection were used, the predicted values 

of r^v for counter-injection would be reduced relative to the r^v for co-injection, 

improving the agreement with experiment. A value 0=1.5 was found to provide a 

good fit of the gyroviscous formulas to the data, which implies the assumption of 0(e) 
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Figure 6.1: Comparison of the toroidal central velocity predicted by the gyroviscous 

theory (vf(0)) with the experimental measurements (^X(0)). ( • : co-injection shots 

at Ip = 1-1.1 MA; o: co-injection shots at Ip = 1.7-1.8 MA; A: counter-injection shots 

at Ip = 1-1.1 MA; •: counter-injection shots at Iv = 1.7-1.8 MA). 
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Figure 6.2: Comparison of the experimental, r jx , and the gyroviscous, T^V, momentum 

confinement times. ( • : co-injection shots at Ip = 1-1.1 MA; o: co-injection shots at 

Ip = 1.7-1.8 MA; A: counter-injection shots at Ip = 1-1.1 MA; *: counter-injection 

shots at Ip = 1.7-1.8 MA). 
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poloidal asymmetries for the impurities, if all of the gyroviscous damping is provided 

by the impurities. The possibility of 0(e) poloidal asymmetries in TFTR is discussed 

in Chapter 8. 

Next, we determine if the dependences of the momentum confinement time on 

Tj(0), Z(Zeff) and B predicted by the gyroviscous theory are consistent with the 

data. It does not suffice to merely plot the experimental r|x against each of these 

variables, because there may be a correlation among the value of two or more of the 

variables appearing in Eq.(3.21). To account for the possibility of such correlations, we 

will divide the experimental r|x by Eq.(3.21), but with the variable whose dependence 

is to be checked suppressed, and plot the resulting ratio (or its inverse) against the 

suppressed variable. If the dependence upon the suppressed variable predicted by 

Eq.(3.21) is consistent with the data, then the resulting plot should consist of points 

all falling on the 45° line. For example, the ratio 

rrgv/n\ eBRlZ netfl(0) hnvT 
Ti (°) = reX n /nv , X I6-1) 

should plot as a straight line against T*(0). Similarly the quantities: 

» „ _ r? 3(0) n.(0) hnthTe 
eBRl neth(0)hnvT

 l°-Z J 

and 

= T?Tt(0)ne(0)hnihTe 

eRIZ neth(0)hnVT l j 

should plot as straight 45° lines against Z and 5, respectively. 

The quantities T/r(0) and Zgv are plotted against 7 (̂0) and Z, respectively in Figs. 

6.3 and 6.4 for all the shots in Exp.44. The quantity Bgv is plotted against B in Fig. 

6.5 for the more limited set of data points in the B scan. The parametric dependence 

predicted by Eq.(3.21) is consistent with the data for T̂ fO) and not inconsistent with 

the data for Z(Zeff), as shown in Figs. 6.3 and 6.4, respectively. The parametric 

dependence on B predicted by Eq.(3.21) is not so evident in Fig. 6.5. 
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r,(0) (keV) 

Figure 6.3: Scaling of the experimental momentum confinement, r|x, with the central 

ion temperature, Tt(0). ( D : co-injection shots at Ip = 1-1.1 MA; o: co-injection shots 

at Ip - 1.7-1.8 MA; A: counter-injection shots at Iv - 1-1.1 MA; *: counter-injection 

shots at Ip = 1.7-1.8 MA). 
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Figure 6.4: Scaling of the experimental momentum confinement, rf, with the pa

rameter Z. ( • : co-injection shots at Ip = 1-1.1 MA; o: co-injection shots at Ip = 

1.7-1.8 MA; A: counter-injection shots at Ip = 1 - U MA; *: counter-injection shots 

at /p = 1.7-1.8 MA). 
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Figure 6.5: Scaling of the experimental momentum confinement, r|x, with the mag

netic field, B. ( D : co-injection shots at Ip = 1-1.1 MA; o: co-injection shots at Ip = 

1.7-1.8 MA; A: counter-injection shots at Ip = 1-1.1 MA; *: counter-injection shots 

at Ip = 1.7-1.8 MA). 
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Figure 6.6: Comparison of experimental torque flow, Kf, with the theoretical predic

tions of the gyroviscous theory (gv), of the stochastic magnetic perturbation theory 

(snip), of the untrapped particle modes theory (up) and of the ion temperature gra

dient driven modes theory (77,) for Shot 37309. 
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The torque flow, K^v', consistent with the above gyroviscous theory predictions, 

given by Eq.(3.20), is compared with the same quantity constructed from the experi

mental data in Fig. 6.6. The comparisons were similar for all shots examined. There 

is a significant overprediction in the center, but reasonable agreement in the outer 

regions. The same constant 0 -= 1.5 was used in this prediction, as in the previous 

predictions, and the disagreement in shape could indicate a radial dependence of 0. 

Case Z — Zeff, Eq.(3.24). - Figure 6.7 shows the comparison between 

experimental and theoretical central velocity, as predicted by Eq.(3.22) using the 

Z = Zeff model. A value of 0 = 0.4 was used in this case to obtain a good fit of ^ ( 0 ) 

to the data, which implies the assumptions fi^-j ~ O(0.2e) or/and £l<f,jCnj3 ~ O(0.2e). 

The v9^(0) formula reproduces the trend of variation of the experimental data. 

The scatter in the comparison of r^v, T?v(0), Bgv and Z, with the experimental 

data are larger with the Z = Zeff model than with the Z = Z(Z-l)/(Zeff—Zmet — l) 

model for summing over ion species. This suggests the dominance of impurities in 

determining the gyroviscous torque. 

The neoclassical viscosities derived by Hsu and Sigmar '' ^ and by Stacey and Nee-

ley I ' lead to momentum confinement times with the same parametric dependences 

and a similar dependence on poloidal asymmetries as for the gyroviscosity. Because 

the Hsu-Sigmar and Stacey-Neeley results are of a collisional origin and were derived 

for highly collisional ions, while gyroviscosity is of a non-collisional origin and may 

therefore be expected to be independent of collisionality, gyroviscosity would seem to 

be the more plausible explanation. However, the predictions of the Hsu-Sigmar and 

Stacey-Neeley formulas would reproduce the gyroviscous predictions shown in Figs. 

6.1 - 6.5, subject to the same qualifications regarding 0. 
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Figure 6.7: Comparison of the toroidal central velocity (vjv(0)) predicted by the 
z = Zeff gyroviscous theory model with the experimental measurements (vj*(0)). ( 

• : co-injection shots at Iv = 1-1.1 MA; o: co-injection shots at Ip = 1.7-1.8 MA; A: 

counter-injection shots at Ip = 1-1.1 MA; *: counter-injection shots at Iv = 1.7-1.8 

MA). 
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Figure 6.8: Evaluation of the parameter j c from Eq.(3.37) for Shot 37309, needed to 

match experimental data (Shot 37309) with 1= carbon (C) and 1= iron (Fe). 
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6.2 Ware's cold ions theory 

In order to evaluate Ware's expression for the torque flow, Eq.(3.32), the cold ion 

density and temperature must be known. Since neither theoretical expressions nor 

measurements of these quantities are available, we proceeded by determining the 

magnitude of the ratio 7C, in Eq.(3.37), that is required to fit that expression to the 

experimental data (K™ld(r) = K£x(r)). This value of % is shown in Fig. 6.8. The 

collision frequency ^ c j , Eq.(3.33), has been evaluated assuming carbon (C) and iron 

(Fe), alternatively, as impurity T. In both cases, the required value of this ratio is 

well above any value that is plausible. Similar results were found for the other shots. 

6.3 Anomalous torque flows 

The torque flows, /fy(r), predicted by the various anomalous theories described in 

Section 3.3 have been compared with the torque flow interpreted from the local mo

mentum balance measurements and constructed according to Eq.(2.13), for each shot 

of the rotation experiment. A representative shot (37309) was chosen to illustrate the 

results, which were similar for all shots in Exp. 44. 

There is a substantial disagreement in radial profile and in magnitude between 

each of the anomalous theoretical torque flows and the experimental torque flow, as 

can be seen in Fig. 6.6. The predicted torque flow due to untrapped particle modes, 

Kup, Eq.(3.55), severely underestimates (1-2 orders of magnitude) the experimental 

torque flow everywhere except very near the center of the plasma. 

The predicted torque flow due to stochastic magnetic perturbations, Ksmp, Eq.(3.45), 

is in reasonable agreement with experiment near the center of the discharge, but de

creases with plasma radius for r/a > 0.5 and severely underpredicts ( ~ 2 orders of 

magnitude) the experimental torque flow near the plasma edge. Ci = I and 7 = 2 

have been used to evaluate xJTP-
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Figure 6.9: Comparison of the experimental T{\x with the theoretical 77,- m , f)fah™ and 

r)™hD, for Shot 37313. 



The %W torque flow is computed using x j = X?"\ Eq.(3.52) in Eq.(3.46), in 

conjunction with Romanelli's formula, Eq.(3.50), for rj?. For r < 0.1 - 0.2 m, the 

experimental rji is smaller than r/f0771 and the ITG flux vanishes. For r > 0.1 - 0.2 m, 

up to the plasma edge, r\\x exceeds the theoretical critical value and the difference 

{rfx —T)fom) remains confined in the range 0-1.2. The 'rft/T momentum flux is absent 

in the center of the plasma, becomes comparable in magnitude to the experimental 

flux for 0.3 < r < 0.5, and then drops to a small fraction of the experimental flux 

towards the edge. 

Figure 6.9 illustrates the radial profiles of r\\x and those of several theoretical ex

pressions of 7]f. The error bars affecting the evaluation of rji, and subsequently of 

\l\ are relatively large. They were estimated by performing a series of 100 transport 

analysis varying the input plasma parameters within their ranges of uncertainty by 

Monte Carlo sampling a Gaussian error distribution ^"l. The error bars on the com

puted and measured 77, ( and on the other figures ) represent the standard deviation 

of the calculated 77,. The correlation between the experimental and the theoretical rji 

has also been discussed in Ref. [16]. 

Among the other expressions for the diffusion coefficient discussed in Section 3.3.2, 

xl,tOT, Eq.(3.49), predicts the smallest diffusion coefficient. The torque flow evaluated 

assuming x^ — Xi'tor m Eq.(3.46) is indicated by K^'tor in Fig. 6.6; it overestimates 

the experimental flux by an order of magnitude in the center and underestimates it 

by a factor of ~ 2-4 for r> 0.6 m. 

While the different momentum diffusivities based on the ITG theory fail to re

produce the experimental data, rfx ~ r\f over most of the plasma region, both for 

Romanelli's rjf, Eq.(3.50) [38], and for Hahm's rj?, Eq.(3.51) t39' (having assumed 

bs = 0.1), as shown in Fig. 6.9. These results would support the hypothesis that 

ITG transport is regulated by marginal stability. However, more recent experiments 

have provided firm evidence that ion transport is not regulated by marginal stabil

ity f^l. AISO the appropriateness of the transport coefficients y$tor, Eq.(3.49), and 
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X? , Eq.(3.52), which were derived for rji well above threshold, are questionable for 

the experiments analyzed in this paper. 

6.4 Anomalous momentum diffusivities 

Starting from the torque flux, K™ of Eq.(2.13), interpreted from the local momen

tum balance measurements, it is possible to construct an experimental momentum 

diffusivity, but in order to do so it is necessary to make an assumption about the 

mathematical form for of K^x. The most common assumption is that it has the form: 

Kex(r) 
X7(T) = {2*ri£rmB&v+ ( 6 ' 4 ) 

The experimental xjx and the anomalous Xfa constructed by using the measured 

plasma parameters to evaluate Eqs. (3.45), (3.49), (3.52) and (3.55) are compared in 

Fig. 6.10. The differences between experimental and predicted values are similar to 

the differences among the K^s discussed in Section 6.3. 

It is of interest, however, to examine how the parametric dependences predicted 

by the various theories compare with the experimental data. A regression analysis of 

X̂ x in the range 0.25 < J < 0.7 produced the following parametric dependence ' ^: 

X" oc CB0-16/;0-89^•»(-)1-» (6.5) 
Lb 

where C = 1 and 1.15 for co- and counter-injection,respectively. 

A similar regression analysis, using as data points the values of x<f> predicted by the 

different anomalous theories and as variables (B,Ip,Pb,r/a) produced a correlation 

able to fit the experimental data no better than 40%. This large range of scatter of 

the data around the fitting curve leads to the conclusion that this set of parameters 

cannot properly represent the parametric dependence of the theoretical x / s . 

Since the magnitude of the xfeo is comparable to the xf only o v e r a small range of 

the minor radius, we checked if xjx correlates with the following factors, representing 
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Figure 6.10: Comparison of momentum difFusivities, x*, for Shot 37513 (counter-

injection of 12.7 MW at Ip = 1 MA and Bt = 2.9 tesla). Legenda : ex = experimental; 

smp = from Eq.(3.45); T)XH = from Eq.(3.52); rjitor = from Eq.(3.49); up = from 

Eq.(3.55). 
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Figure 6.11: Scaling of Xf with the parameter VTeTtL3/(B
2Lne) in the range r=0.2-

0.4 cm. ( + : co-injection shots at Ip = 1-1.1 MA; x: co-injection shots at Ip = 

1.7-1.8 MA; A: counter-injection shots at Ip = 1-1.1 MA; D: counter-injection shots 

at Ip = 1.7-1.8 MA; O: B < ATesla). 
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the x*'s given by Eqs. (3.45), (3.49), (3.52) and (3.55), in the range r = 0.2 - 0.4, m: 

fill ^T>L> fZ—^T}-5Ls Te
25 

qRB*' RB2Ln ' V7* ^ RB2L^ LnB2T. \™> 

The comparison with the second of the four factors is shown in Fig. 6.11. Similar 

results were found for the other three correlation factors. We have been unable to 

identify any meaningful correlation between measured X4> values and the factors listed 

above. 
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Chapter 7 

VARIATION ON THE FLUX SURFACE OF n; AND fi0i: 
THEORIES AND PREVIOUS EXPERIMENTS 

7.1 Introduction 

Ion densities and toroidal rotation frequencies can manifest observable poloidal varia

tions on a given flux surface. Due to the role played by the magnitude of these poloidal 

variations in determining the magnitude of the gyroviscous torque flux, Eq.(3.16), of 

Hsu's and Sigmar's torque flux, Eq.(3.41) and of the torque flux due to the rotational 

viscosity, Eq.(3.44), this Chapter is dedicated to a review of experimental evidence 

and theoretical predictions of such poloidal asymmetries. 

Poloidal asymmetries of impurity ion radiation have been observed at the edge and 

in the plasma bulk of different tokamaks [84],[85]-[89] Several plausible explanations 

have been explored experimentally and theoretically to understand why the usual 

rapid parallel transport fails in maintaining the symmetry W-,[2o] 

Asymmetries of particle sources and sinks, and interruption of transport along the 

field lines (which prevents the rapid reestablishment of uniform pressure on the flux 

surface following a perturbation in the density) are among the plausible explanations 

for plasma asymmetries at the edge. 

MARFE phenomena [95', characterized by increased radiation and density and 

decreased temperature in a relatively poloidally-localized small volume at the inner 

edge of the plasma, have been observed on a large number of machines and attributed 

to a local thermal instability. Since their presence is limited to the plasma edge 

and does not affect the confinement properties of the bulk plasma, they will not be 

considered here. 
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Within the plasma, a residual effect of the edge processes could affect the im

purities at higher ionization state, coupled through collisional ionization and radial 

transport to the lower ionization states. The VB drift was also hypothesized to be 

the cause of up-down asymmetry in Alcator A ^ . 

Several theoretical analysis have concluded that a large collision frequency between 

main ions and impurities (which results in a large friction force), inertial forces in 

strongly rotating plasmas, poloidal asymmetric particle sources and NBI momentum 

input can produce 0(e) variation of density and electrostatic potential on the flux 

surface. 

Rotation velocity profiles in JET ^'J and TFTR (see Section 5) were found to 

be in-out asymmetric. Simple considerations of momentum balance predict that 

7/0 ~ fivjj originates a Cl^j ~ e, suggesting that this could be the origin of such 

experimental observations. Therefore, we review recent measurements and theoretical 

work related to vgj at the end of this Chapter. 

7.2 Theoretical estimates of ftj 

7.2.1 hj due to friction forces 

Chang and Hazeltine ^ clarified the role of the friction force in driving up-down 

asymmetries of ion densities, while studying the neoclassical transport problem for 

a non-rotating plasma, with main ion species and high Z impurity species in the 

collisional regime. 

The parallel component of the momentum balance equation (Eq.(2.2)), where 

inertia, source and viscous terms have been neglected, 

1 drtj ej d$ _ r 

^~cW + T3^d = % 6^~ (7,1) 

relates the poloidal variation of density and electrostatic potential to the friction term, 

which is the driving force of the asymmetries, in this case. 
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For the main ions, indicating x(r, 9) = Xo(r) + £i(r, 0), (< X1//1 > = 0) : 

i?H,i = (t;t-i - u/i)n ~ e cos0 b9 = — (7.2) 
6«Pi " w ; v /M ^ , B 

where u ^ = vthi/{qR) ; ^ = p9i/LPi. It follows that the ordering £w ~ Wtri/vu leads 

to n« ~ $0$e/Te ~ e. 

The magnitude of n7j,, not discussed by Chang and Hazeltine, but easily derivable 

for j = I i n Eq.( 7.2), is: 

nIs = e-^-^6ei (7.3) 
^ t r z 

It follows that the ordering vnZjSei/utri ~ 1 leads to nja ~ e, in this case. This 

expression for the up-down poloidal asymmetry of the impurity density coincides with 

the first term of r)qf, Eq.(7.4), the expression used to fit the experimental measure

ments on PDX some years later. 

S.W. Wong f°°' reformulated the neoclassical problem of impurity transport, in 

which atomic physics and radial anomalous terms are included, to derive an expression 

for the asymmetry parameter rjqf, defined by: ni(r,9) = n/(r)(l +77q/sin#). The 

impurity transport was described by the particle continuity and momentum balance 

equations, Eqs. ( 2.1) and ( 2.2), with the inertia, the viscosity and the momentum 

source term neglected. Expressions for VQ and d$/d9 were borrowed from a previous 

solution of the neoclassical transport problem in non rotating plasmas ^ ' . 

An equation for dnj/09 was written by deriving the parallel and perpendicular im

purity flows from the momentum equation and substituting them into the continuity 

equation, and used to obtain: 

2y/2miRZluu 1 1 1 Aepsj 

* ' = 7B, ' L ^ - ^ - ^ - M I + TO {?A) 

where £ and A are parameters dependent on the ion collisional regime (and propor

tional to the thermal contribution to the friction force and to the poloidal variation 

of the potential on the flux surface, respectively). 
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Since ZiVa = vu, the first term in Eq.( 7.4) is of the form: q2 RZii/n/(uciLPi), 

equal to d^sZi/LPi, with <2VB given by: 

f1.5TI(r)umIq
2R2vIi] \.hq*Rvn dvB = WBT^ = [1§^-l [ Ti(r) ] = —^— (7.5) 

The experimentally observed asymmetry parameter in the PDX experiment described 

in Section 7.3.3 was in agreement with r\qf estimates when the main ions, that were 

in the transition region between the plateau and the banana regime, were assumed 

to be collisionless. 

Hsu and Sigmar ^ have studied the particle and momentum transport in a 

strongly rotating (vthj ~ % ) , impure plasma (two ion species), in P-S regime and 

neglecting temperature variations. They adopt the Larmor radius expansion of the 

kinetic equations (fj = ff] + ff'] + 0(6^) with / j 1* ~ &ejff])- in conjunction with 

a moment approach. Their transport problem is described by the following set of 

equations: 

• 0(1) continuity equation (in the absence of 0(1) sources, that is a realistic 

assumption for actual plasmas): 

V(nf)vf)) = 0 (7.6) 

0(8^1) momentum equation: 

V$-1 = vf} x § (7.7) 

0(1) momentum equation: 

m^0)-Vv}0) + Vlninf^) = -eyV*(0) + e$l) x B + (Rj) (7.8) 

The friction term is included in the 0(1) equation for impurities when 

A = 89iZ
2i/tiV2/utTi ~ 1. 

In the case of A ~ 6M, the friction term is included in the higher order equation. 
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• odd part of the O(^) parallel momentum equation: 

„(i) 
n^TjB-V^r + &Vn},V_ - 1.5nf,y_S"VB - - e . n f B-V${_1} + 5 ^ ( 7 . 9 ) 

nj-

(xj = xJ+ + Xj_, respectively up-down symmetric and up-down asymmetric 

parts). 

• 0(1) and 0(8e) viscosity equations (See Ref. [26]) , essentially the Bragin-

skii tensor with corrections of the parallel viscosity due to the presence of the 

impurity. 

From the solution of the first two equations, and from the 0(1) parallel projection 
>(0) 

'4>i of the [rrij(vjVj — v2/3I)} moment equation, one derives that Qr^J is a flux surface 

constant. 

rij is found by solving the parallel projection of Eq.( 7.2.1). In the case of A ~ 8$^. 

n<0) = Ni(r)exp( '-*= '- ) (7.10) 
1 i 

is an in-out asymmetric function, with asymmetries of magnitude nJC ~ ev^/vf^ 

driven by the centrifugal force. 

The FSA of Eq.( 7.9), for j=i,I, constitute a system of equations in the poloidal 

variations, the solution of which gives: vei ~ 0(<5 )̂ <C vej. Eq.( 7.9) can then be 

solved for the impurity species, to derive the up-down density asymmetry, driven by 

the parallel i-I friction, the magnitude of which is found to be rij_ ~ eA. This result 

coincide with those of Chang et al. t90', Burrell et al. ^3]^ Stacey et al. $4] an(} j s 

proportional to Terry's result t°^]# 

In the case of A ~ 1, the nfl is strongly coupled with nfl ~ e. 

The transport fluxes were calculated for the strong up-down density variation case 

and found to be induced by parallel friction. 
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This "strong ordering non linear theory (A ~ 1)" was employed in the comparison 

with the TEXT measurements ^° ' . The theoretical expectation for the impurity 

densities asymmetries, that is: 

nu = 
2eiiZj 

1 + ^Zj M = —Infa) - 7^-7rln(Pn\ 
Z 2 A ^ + Ti)^ %Zi 

was found in agreement with the measurements, as shown in Fig. 7.1. 

(7.11) 
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Figure 7.1: Theoretical predictions of n/3 for carbon, aluminum, titanium and iron 

(lines). Experimental data points are shown as error bars. ^"' 

7.2.2 hfi due to perpendicular NBI 

In the case of perpendicular NBI, the perpendicular energy of the fast ions ('fi') is 

higher than the parallel energy and the majority of the fast ions can be trapped in 
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the magnetic well on the outboard side of the torus, creating a poloidal modulation 

of rifi on the flux surface. 

Chang and Harvey ^ ' calculated the magnitude of hfi(9) using the fluid equation 

approach for the background species and a kinetic approach for the fast ion species 

and found values close to 0.5 in the case of perpendicular injection. 

From the quasi-neutrality condition and the parallel component of the momentum 

equation for the different particle species, one derives that the contribution of n/t to 

the poloidal variation of the electrostatic potential is: 

—— = nfi-^cos0[— + Z e / / - -H (7.12) 
1 e Tig 1 e Tig 

For quasi perpendicular injection in PDX, the contribution of the fast ions to the 

normalized electrostatic potential variation was estimated to be of order e ^ . 

7.2.3 hj due to asymmetric particle sources 

The effect of poloidal asymmetries in the sources of impurities on the poloidal dis

tribution of the impurity density was discussed in Ref. [91]. The continuity and 

momentum balance equations, for a neoclassical two ion species plasma, were used 

to derive expressions for his and nIc in term of §ia and 5/c. It was shown that for a 

Si ~ O(e) to have a substantial effect on the density poloidal asymmetry, the source 

strength had to be 5/ ~ nj x 103 (s)_1, for parameters representative of present toka-

mak plasmas. Making realistic assumptions for the limiter sputtering rate, recycling 

factors, mean free path, etc., it was concluded that impurity source strengths of this 

order are plausible in the plasma edge region. 

7.2.4 hj due to inertia forces 

Burrell et al. ^^ pointed out the role of the inertia term in Eq.( 2.2) in driving 

density asymmetries that strongly affect radial particle transport. 

The parallel projection of Eq.( 2.2), with the viscous and source term neglected, 

was solved for the density variation on the flux surface, assuming: 
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- large aspect ratio limit, 

- mi/rrii > 1 so that vthI ~ V+ <C vthi\ 

- niZj/rii <C 1 so that V$ and v<f, are not affected by the presence of impurities; 

- ve, $1 and the thermal portion of the frictional force are as derived in Ref. [59]; 

to obtain: 

miq
2RZ2

Ivii v^Z] 
nis 5—} = c boi {'-M) 

e n<f, Ln UJfr i 

mivl 
nic ~ e—^- (7.14) 

J-i 

where: ni(r, 9) = nI0(r)(nIc(r) cos0 + fijs(r) sinO). 

The magnitude of the up-down asymmetry confirms the result of Refs [90] and [85]. 

The magnitude of the in-out asymmetry, due to the centrifugal force, is of 0(e) when 

the ions have a toroidal velocity comparable to their sonic speed. The magnitude of 

the up-down asymmetry is 0(e) when vaZ^deijixitri ~ 1-

7.2.5 fij due to momentum input, inertia and friction 

Stacey and Sigmar [9'M941 presented a self-consistent derivation of the poloidal varia

tion of density and potential, while solving the problem of radial transport and particle 

flow in the flux surface. The description of the transport problem consisted of the 

continuity and momentum equation, Eqs. (2.1) and ( 2.2), the charge neutrality con

dition for a two ion species plasma (J^j ejnj = 0) and the ambipolarity assumption 

(Dj GjTj = 0), solved omitting VT effects, in the large aspect ratio approximation. 

The toroidal viscous term < RftV'Ilj > was represented by a phenomenological 

term of the form: -mjUjV^v^R , in Ref. [97]. The parallel viscous term < B'V'Uj > 

was written as sum of the usual neoclassical parallel viscosity term (Eq.(3.3)) and the 

parallel projection of this phenomenological viscous term. The momentum transfer 

coefficient, ^ , was inferred from experimental data. 

The variation of density and potential on the flux surface was calculated from 

the parallel projection of the momentum equation. This was done self-consistently, 
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in conjunction with the evaluation of the poloidal velocity, by solution of the flux 

surface average (FSA) parallel component of the momentum balance equation, and 

with the evaluation of d$/dr, from the sum of the FSA toroidal component of the 

momentum balance equation over species and using the ambipolarity assumption. 

Densities and potential were assumed of the form given by Eq.( 3.15) , with the 

simplifying assumption of n and <£ independent of r. The electron momentum equa

tion was used to relate <l with rij, and a set of coupled equations for the coefficients 

hsj and nCJ (with j=i,I) was obtained by taking the sin# and cos# projections of the 

parallel component of the momentum equation for main ions and impurities. 

The poloidal variations were calculated for the titanium impurity in ISX-B (a = 

0.05 and ZTi = 22) and for the tungsten impurity in PLT (a = 0.1 and Zw = 74). 

Both the up-down and in-out asymmetries were found to be 0(e). It was found 

that the NBI momentum input was the main driver for the high Z impurity density 

asymmetry. 

Subsequently, Stacey and Neeley ^ ' ' have developed a consistently ordered hier

archy of fluid equations from kinetic theory, which they solved for hj3 and ftjC. They 

found, for the collisional ordering Vjk/^trj ~ <$j~\ that hj3 ~ hjc ~ e. 

7.3 Experimental measurements of hj 

7.3.1 hi in ALCATOR A 

Up-down asymmetries of highly collisional impurity ions (O, N), near the plasma edge 

of OH discharges of Alcator A, were reported in Ref. [85]. 

The measured quantity was the volume VU V emission rate of a particular impurity 

ion (for example OV (630 A)) along chords of the plasma cross section. This quantity 

is proportional to the density of the ion along the line of sight, since the excitation 

rate should be poloidally symmetric. The asymmetry was found to become visible 

for ne > 5 x 1019 m~3, to increase with density and to reverse when the direction 

of the magnetic field was changed. This last observation eliminated the possibility 
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that the effect was instrumental, due to gas puffing or to uncentered plasma, and the 

asymmetry was attributed to the \7B drift. 
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Figure 7.2: Variation of the Asymmetry Parameter with d^n, Eq.(7.5), in Alcator A 

1851 

The ratio between the larger and the smaller peak in the brightness profiles (see 

Fig. 7.3) was found to scale linearly with the distance which an impurity ion drifts 

radially during a poloidal excursion of one radian (see Fig. 7.2), defined by Eq.(7.5). 

For a density of ne — 3.6 x 1020 m~"3, d^B for CV is 4.0 cm. For the range of plasma 

parameters given in Table 4.1, the asymmetry parameter (a.p.) varied in the range 

1-4 and, correspondingly, d^B — 0.2 — 7 cm. Assuming constant temperature on the 

flux surface and that the brightness is proportional to the density, these values of 

the asymmetry parameters should correspond to hi ~ (a.p — l)/(a.p. + 1) = 0 — 0.5. 

The following explanation was given: the OV ions located in the region where the 

VB drift is inward will penetrate to the higher-T region and be ionized, causing the 
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observed asymmetry in OVI emission. 

It was then concluded that this was the first experimental evidence that the VB 

drift affects transport and that it had to be included explicitly as a major impurity 

transport process in tokamaks. Further theoretical works showed that friction effects 

produce asymmetries with the same scaling, as discussed in Section 7.2.1. 

In a later paper ^ \ observations of enhanced impurity line radiation emission 

near the limiter in Alcator A were attributed not to the VB drift but rather to the 

effect of local recycling. 

7.3.2 hi in PLT 

Radial profiles of spectral line intensities from different H, He, C and 0 ionization 

states were measured in PLT OH plasmas with an optical system from simultaneous 

spatial and spectral scanning t°'L The common feature of several scans was the 

strong top-bottom asymmetry of impurity densities, which could change during the 

discharge and even reverse direction. 

The VB drift of ions could not explain the asymmetries, which rather were found 

to be correlated with the gas feeding program, the relative position of the limiter, 

the Ti near the edge and the developing of disruptive instabilities. In general, the 

lines of higher states of ionization were more symmetric than those of lower states. 

All of these observations suggested the influence of the plasma-wall interaction and 

localized sources of main and impurity ions on the observed phenomena. 

7.3.3 fa in PDX 

Results of the investigation of the causes of poloidal asymmetries in impurity density 

observed in the ohmically heated PDX plasma were reported in Ref. [88]. Chordal 

profiles of line emission from C and 0 ions, in the range 2000-3000 A, measured with 

the Fast-Rotating Mirror diagnostic, were found to be up-down asymmetric. The 

direction of the asymmetries of the C and O ions were found to be opposite to the 
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vertical ion drift and more pronounced for the lower ionization states (see Fig. 7.3), 

in agreement with the observations on Alcator A. 

The hypothesis that asymmetries of the higher ionization state in the main plasma 

can be due to coupling with lower ionization states from recycling of local impurity 

sources was ruled out by simultaneous measurements of an extremely asymmetric 

emission profile from CIII, mostly concentrated at the edge, and a symmetric emission 

profile from CV, present in the plasma bulk. 

The hypothesis that impurity poloidal asymmetries were due to charge exchange 

recombination with an asymmetric neutral hydrogen background was also ruled out 

by the observation that asymmetry in the radial profiles of Hp, CIII and CV emission 

could change sign independently. 

Results of a 2D transport simulation of carbon impurities, performed assuming 

resonable values of a neutral source at the wall, of convective velocities and diffusion 

coefficients, showed that the parallel transport in PDX is too rapid to sustain poloidal 

asymmetries caused by asymmetric neutral wall sources or asymmetric diffusion co

efficients. 

The neoclassical expression for the asymmetry parameter r]qf, defined by: 

ni(r,6) = n/(r)(l + T}qfSm6) and given in Eq.(7.4), was in agreement with the ex

perimentally observed asymmetry parameter (see Fig. 7.4). The rfq
x
f data for CV 

(at an unspecified radial location) spanned the range 0-0.4, that is of 0(a/R) . The 

corresponding range of variation of the plasma parameters was not specified. 

In a series of NBI discharges on PDX, electron density horizontal-midplane profiles 

showed an in/out asymmetry as expected because of centrifugal forces 1°^. The 

surprising result was that the in-out asymmetry increased with ne, despite v<f> oc 

l /n e , Ti oc l/ne and the other experimental conditions kept constant. According to 

momentum balance, the centrifugal force drives '' ': 
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Figure 7.3: Density asymmetry in PDX.[88J The dashed(solid) curve corresponds to 

a vertical ion drift directed upward(downward). 
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Figure 7.4: Experimentally observed value of r\qj for CV plotted versus its theoretical 

prediction from Eq.(7.4) [88] 

nec = miv\el(Tt + Te), and ne should vary as l/ne for T{ <C Te, or as l/n% for 

Te << Ti, which was in disagreement with experiments. 

7.3.4 ni in ASDEX 

Large poloidal asymmetries in the distribution of impurity ions over the flux surface 

were observed during NBI, L- and H-regime, ELM-free discharges in ASDEX '°yL 

ELMs (Edge Localized Modes), a type of MHD instability (helical m=3,4, n=l) 

observed in H-regime only, increases the transport in the plasma periphery and pre

vents impurity accumulation. (They appear as periodic and irregular events causing 

spikes in the Hn and x-ray emissions from the edge, decrease of (3$ and they are 

interpreted as fast H-L-H transitions) ' J° ' . 

When ELMs are absent, a high-confinement regime (H*) is reached, and impurity 
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Figure 7.5: USX-ray image of NBI, H-mode type plasma (just before an ELM dis

ruption) t84' 
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accumulation takes place. Emissivity of impurity ions (mainly Fe) over the entire 

cross section was measured by USX-ray (Ultra-Soft-X-ray) cameras at different times 

during a OH-» NBI discharge. The x-ray image of the plasma shows concentric, 

nearly circular surfaces of constant emission during the OH and the L-mode phases. 

Immediately after L-H transition, asymmetries, due to a redistribution of impurity 

ions, appear. The visible up-down asymmetry is in the direction of the VB drift, 

opposite to the direction observed in Alcator A and PDX (see Fig. 7.5). The in-

out asymmetry is attributed to the increased centrifugal force acting on the metal 

ions, since the momentum confinement is seen to improve, along with the particle 

and energy confinement, from the L to the H mode. No comments on the correspon

dent density asymmetries were published. Values of v^ during the L-phase were not 

reported; during the H* phase, v<f, ~ 2 105ra/s, and r^ ~ 150ms ~ rE. 

7.3.5 n/ in TEXT 

Recently '""', carbon, aluminum, titanium and iron were injected into TEXT via 

laser ablation or pellet injection. Poloidal up/down asymmetries of these impurity 

densities were observed using a horizontal x-ray imaging array. Figure 7.6 shows the 

value of his, for aluminum, at three different radii. Typical TEXT parameters are: 

B=2.5 T, Ip= 300 kA, ne = 3103 cm3, Tc(0)= 1 keV, a=26 cm and R= 100 cm. 

While it was not possible to reverse the toroidal B-field, these measurements were 

repeated after reversing the plasma current, but no clear current direction dependence 

was found. 

Fluctuations of $, ne and Te also exhibit an asymmetrical nature in their spatial 

as well as spectral resolution. In particular, the up-down asymmetry in the turbulent 

fluctuation has been observed to change sign when the plasma current is reversed ^ . 
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7.4 Theoretical estimates of Q <Pj 

The toroidal rotation frequency can be written as: [70] 

Vej B4 1 i i , x 
fl« = i i ; - ^ - * (7-15) 

The magnitude of Ct^j is therefore a function of the poloidal variations of the RHS 

terms in Eq.(7.15). The magnitude of Cl^ ~ e was discussed in Refs. [70] and [99]. 

Ref. [70] discusses poloidal variations of Q^ which result from poloidal variations 

of the electrostatic potential. The toroidal rotation frequency can in fact be written 

as: I70' 

o*-?!-^-*') (7-16) 
where the ' indicates d/(BgRdr). Ref. [70] points out that if the last term is 

poloidally asymmetric and large enough, it could drive relevant H^. Several Refer

ences ([90], [92], [100], [101]) are cited in support of the possibility that d$'/d9 ~ €$' 

and that this would lead to Q^ ~ e. 

Ref. [70] also reviews previous theoretical-computational work which led to rela

tively large values of vffI (case with collisional impurities and ions in plateau regime). 

Since vgj = K^Bg/rij for values of vgj ~ /3v<j,j one expects Q^JC ~ e. If the conditions 

vej ~ Pv<f,j and hsj are both verified, Eq.(7.15) predicts Cl^j ~ e. 

Ref. [99] also discusses the arguments presented in Ref. [70] in support of Q^- ~ e 

and it points out the following facts. 

• Possible mechanisms causing !>' ~ e studied in Refs. [92], [101], namely perpen

dicular injection and RF heating, are not necessarily associated with plasma 

rotation. In any case they would not lead to any substantial up-down asym

metry of the rotation velocity and they would drive $' mainly ~ $'c cos6. If 

$ c ~ e, it follows that: 

n e^ivJhi Q ^ « 6 (7.17) 
a Vfo 
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(For the data in Table 4.1, {pei/a^Vthi/v^) = 0.1 - 0.3 , assuming q=2). For 

an impurity species, this same factor would be a factor Zj smaller. 

• Only trace impurities can be sufficiently collisional to give rise to a large friction 

force able to drive hj9 ~ e. But in this case, because of the low density of these 

impurities, $'a «C e. 

• The pj term alone would give rise to poloidal variation of Q^ of the following 

order: 

?l+ja « %jc ~?H^.Le<e (7.18) 
r Vthj 

(Eq.(7.18) is derived from Eq.(13) in Ref. [99]. Eq.(7.18) is based on the 

assumption that nCJ is driven by centrifugal force and that hja can be ~ e only 

for trace impurities). 

In summary, theory supports the possibility of fl^-c ~ e in case of Vej ~ 0v<t>j, 

and of Slfoa ~ 6 when both conditions VQJ ~ fiv^ and hjs ~ e are verified. In case of 

hj ~ 6, the $' and p'j alone (E.(7.15), would generate Cl^j < e. 

7.5 Experimental measurements of Q^ 

Measurements of v^ radial profiles are usually done in the horizontal midplane and 

cover the R > RQ plasma region, including often a few data points for (R0 -

10/20 cm) < R < R0. The data for R < R0 are usually neglected because the 

error bars increase as R decreases. This limited information on the velocity profile 

makes it difficult to comment on the fl<j,(9) dependence. 

Ref. [17] reported the observation that the peak rotation (toroidal velocity of 

carbon) appeared shifted by 10-15 cm with respect to the Te profile in JET ^ but 

the origin of the shift was not discussed. On the contrary, as result of analysis of 

rotation measurements on Dili, ft^ was found to be a flux surface function , within 
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the experimental errors (which, from the figure in Ref. [5] appears to be of the order 

of 10 %). Toroidal rotation of helium was measured in this case. 

7.6 Poloidal velocity 

7.6.1 Theoretical estimates of the poloidal velocity 

In the framework of the neoclassical theory, the theoretical evaluation of the poloidal 

velocity has been attempted in a variety of ways. 

For OH heated plasmas, v% has been estimated [102] from an expression by Hir-

shman ^ \ 

1 VvdTt 
vsi = D — - « - (7.19) 

eB /in or 

where nu and n2i a<re the ion parallel viscosity coefficients associated to the flow 

and the heat flux respectively. The value of fci/nu was estimated to be -1.7, 0.5 and 

1.69 in the banana (v* < 1), the plateau (1 < v* < e"1,5) and the Pfirsh-Shliiter 

(e -1-5 < v*) regimes, respectively ^ . This expression is valid when < q^B > can be 

neglected with respect to < qgB > and therefore qej/pj becomes ~ 5/(2ejB)dTj/dr. 

Refs. [63] and [64] prescribe that % , along with q9j, can be calculated from the 

system of simplified FSA parallel momentum and heat flux equations. The simplifi

cation consists in neglecting the momentum input term and the viscous forces, other 

than the parallel viscosity, in Eq.(2.2) and the electric field, viscosity and source terms 

in Eq.(A.l) to obtain: 

< BVUj >=< BRj > (7.20) 

< B-V-0J > = < B-Fj > 

Substituting the viscous-flows and friction-flows relations, Eqs. (B.l), one obtains: 

«"* - «»i?=^ ? fc+^f > + « ( - ! ? + y 4 » (7-2i) 
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<** - <*!? = ̂  ? [«<*+y4>+«<-§£+*4» 

with C3j = $[39/(4^2) - 25fn(l + \/2)/4], C(i,2)j given by Eq.(3.9) and 

(7.22) 

y l(_Lf» + £) V t t I f i (7.23) 
/? e^n* ar dr e^p or 

In NBI discharges, the momentum input term and the toroidal viscosity, in Eq.(2.2) 

can have magnitudes comparable to the magnitude of the leading terms in the equa

tions and should not be neglected. 

In the transport problem of Ref. [94], the heat flux was neglected and the FSA 

parallel momentum balance equation was solved including momentum input, inertial 

and parallel viscosity terms and a phenomenological representation of the perpen

dicular viscosity, along with an equation for the electric field, to calculate vg. For 

the ISX-B deuterium plasma, with a titanium impurity (Zmet = 0.05) and for the 

PLT deuterium plasma, with a tungsten impurity (Zmet = 0.1) it was found that 

vei ~ 0v<i>i and that \vdi\ < \vdI\, since vdi ^ / A W / V 

A neoclassical model for the poloidal velocity driving/damping forces has been 

recently given by Shaing and Crume t103'. They use the FSA poloidal momentum 

balance equation for a one-fluid plasma 

< BeVU >=< B9B x efarb > (7.24) 

including the ion flux, f^, associated with ion-orbit loss, and a form of the parallel 

viscosity valid in collisional regime and up to values of VQ ~ vthBo/B. Their formulas 

show that the combined action of the radial current and the parallel viscosity leads 

to a bifurcation of the solution vg. 

A.B. Hassam has recently pointed out t104' that a poloidal asymmetry of the 

radial velocity is naturally coupled to the poloidal velocity through the inertia term. 
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Using continuity, toroidal and parallel momentum one-fluid equations, and neglecting 

sources and toroidal viscous forces, he derived the equation that links v% and vr: 

-(l+2g2) <V° > + 7 M P < v9h > + < veh > ——{nr < 2cos0vT >) = 0(7.25) 
q at nr or 

-+ 

** ~* 

where ^MP < ^eh >=< B/B0VU >. If the viscosity damping is small enough, 

that is if 7MP << 2cos0vr > /(eLn)> a relatively large in-out asymmetry of vr (the 

neoclassical vr is too small to produce such an effect, but the actual vr can) drives 

the poloidal velocity. 

7.6.2 Experimental measurements of v$ 

Measurements of the poloidal velocity have always been of fundamental importance 

in the investigation of viscosity, the radial electric field and transport in general. The 

recent finding [105' that changes in VQ at the plasma edge accompanies the L-H mode 

transition has motivated several experimental investigations of the edge vg, as well 

as theoretical speculations. While measurements of v% at the plasma center have not 

been too successful in the past, v$ profiles have recently been measured successfully 

near the separatrix of several tokamaks and in the central plasma region of TFTR. 

A brief description of these measurements follows. 

Ref. [3] reported the first measurements of VBI during NBI in PDX. In order to 

impart poloidal momentum to the plasma, the vertical coordinate of the magnetic 

axis was varied as much as 10 cm in either direction. It was found that the poloidal 

rotation velocities in the plasma outer region were lower than the limit of sensitivity 

of the FARM diagnostic (||^|| < 3 x 103 m/s) , while the emission from ions close 

to the center was too weak to perform the measurements. During the OH phase, 

no poloidal rotation was observed and the central toroidal rotation was found to be 

~ 103 - 104 m/s and in the direction opposite to the current. 

Measurements of v$i in TFTR discharges, during NBI, were recently reported in 
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Ref. [106]. Poloidal rotation of 1.2 x 104 m/s in the ion diamagnetic drift direction 

was measured at r /a ~ 0.25 during nearly balance injection of 11 MW, using the 

vertical x-ray crystal spectrometer (FeXXV, Ka line). The toroidal velocity reached 

5 x 104 m/s in the counter direction. It was reported that the magnitude of vgpe w a s 

consistent with the neoclassical predictions according to Ref. [107]. (If we use the 

expression vgpe = -k/(eB)dTi/dr = 4.3 x 103ra/s, with k in the range [-1.7, 0.5], 

according to Ref. [107] because (v/utr)Fe,r=o.2 ~ e3/2, we obtain vgpe in the range 

[—1.5 x 104 to 4.3 x 103] m/s. This indicates that the measured value of vg is not 

inconsistent with Hirshman's neoclassical estimate. 

There are no measurements of zy in unbalanced NBI shots with higher value of 

v<f, (> 105 m/s) because the vertical spectrometer picks up 7% of the toroidal speed 

and the accuracy of the evaluation of vgj becomes critical. 

The magnitude of vg was also measured in the edge and scrape-off layer of DIII-

D in NBI and OH plasmas, in L and H modes, with a CHERS diagnostic (He II, 

4686 A) [1051. Changes of vgj at the edge from 104 to 3 x 104 m/s, accompanied by 

changes of v^ from 3 x 104 to 5 x 104 m/s were reported for NBI discharges. The main 

ion collisionality parameter was i/* = 1 - 10 at the edge of these discharges; since 

i/J ~ u*Zjt the impurities were in the highly collisional regime. The v9I was in the ion 

diamagnetic drift direction. The observed values of vdI were reported to be at least 

one order of magnitude larger than calculated from the version of the neoclassical 

theory as formulated, for example, in Ref. [64], but they were in agreement with the 

ion-orbit-loss model of Shaing and Crume [103]. 

The poloidal velocity was measured at the plasma perifery of JFT-2M in the spa

tial range [a - 3 cm, a + 1.5 cm] with a CHERS diagnostic (CVI, 5292 A) t108L Data 

were reported for 0.7 MW of co-injected NB power with a L-H transition occurring 

after 25 ms of NBI. The main ions collisionality parameter, v* changed from 44 to 22 

at the transition from L to H mode. The Vei was observed to be in the electron dia-
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Figure 7.7: Radial profiles of poloidal (circles) and toroidal (squares) rotation veloc

ities,as a function of the distance from the separatrix, for L-mode and H mode in 

JFT-2M. ds is negative inside the separatrix. ' ^ * 
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magnetic drift direction and to increase in magnitude at the L-H transition regardless 

of the direction of Ip and injection; the change was fairly localized near the separatrix. 

Figure 7.7 shows the v^ and ve profiles before and after the L-H transition; they are of 

the same magnitude and they both increase in the H mode. The change of VQ at the 

L-H transition was found to agree with the prediction of Shaing and Crume's model 

[103] by in c iuding the additional effect of fast ion losses. 

Spectrometric measurements (CIII, 4647.4 A) of v% from the plasma edge of AS-

DEX [ 1 ^ w e r e a i s o taken during the OH phase and the NB co-injection of 2.7 MW 

of a plasma discharge. The OH phase did not show any measurable ve; during the 

NB H-mode, v% rose up to 1.6 ±0.3 x 103 m/s (presumably in the ion diamagnetic 

drift direction, but non specified) while v^ was about 4 x 104 m/s. No comments were 

made in Ref.[109] regarding comparison of the data with theories. 

Summary of ve measurements - The picture resulting from the available 

poloidal velocity measurements is far from complete. From TFTR there is some 

experimental evidence that vei can be comparable to V+ in the plasma center in case 

of balance injection and u ^ ~ 5 x 104m/s. The plasma was found to rotate poloidally 

in the ion diamagnetic drift direction, as prescribed by Eq.(7.19) for impurities in the 

plateau and collisional regimes, but its magnitude is a factor of 3 smaller than the 

prediction by Eq.(7.19). 

Measurements at the edge of several machines have revealed that VQI ~ v<f, for a 

range of values of V+ that does not exceed 5 x 104 m/s. The neoclassical predictions 

underestimate the edge velocities by one order of magnitude, and in this region the 

Shaing and Crume predictions are found to be in agreement with the experimental 

values. 

It is impossible at this point to extrapolate the experimental results for the higher 

regimes of toroidal velocity pertaining to NBI discharges since the mechanisms that 

control the magnitude of v% are not well understood. 
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7.7 Summary 

Up-down density asymmetry of collisional impurities were observed in OH plasmas, 

namely in Alcator A, PLT, PDX and ASDEX, and in the NBI ASDEX rotating 

plasma. An in-out asymmetry of Fe ions and ne were observed, respectively, in 

ASDEX and PDX in rotating plasmas. There is no experimental observation of up-

down asymmetries of main ions or ne. 

Neoclassical theory predicts variations of the ion densities on the flux surface 

under certain conditions. The parallel friction drives an up-down asymmetry of the 

impurities of order hi3 ~ eA, where A is a parameter proportional to the ion collision 

frequency and it is ~ 0(1) for highly collisional ion species (y* ~ (e_L5<5^)_1). The 

up-down asymmetry of the main ions is predicted to be much smaller, i.e. h{ ~ 

hiriil(niZi). 

The centrifugal force drives an in-out asymmetry of the density, nJC ~ elv^j/vthj)2, 

that is of 0(e) for sonic ions. The main ions have a smaller in-out poloidal variation, 

compared to the impurities, since v\hi ~ ZivfhI. The centrifugal force also drives an 

up-down asymmetry hIs ~ eA for collisional impurities. 

Momentum input can drive hi ~ e for high Z impurities. The theory also predicts 

that localized impurity sources at the wall may drive large and localized hi. 

There is some degree of agreement between the experimental observations of 

poloidal variations of impurity density and the neoclassical theory. While the up-down 

asymmetry of nj in Alcator A and PDX agreed qualitatively with the neoclassical 

predictions of hj3 driven by the friction force, the in-out asymmetry of the electron 

density in rotating PDX plasma, attributed to the centrifugal force, did not scale as 

predicted. The in-out and up-down asymmetries of the Fe impurities, observed on 

ASDEX, during NBI, were not studied qualitatively. 

There is some experimental evidence of in-out asymmetry of ft# from JET; up-

down asymmetries of Q^ have never been measured. 
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Theory predicts: 

fi« =* -(2ecos0 + n,)^L _ ^ > L _ + ^ ( 7 .26) 
% p ejUjllfo lift 

Equation 7.26 shows that poloidal variations of order v^/3 would lead to in-out asym

metry of the rotation frequency of order 2e+nJC and to up-down asymmetries of order 

hja. The order of magnitude of the pressure gradient term is ̂ (pffj/aj^^j/vthj) < fij. 

Asymmetries of the electrostatic potential alone would cause 0.^ ~ $. 

There is experimental evidence of vei ~ v<j, at the edge of several tokamaks, that 

is explained by the presence of a strong particle flux due to first orbit losses [103]. 

There is experimental evidence of vg Fe ~ pv^ in the center of balance NBI discharges 

in TFTR. As discussed, these values of VBJ should result in an observable (order of e 

or larger) in-out asymmetry of Q<f,j. 

In summary, there is experimental and theoretical evidence that 0(e) poloidal 

asymmetries in the impurity density and rotation can occur in tokamaks under certain 

conditions. In Chapter 8 we will examine further if the conditions, which have been 

identified as drivers for the discussed poloidal asymmetries, are present in Exp.44. 
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Chapter 8 

POLOIDAL VARIATIONS OF DENSITY AND 
ROTATION FREQUENCY IN TFTR Exp. 44 

8.1 Introduction 

This Chapter is dedicated to the study of poloidal variations of ion densities and 

toroidal rotation in the TFTR Exp.44 plasma. 

In Section 8.2 we discuss measurements that can be interpreted in terms of poloidal 

variations of density and rotation velocity. Measurements of the n2
eZeff vertical profile 

and of the Q41 horizontal radial profile are available. Direct measurements of ion 

radial profiles are not available for Exp.44. 

In the following Sections, the poloidal variations of density and rotation frequency 

are evaluated from theoretical expressions. Only neoclassical mechanisms for pro

ducing density and rotation frequency asymmetries are treated in the calculations, 

although the effects of anomalous mechanisms are discussed. 

It is assumed that the temperatures are flux surface functions. The mechanisms 

producing temperature equilibration over the flux surface are, in fact, stronger than 

those involved in producing density equilibration. Moreover, the evaluation of Tj(r, 6) 

would require the solution of the energy equations, which would further complicate 

the already complex formulation and introduce further unknown quantities. 

For simplicity, fij and f2^ are first calculated by neglecting the contribution of the 

conductive heat flux in the viscous and friction forces. The additional contribution 

of the heat flux is subsequently discussed. The continuity equation and the radial 

momentum balance equation are employed to determine the forms of the poloidal 

and toroidal velocities. The form of f2<̂ , in terms of fij and other quantities, is then 
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derived. The poloidal projection of the momentum equation is the balance equation 

that relates hj9 and hjC to the driving (inertia, viscous, etc.) forces. The FSA poloidal 

or parallel momentum balance equation (and the FSA parallel heat flux equation, in 

the case <f; ^ 0) must also be solved to evaluate ify, upon which hj^s) depend. 

The magnitudes of the various terms are estimated making use of the plasma 

parameter measurements for TFTR Exp.44, when available, or of plausible estimates, 

when necessary; terms that are estimated not to affect the balance equations are 

neglected at the outset, with the purpose of simplifying the derivation. The toroidal 

and radial velocities are not calculated selfconsistently; instead the measured values 

are used. 

While perpendicular neoclassical transport is generally believed to underestimate 

the actual transport in tokamaks, the parallel transport seems to be dominated by 

neoclassical mechanisms. In fact, neoclassical parallel transport can account fairly 

well for resistivity, bootstrap current and damping of poloidal velocity [H"l. In the 

derivation that follows, the viscosity is assumed to be neoclassical. Viscous forces 

arise only in the poloidal projection of the momentum equation, where the parallel 

viscosity is the dominant mechanism. 

At the end of the Chapter, we present a discussion of the nJ5 Q,^ and l> results 

and of how they compare to the previous estimates, that were reviewed in Chapter 7. 

8.2 Measurements of hj and Q^j in T F T R Exp.44 

8.2.1 Measurements of n\Ze//(R) 

Measurements of the vertical proiile oin2
eZeff were carried out for the shots of Exp.44 

'111]. The x-ray emission intensity measured by the XIS diagnostic has been measured 

for a series of co- and counter-injection shots, both for the OH and NB phase. Fig. 

8.1 shows the measured intensity as a function of the tangency radius of the viewing 

sightline normalized to the minor radius, for shot 37309 (co-injection of ~ 10 MW of 

beam power at Ip — 1.1 MA) and after 500 ms of NB injection. The solid line is a 
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Figure 8.1: X-ray emission integrated along the sightlines of the XIS diagnostics 

(arbitrary units) as function of the tangency radius of the sightline normalized to 

minor radius (Shot 37309, after 500 ms of NBI injection). 

smooth fit to the data. This figure and all the other plots of the x-ray emission show 

profiles symmetric with respect to the midplane, indicating the absence of poloidal 

asymmetries of n2
eZeff within the error bar affecting the measurements themselves. 

The error bar affecting the measurement of each of the 40 detectors is ~ 10%. The 

uncertainty in the overall up-down asymmetry is therefore reduced by a factor of 

1/x/iot56!. 

The symmetry of the XIS emission profiles does not rule out compensating asym

metries in the main ion and impurity densities, but implies that a relation among 

them must be satisfied. In fact, if compensating ion and impurity asymmetries of 

relevant magnitude are present they would have to satisfy: 

|n,nip(l + Zeff) + n/n/0Zj(Zj + Zeff) + nMnMoZM (ZM + Zeff)\ i n 0 / / o 1X 
-( ~—r < < lU/o(o.l) 

where n ; = n j0(l + fij). 
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In case of Z e / / = 3, Zmet = 0.5, Zj — 6 and ZM = 26, this relation among the ion 

densities becomes: 

\fa + ni + 0.2nM| « 0.1 (8.2) 

In case of hi ~ nM ~ ±e at r==a/2, this relation would result in the requirement 

|ri, | ~ e, in order for n* to compensate 0(e) values of hi and hM. 

8.2.2 Measurements of Q<pi(R) 

Figure 5.3 shows the toroidal velocity radial profile as measured by CHERS for one 

shot of Exp.44. The in-out asymmetry of Q^R), visible in the plasma center, of 0(e) 

or larger, was characteristic of most of the measured velocity radial profiles of the 

Exp.44 shots. The Tj(R) profiles (same Figure), measured by the same diagnostic, 

appear symmetric. The symmetry of the Ti(R) profile, which is expected theoretically, 

seems to rule out the possibility of an error in the evaluation of the plasma center 

location; it suggests that the the in-out asymmetry of the toroidal rotation is real, or 

that the errors in the T/ and v^i data propagate in different ways. 

The PPPL diagnosticians do not have confidence ^ in the ability of CHERS to 

diagnose in-out asymmetries in T^R) and fl^j(i2), since the measured signal attenu

ates exponentially with the distance from the plasma edge, due to beam attenuation. 

This causes the signal-noise ratio to decrease and the accuracy of the data to deteri

orate. The study of propagation error in the CHERS analysis is still underway. 

Nevertheless, even if the origin of the asymmetry in the Q^j profile is still un

known, we point out that, as discussed in Section 8.5.1, an in-out asymmetry of 

0(e) would be consistent with poloidal velocities v@i ~ /?ttyj. Figure 5.3 shows 

a negative Q^/c for both co- and counter- injection which, according to Eq.(8.32), 

&4>ic = —veil(v<t>iP) cos#, would be consistent with vei in the electron/ion diamag-

netic drift direction in the case of co/counter toroidal rotation of the plasma. 
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8.3 Continuity equation and form of the poloidal 
flow 

By subtracting the FSA of the continuity equation, Eq. 2.1, from Eq. 2.1 one obtains: 

^ ^ = TSj ~ ifr{niVrirR}' < rS> - llTr{niV"rR) > (^ C'] (8-3) 

The LHS term of the equation is ~ (erijVgj), while the RHS is : 

Cj ~ rSj0Sj - 7ijVrjecos0 - -~-[r(njVrj + njVrj)] (8.4) 

The RHS of Eq.(8.3) is usually negligible with respect to the LHS and the equation 

in commonly solved to obtain: 

^ - = Kj {= const{0)} (8.5) 
Be 

When the RHS of Eq.(8.3) cannot be neglected because large poloidal asymmetries 

of localized sources ^ or a large radial particle flux are present, the proper form of 

the poloidal velocity becomes: 

Vl)] = ^(K, + [ %-d9) (8.6) 
711 JO UQ 

T F T R plasma parameters - In the TFTR Exp.44 plasma, the radial electron 

velocity inferred from experimental measurements increases from zero at the center 

to a few m/s at the edge, and it is several orders of magnitude smaller than the 

calculated and measured (not in these but in similar discharges) ion poloidal velocity, 

vg ~ 103-4ra/s. Therefore the radial flux terms of Eq.(8.3) are negligible with respect 

to the LHS of the same equation. 

The main (deuterium) ion source is the sum of the NBI source, which dominates 

the center of the discharge, and of the recycling source, localized near the edge. The 

total main ion source, Si, as calculated by SNAP and normalized to the main ion 

density, is plotted in Fig. 8.2 for the shots of Exp.44. The magnitude of (r<St) is 

a few orders of magnitude smaller than the LHS of Eq.(8.3). Since < rSj >=< 
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Figure 8.2: Radial profile of the main ion source, 5 ; , divided by n,, for the shots of 

Exp.44 

•^(rijVrjTR)IR >, we can conclude that the RHS of Eq.(8.3) is negligible over most 

of the plasma region for main ions. In the region (a - r) = 5 - 10 cm, near the edge, 

the source term becomes larger but the RHS is still two orders of magnitude smaller 

than the LHS of Eq.(8.3). 

The impurity source is localized at the plasma edge. As is typical in most TFTR 

discharges, the oxygen and metal impurities play little role in the particle balance, 

and the main impurity is the carbon that originates from physical sputtering of the 

graphite limiter. Typically, the area of the inner bumper limiter wetted by the plasma 

is ~ 6ra2 [11^'. The mean free path for atomic carbon at the plasma edge character

ized by ne = 5 x 1018 m"3, Te = 100 eV, v0 = 104 m/s (neutral carbon velocity), 

< av >Co= 1.1 x, 10-13 ra3/s (calculated using Eq.(7) in Ref. [113]) is: 

Aco == v0/(ne < av >co) = 2 cm. 
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Carbon fluxes from the limiter of order Tc ~ 1021 1/s have been measured in 

TFTR L-mode plasmas (112l This flux would correspond to a source strength of 

<Sc+i = r c / (0 .02 x 6) ~ 1022 (sra3) -1 , localized within a few cms at the edge 

and strongly poloidally asymmetric. With this value of particle source, the RHS 

of Eq.(8.3) becomes comparable to the magnitude of the term (nj%) and cannot be 

neglected for the carbon impurity. 

A calculation of the distribution of different ionization states of C, in a typical 

TFTR Exp44 shot showed that the carbon is completely ionized (C+e) over most of 

the plasma region and that the lower ionization states ( mainly C+b and C+4) are 

localized over the region r/a = 0.9 -1. 

We conclude that Eq.(8.5) is a valid representation of the form of the poloidal 

flow over most of the plasma region, i.e. for r/a ~ 0 - 0.9. Thus, we use Eq.(8.5) 

in the subsequent calculations, but keep in mind that source effects could alter the 

results that we obtain in the outer region r/a > 0.9. A study of poloidal variations of 

plasma parameters at the edge would also require a careful modelling of the plasma 

edge transport (and the accurate measurement of plasma edge conditions), which is 

beyond the scope of this work. 

8.4 Radial momentum balance equation and form 
of the toroidal flow 

The radial projection of the momentum balance equation, Eq.(2.2), for the particle 

species j , is: 

dv • d$ 
gTj + -7T2 + ejnj-ft- + ejUjivfaBe - vgjB^) - Mrj - Rrj + Urj + mjVrjSj = 0(8.7) 

where: 

9yj = y-imjTijiVjVm Uyj = y-V-Uj (8.8) 
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This equation can be used to write the toroidal velocity as: 

«"*=?-^^+£+^£+n*> (8-9) 
where the radial friction, momentum input and particle source terms can be neglected 

because they are several orders of magnitude smaller than the other terms in the 

equation, for TFTR Exp.44. The inertia term can be written as: 

S. = - ^ 4 c o S * - i f + <*$£) (8,0) 

and the viscous force, n r j , is given in Appendix C. 

We rewrite the toroidal velocity as: 

•*=?-£<££+£>+"^> ™ 
where: 

Uj = Ujccos0 + Ujs sin0 ~ ^ - ^ costf - ^-7r(P\\j - P±3)s sin0 (8.12) 
€j DQ dejTijV^jijQ or 

In the case where the poloidal heat flux (qgj) contribution to the parallel viscous force 

is neglected: 

Uj = Ujc cos<9 + Uj3 sin<9 ~ (8.13) 

p n ' n p { % K 7 - + 7— sin* + o f C1 + J" + T - + T ~ ) 1 ejrijrvfoiJeK LVOJ Lvgj 6 e Lg} LVOj Lvgj 

0AjR r r r rrij%j 
+—f-(j— + 7 r ) } + ~r~R cose 

One has defined Lx = -x(dx/dr) - l 

TFTR plasma parameters - The expression for v^j is usually further simplified 

by neglecting the inertia and the viscosity, IIrj, terms. In fact, the grj term contributes 

to the FSA of the toroidal velocity with a term proportional to mjTijVgj/r <C (dpj/dr) 

and to the poloidally varying component of Q^j with a cos# term whose magnitude, 

relative to fi^-, is mjQ^KejBe), ~ 10~3 for the TFTR Exp.44 plasma (see Fig. 8.3). 
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The radial viscous forces, Urj (see Appendix C), contribute to the FSA with terms 

like 

rjij $d%i _ 1 dp, , g l 4 . 

ejUjBe e dr ejUjBe dr 

and smaller, and to the poloidally varying component with terms like 

(P| | j- Pij)asinO and —^r—^-cos# (8.15) 
ZejUjBedr e^Be dr 

whose amplitudes, relative to fi^, in the q$ = 0 case, of the order of: 

aTld 3 o or>2 ( 8 ' 1 6 ) ejUjrB^RPv^j ejrRBl 

The factor rjQjVej /(ejfijrv^jPBeR) has been plotted in Fig. 8.3 for main ions and 

carbon and VQ^jifiv^j) = 1. For the light impurities, this parallel viscous force can 

give rise to fi^ ~ 10~2. The term from the gyroviscous tensor is very small, as shown 

in Fig. 8.3. These poloidal variations are < e, but since, at this point, the magnitude 

of the contributions to Cl^j from the other terms in the expression of v^, Eq.(8.9), 

are not known, we retain the grj and IIrj contributions. 
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8.5 Form of fi#(r, 9) and Ej(r) 

8.5.1 Poloidal variations of Q^j 

An expression for the toroidal velocity in term of other plasma parameters has pre

viously been derived (Eq.(8.11)): 

¥ - «« - ^o(r) [1 + h,]{r,0)] = j * - ^ ( ^ - f + £ ) + ̂ (8.17) 

This equation can be used to express Q^ in terms of hj and other parameters. 

The contributions of the poloidal velocity, the pressure and the potential terms to 

Qfi can be written, respectively as: 

n+Hv) = " — 4 ( % + 26COS0) (8.18) 
v<f>jQ P 

"#(p) = — —— -£—j = Vjnj(c,s)j = Vj(c,3)nj(c,s) (8.19) 

and 

- 1 d$i 
"#(*) — 5—H~ (8.20) 

v+joBeo dr 
where one has written $(r, 0) = $o(r) + $i(r, 0) (the subscripts '0' and '1 ' do not 
refer to the order of magnitude of the functions but, respectively, to the FSA part 

and to the remaining part of the $ function). 

The parallel momentum equation for electrons, 

1 dpe _ d$ 
ene 89 89' 

can be rewritten as: 

(8.21) 

! £ / B ( 1 + < i . ) , = » i (8.22) 

and it can be used to derive: 

$i(r,0) = — [ln(l + ne) + 0(< n\ >)] ~ — fie (8.23) 
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Figure 8.3: Magnitude of terms entering the expression of fi^ versus minor radius 

shot 37309-123): (a) VJ, with j=e,i,I, as defined in Eqs. (8.19) and (8.28); (b) UJC 

is defined by Eq.(8.12); ^ / ( e ^ ^ t f ) , proportional to Uj, Eq.(8.13) (j=i,I). 
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and therefore 

This formulation incorporates the measured value of the electron temperature gradi

ent in the determination of d$i/dr. 

Alternatively one can also rewrite I114': 

* , ( r ,«)= *o(r)*(r,0) and -^ = - ^ * + —<J>0 (8.25) 

which, upon using Eq.(8.23), becomes: 

I T = i i ^ - H]ree (8-26) 

This formulation provides an alternative form for the evaluation of d$i/dr which 

incorporates the constraint 

d$n 
— = B+vej - Bev+j, (8.27) 

the measured value of v+j and a constraint on the quantity (Te/e$0) which can be 

related to experiment. Experimental measurements of the plasma potential on ISX-B 

t11^ have reported values of $0 ~ Te/e. We note that the two forms, Eqs. (8.24) and 

(8.26) are formally equivalent, but have different explicit dependences on measured 

quantities. Both forms suffer from the need to evaluate Li quantities approximately. 

The contribution of the potential to £2̂ -, Eq.(8.20), can be formally written as 

^M$) = Ve(<v,)ne(c<3) and specifically as 

Be e v+j LTe Lne(Cfj) LTe Lne(CiJ) 

when Eq.(8.24) is used to evaluate d$i/dr, or as 

"*•<•> = (1-^-ftI^)i*7n" (8-29) 

when Eq.(8.26) is used instead. 
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The V] and Ve* functions have been plotted in Fig. 8.3 for a TFTR shot. 

Equations (8.28) and (8.29) provide similar results when [ l - % / ( / 3 ^ j ) - $ o / ( # e £ $ ^ j ) ] 

V* I '. The formulation of Eq.(8.24) allows the use of measured Te gradients, while 

the formulation of Eq.(8.26) allows the use of experimental $o and v^. Since the 

$o data are non-existent for the TFTR experiments, we will base our calculations on 

Eq.(8.24) and discuss how the results would be affected if we had used Eq.(8.26) ^ ^ l 

To this end, we note that the value V* ~ 0.1, in the plasma center (Fig. 8.3), impies 

that the term Te/(e$0)[l ~ v9jliflv<f>j) ~ ^o/iBeL^v^)] ~ 0.1, if the formulations of 

Eqs. (8.24) and (8.26) are consistent with each other. Our subsequent calculations 

with the q=0 model will give vei/fiv^i « 1 as a result, thus implying (Te/e$0) ~ 0.1, 

which is rather smaller than expected on the basis of the ISX-B results tllS], 

The contribution of inertia and viscosity terms, the magnitude of which has been 

discussed earlier, are: 

%i{gr) + %iW°) = Ujc cosO + Uj3 sin6 (8.30) 

Summing all the terms that contribute to the poloidally varying part of f^, one 

obtains: 

n<f>j{r,9) = fyic(r)cos0 + Q^(r)sinl9 (8.31) 

with: 

to+jc(r) = — ^ ? ( 2 e + njc) -f Vjcnjc + Vecnec + Ujc (8.32) 
VftfJ 

&<j>is(r) = -v-^f + Vj3njs + Ve3ne9 + UJS (8.33) 
V<j,j p 

The magnitude of the Q^j is determined by the magnitudes of fij and VQJ, which one 

must now proceed to evaluate. Indications concerning the importance of the different 

terms in Eqs. (8.32) and (8.33) are given by Fig. 8.3. 
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8.5.2 Relation to gyroviscous torque 

Relation between 0 and 2j ' 1 1 4 ' 

The gyroviscous torque of Eq.(3.13) can be written 

Rod_ 
r dr 

where 

< R4>V^)A >= - — ^ - ( ^ o ^ o H , ) (8.34) 

~ _ n^ (4e + nic) -hja%jC 

~i = 2 ^ ' 

The gyroviscous model that was used to analyze the experimental data in Chapter 6 

was based on Eq.(3.16), which leads for an expression for the total torque summed 

over (ion) species 

£ < RJVIlf4 >= - E Y^tivovw) (8.36) 

which, upon defining 

G s _ r fl(y„-) 

and assuming v^ independent of ion species, can be written 

£ < ^ v n f ^ — E ^ l ^ (8-38) 
i i 3 

_ mDnev^Ti ^nj0- _ mDnev^Ti QG 
2eBR ^ ne

 3 j ~ 2eBR [ Z )eff 

3 

when rij ~ mDZj is used. 

Two models for estimating the quantity (BG/Z)eff were discussed in Section 

3.2.2. It was shown in Chapter 6 that (0 = 1.5, G = 1, Z = Z) and (0 = 0.4, 

G — 1, Z = Zeff) models could both reproduce the experimental data on v^O) and 

-fy. Both of these models correspond to (QG/Z)eff ~ O(0.1). Thus, in order to check 

the reasonableness of the values of (0G/Z)e// chosen to fit the experimental data in 

Chapter 6, we will estimate 

( 5 < „ = G,8 i- + C I e ^ (8.39) 
Z ne ne 
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where the expression for the individual species asymmetry function is given by 

6,- = J=, (8.40) 

Note that the contribution to (GG/Z)e// from the metallic impurities is not being 

treated explicitly. Charge neutrality and the definition of Ze// lead to 

m _Zx- Zeff m = Zeff - 1 
ne Z i - \ ne ZJ(ZJ -1) 
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Different formulations of the gyroviscous torque flow f114^ 

The experimental torque flow is constructed from 

Kf{r) = {2TT)2R f < RM+ > r dr (8.42) 
«/0 

where M^, is the toroidal component of the NBI momentum input rate. The corre

sponding theoretical quantity is obtained by replacing < RM<f, > with 

J2j < RftV'Hj > when acceleration and convective terms can be neglected. For 

the gyroviscous torque 

< /20-vfl,- >= - ^ ( % - ^ A ) (8.43) 

which leads to 

K°v(r) = - (2^) 2 ^jJ r A ( % . % H i )dr ' (8.44) 

= -(2*£)2£ f rkjvvfiz ( r ' „ 9 f a^A) ) r - dr> 
y Jo ' (r )2 r/4j%=j or 

= (27rR)2HjQ WtiTJfaGjr dr' 

where 

r - r' div^iZj) _ r dfajV+j) r dS3 _ 
(*j = ~ ^~, — ^~, ~ — K T = CJ„V . + O H , (8.45) 

rjtjVfoZj dr rj^v^j dr ^ dr 'J J v 

The original formulation of the gyroviscous torque flow was based upon mak

ing the separation of variables, or weak-radial-dependence of poloidal asymmetries, 

assumption in the evaluation of the radial profile factor Gj, which is equivalent to 

setting the Gsj term to zero in Eq.(8.45). This leads to 

K f = (2?rfl)2£ f" r,ijUH^J-Gmr dr (8.46) 
; J0 V ) 

= (2 7 r)2Ey0 v4jV4>JY
GvvJ

r'dr' 
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Making the further approximation that an effective value of Ej/e2 can be defined and 

removed from the integral leads to Eq.(3.20) and to 

* T = (2jr)2 E h f nnv+jG^r AT = (2*)2 E ^ T WHGVVjr'dr (8.47) 
3 3 

which is the expression plotted in Fig. 6.6. 

The above formulation of the gyroviscous theory treats the torque as the funda

mental quantity and performs a volume integral of the gyroviscous torque to compare 

with a volume integral of the input torque - the experimental torque flow t114]. The 

essential approximation is separation of variables, or Gz} = 0. Since the one pre

sented in this thesis is the first calculation of the poloidal asymmetries, 0 and E;, 

the previous evaluation of the gyroviscous torque flow used effective 0 ; motivated 

by physical considerations. We are able, for the first time, to evaluate these poloidal 

asymmetry factors. 

A third formulation of the gyroviscous torque flow, which avoids the separation of 

variables approximations, follows from simple integration of Eq.(8.44) 

ATM = -V*R¥ E f a y ^ V (8-48) 
3 

One has made use of H;(0) = 0, which can be argued from physical considerations. 

We note that f l l 4 ] K^v is mathematically equivalent to K%v* when GVVj is replace 

by ( G ^ + G - , ) in Eq.(8.46). 
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8.6 Poloidal momentum balance equation 

8.6.1 General case 

The steady state poloidal projection of the momentum equation, for ion species j , is: 

d d$ 
gej + -zrPj + ê n,- — + ejTijVrjB^ - Mej - Rej + 11̂ - + rrijVsjSj = 0 (8.49) 

Ol0 OlQ 

where the inertia term can be written: 

v% OR 1 dv2
0j vrj dirvej) 

»* - m ^ t - f ^ + 2 ^ + T^-!= (8-50) 

. 9 sin# 9 ,sin# #,- . i / n9(r%). 

= mM^-^+«*(-H- - f )i+-f-sf-\ 

The flux surface average of (Eq.(8.49))/(rij h) is: 

mjRo < 1>J, s i ^ > + ^ < ^ ^ > + < ^ > (8.51) 
r j r a or a 

_ < ** > + < j k > _ < M* > + < rnqeA > = Q 
hrij hrij hrij hrij 

Subtracting Eq. 8.51 from (Eq. 8.49)/(rij), one obtains an equation that describes 

the poloidal variations of the density, as result of the equilibrium between the pressure, 

electric field, centrifugal and viscous forces: 

l^+^pi^+^|±^)£ S i n ,+£ (Hf i_ < jk >)+n> = 0(8.52) 
rij ov Tj ne ov Tj Tj rij hrij 

with 

H ~ -m,%i + ̂ ^vtiB,vT, - ^ i - ( ^ - < £fi >)] (8.53) 
lj lj rij rij tirij 

m^ d{rvTJ) vejd(rvrj) _r ,I l£ Ify Yestdual 
+ T, [ej dr <~h dr J + T / n,- /m,- jter™ 

Let's rewrite Eq.(8.52) as: 

1 drij „ Te 1 dne ^ . 
n, 30 3TjUe d9 
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For a two ion species plasma (i=main ions; I=light impurity) the system of Eqs. 

(8.54)J=Xij can be solved in terms of n;. The presence of the metal impurities, which 

would affect the other ions through the potential and collision terms, can be neglected 

since we are considering discharges with Zmet = Z2
Mnui^e — 0.1 - 0.6 (M=metal 

impurity). The poloidal variation of the impurity density, in the case of mj = ratZj, 

v<fn ~ ^<t>i and Ti ~ Ti is described by: 

-J-^ = (-*Mi + z?~) + ViZizAh(i + TZ<")-1 (8-55) 
n/ uv ne 11 ne 11 lj 

For the main ions: 

1 drii r^ _ _ UiTe. 1 dnr.,.^ „ fiiTe. -, . „ . 
n, cw ne Ti m 06 neT{ 
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8.6.2 Case qj = 0 

For simplicity, we first evaluate rij by neglecting the contribution of the heat flux to 

the viscous and friction forces. E)q. 8.52 becomes: 

Idn, Tc ldnc mAvl+vl,) XZ0RdUH 

^ l e + z'Ti^~de+( % y^J"ar ) e s i n f l (8-57) 

rpj 3 w epj 09 

where the following expressions have been used (see also Appendix C): 

Lidj 

rij 

TT° 

hrij 

TT3,4 
n9j 

Uj 

n 3 , 4 

hrij 
> ~ H H i 3 s i n 0 - 3 ^ ^ + ^(-7>2,.sin0 (8.59) 

uCj e 2 ar 2rit 

The terms that have been gathered under the Hj term, have a magnitude that, 

for a TFTR-like plasma, is much smaller than the magnitude of the centrifugal force 

and viscosity terms in Eq.( 8.52). Let us define a series of para-meters representative 

of the order of magnitude of the terms in Eq.(8.52), which parameters are functions 

of experimental quantities: 

T„, = m,3k« = 2 4 ^ ) 2 
J-j Vthj 

TRej = nijrvljei/jk/Tj (v*9 = 0v+i) 

^M9] = rPMfr/pj 

nr ^Jvh 
1 n° =

 TT~ 
n*> PjR 

T - 1 3 P dv<t>j 
ne'j 2 uCj dr 

TJrj = ejrvljtB+IT, (vr = ri*r/n3Z3) 
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'igure 8.4: Radial profiles of the poloidal momentum balance equation terms, Tt 

defined in Eqs. (8.60)-(8.65)), calculated for the deuterium main ions (Shot 37309-

23). 
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Figure 8.5: Radial profiles of the poloidal momentum balance equation terms, T,, 

calculated for carbon impurities (Shot 37309-123) 
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It has been assumed that hj ~ 0(e) or smaller, and that v$j ~ O(v^0) or smaller. 

The T's have been evaluated for a typical TFTR shot and their magnitudes are shown 

in Figs. 8.4 and 8.5 for deuterium main ions and carbon impurities. 

Tgtj represents the order of magnitude of the inertia term; it is < e because the 

main ions and the light impurities are subsonic. The ratio %/^ / i i , j=i,I, has been 

plotted in Fig. 8.6 for Shot 37309. 

TR6J represents the order of magnitude of the friction term. Differently from the 

cases of collisional plasmas, reviewed in Section 7.2, where nja was found to be driven 

by the friction force, this term is very small for this set of TFTR shots because of the 

low ion coUisionality. The radial profiles of the collision frequencies, i/* and Vjk have 

been plotted in Fig. 8.6. 

Tno represents terms from the parallel viscosity tensor. In case of %/(v#/?) ~ 1 

(qj = 0 case) this term is 0(0.1 e) for the impurities and can drive the hia ~ O.le. 

Tn3,4 is of the order of the inertia term for the main ions but can be neglected in 
Qj 

the case of impurities. T ^ . represents the magnitude of the momentum input and 

can be neglected. TJrj represents the magnitude of the radial particle flux term and 

is negligible over most of the plasma region. 

Since we can conclude that the Tî 's terms are much smaller than the remaining 

terms in Eq.(8.52), for ions and carbon in a TFTR-like plasma, a proper way to 

evaluate the poloidal variations of density and velocity is the following. 
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Figure 8.6: Radial profiles of v^/vthj and v], j=i,I (i= deuterium, I=carbon; Shot 

37309-123. 
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8.7 Could anomalous forces affect n^ fi^-, v$j ? 

8.7.1 Introduction 

The fluid equations used so far in this Chapter describe neoclassical transport. 

There are several disagreements between experimental results and neoclassical 

predictions of ion transport I11"!.- (1) density profile perturbation experiments, that 

allow simultaneously measurement of particle diffusion coefficient, D;, and pinch ve

locity, vfnch, give values of D{ and vfnch that are 1-2 orders of magnitude larger 

than the neoclassical values; (2) ion thermal diffusivities are 1-2 orders of magni

tude larger than the neoclassical estimate; (3) toroidal momentum transport is also 

a few orders of magnitude larger than predicted by neoclassical perpendicular viscos

ity. The hypothesis that gyroviscosity could account for the observed transport of 

toroidal momentum ^ is one of the points of investigation of this thesis and we re

serve comment on the comparison between neoclassical momentum transport theory 

and experimental measurements to the end of the thesis. 

Since there are also indications (discussed below) that anomalous mechanisms 

can account for some of the mentioned disagreements, we need to discuss if and 

how anomalous forces could arise in the momentum balance equation and heat flux 

equation, affecting therefore the magnitude of n;, f2̂ - and VQJ. 

The transport equations, used to investigate fluctuation-induced fluxes include a 

number of additional terms rising; from the time-averaging of the fluctuating plasma 

parameters. In the presence of electrostatic and magnetic fluctuations driven trans

port, the poloidal momentum balance equation becomes: [H'l^lo] 

dpi ^v =, "-> "^ -v* -v* _ 

-£- + Udj - ejfijEe - e, <7 i i £*» + <J\\jBr^> H-e^r,- = 0 (8.66) 
oie 

where x and x indicate the time-averaged and fluctuating component of the plasma 

parameter x in Eq.(8.66). The friction and momentum input terms do not appear 

because the collision frequency was assumed to be smaller than the fluctuation fre-
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quency. 

In case of fluctuation driven radial particle fluxes, the first three terms of Eq.(8.66) 

can be neglected with respect to the remaining terms and the radial particle flux is 

given by [11"1: 

Tj = < n J - ^ » / £ * - < J||i*6r» /ej (8.67) 

As reviewed in Section 7.6, the FSA heat flux poloidal or parallel balance equation 

must be used in conjunction with the FSA poloidal or parallel momentum balance 

equation if Vgj has to be evaluated. 

In the presence of electrostatic/magnetic driven transport, the terms ejq^B^/Tj 

and ejqBjB^/Tj, where 

Qrj = 2ni <Tj~Ee-> /B+ and qB
rj = 9j <br jB > VT, (8.68) 

should be added to the LHS of Eq.(A.7) I117U1161. 

8.7.2 Fluctuation measurements and inferred fluctuation-
driven radial flux 

Fluctuation of plasma parameters have been measured in several tokamaks, for a 

variety of plasma conditions, but a satisfactory theoretical model which explains the 

origin of the fluctuations has not yet been identified. 

In the edge plasma region, rij and Ee are commonly measured with biased or 

fluctuating Langmuir probes t l i y l . The probe measures electron density fluctuations. 

At low frequencies (1 kHz - 1 MHz < u^ < wpe) it is commonly assumed that 

there are ion density fluctuations of the same frequency and amplitude. The Heavy 

Ion Beam Probe (HIBP) l 1 ^ allows simultaneous measurements of of ne and Ee 

in the plasma bulk. Various laser and microwave scattering techniques ^ l ] c a n ^e 

employed to measure the density fluctuations; the data can then be used to evaluate 

Tf = < n e ^ > /(eBf), but some assumption about the electric field fluctuation is 

required in this case. 
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In order to evaluate the magnetic field term, I j = — < J | | j 6 r > /e, one should 

measure both parallel current and magnetic field fluctuations, but this is not done. 

Instead, only the Br fluctuations are measured with magnetic probes at the edge and 

a model ^ ^ is employed to estimate J\\j. 

Most of the available edge fluctuation measurements pertain to OH plasmas; the 

probe survival becomes in fact critical at the high edge temperature associated with 

additional heating. The employment of the HIBP diagnostic to measure density and 

electric field fluctuations is recent and only a few sets of measurements are available 

(TEXT t122J and ISX-B NBI plasma t123 '). 

The magnitude of n ; jiij and Ee /Ed are in the range 10-60 % (depending on 

plasma parameters) at the edge and decrease toward the center, reducing to a few 
—* 

percent for r/a < 0.5; BT /B is found to be smaller than 10~4 at the edge. 

The analysis of the correlation between n7 and Ee allows the evaluation of the 

magnitude of Tf and the comparison with the estimated radial particle flux. Figure 

8.7 [H"l shows the comparison between the radial profile of ion particle flux from 

measurements of particle sources (Ha emission), designated as Tj, and the quantity 

T^ in the TEXT OH plasma. In this case, the particle flux and the electrostatic 

fluctuation driven flux ( Tf) have similar magnitude and radial dependence. Toward 

the plasma center, both Tj and the fluctuation amplitude decrease considerably with 

respect to the edge. In general the exact parameters required to determine the fluc

tuation driven fluxes are not available and one must interpret the limited data using 

analytical models. 

Very recently, TE was calculated '1221 for the interior OH TEXT plasma using 
-^ 

Ifij and $ as measured by HIBP. The Ee was estimated assuming that Dissipative 

Trapped Electron (DTE) modes were the cause of the observed turbulence. The mag

nitude of T^ was found to explain the observed particle flux, but the magnitude of the 

wave-length number inferred from the experiment did not agree with the hypothesis 
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Figure 8.7: Comparison between the particle flux, Tn inferred from Ha measurements 

(dotted line) and Tf calculated from Langmuir probes data (solid lines, solid points) 

and from HIBP data (open points), t116' 

of DTE driven transport. 

Experimental results from ISX-B show that NBI increases the fluctuation am

plitude and therefore Tf. The Tf was evaluated for both NBI and OH plasmas in 

ISX-B [123] i n t n e region r/a = [0.6 - 1], using density and electric field fluctuation 

measurements from the HIBP. The magnitude of Tf term was found to be one order 

of magnitude larger for NBI (0.8 MW) than for OH discharges. The particle con

finement times, inferred by assuming T, = Tf, were larger than expected in the OH 

plasma (60 ± 30 ms), and in reasonable agreement with the values of rp (~ 3 ms) 

:haracteristic of the NBI case. 

Therefore, nothing conclusive can be said about the magnitude of Tf with respect 

:o Vj in the plasma center. 
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There are no comparisons of fluctuation driven radial fluxes in TFTR, neither in 

OH nor in NBI plasmas. There are indeed measurements of density fluctuations at 

r/a ~ 0.3 from microwave scattering l 1 ^ in OH, NBI L-mode and H-mode plasmas. 

The kg (wave-length number) spectra is very similar for all three regimes as long as 

machine parameters are kept constant. Also the magnitude of n /n is essentially the 

same in all three cases and less than 1 % at this particular radial location. 

Experimental evidence suggests that fluctuation characteristics (amplitude, pa

rameter dependence, frequency, wave length, etc.) have similar parametric depen

dence in all toroidal fusion devices l*1"!, and this suggests that the electrostatic 

fluctuation term, in Eq.(8.66) could be also an important term for the TFTR plasma. 

The Tf term is commonly estimated to be <C Tf t11^ near the plasma edge of 

OH plasmas. 

Experiments on the Doublet III tokamak [1^5] and JET [12^] i i ave sn0wn that 

the level of BT (5-50 kHz) measured outside the limiter is strongly correlated with 

confinement degradation in high f$0 NBI discharges and it increases with fig and from 

H to L mode. Ref. [125] comments that the measured fluctuation amplitudes indicate 

island structure of size sufficient to enhance transport. 

Existing probe measurements ^ ' 1 also show that Br IB increases toward the 

interior. 

Tions is not measured and therefore q^ can be estimated only in conjunction 

with a model for ion temperature fluctuations. At the edge Te /Te < 0.1 and the 

computed qfe has been found of the order of magnitude of qre at the edge of several 

OH plasmas I11"] In the plasma interior, the investigation of correlations between 

measured fluctuations and qTj must resort to theoretical models to evaluate g~; these 

results are not always in agreement with the estimate of qTj from energy balance 

calculations ^ " l 
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8.7.3 Conclusion 

A consistent treatment of coexisting neoclassical and anomalous transport mecha

nisms in plasmas requires a different and more radical kind of approach l^°l than 

the simple addition of anomalous terms to neoclassical equations. Nevertheless we 

think that the investigation of the effect of the 

rj~> = Tf + rf (8.69) 

#> = 4+^. (870) 

terms on the results is instructive and we include them in the FSA poloidal momentum 

equation, Eq.(8.51), and FSA heat flux balance equation, Eq.(A.7), respectively. 

The anomalous term Y} is not likely to affect the magnitude of hj directly 

through the balance equation, Eq.(8.57). In fact, if r j " ) and Yj are of the same 

order of magnitude (and this is the case at the edge), the anomalous force would be a 

negligible term in Eq.(8.57). In order to directly (i.e. through Eq.(8.57)) influence the 

magnitude of fij, r ; would have to manifest amplitude of poloidal variation several 

orders of magnitude larger than I\,, and this is really impossible given the magnitude 

of the fluctuations in the plasma center. 

In conclusion, the force is going to affect only the FSA poloidal momentum balance 

equation, and therefore the magnitude of fij and Q^j indirectly, through the magnitude 

oiUdj. 
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8.8 Radial velocities 

The computation of the rij, Clj and % radial profiles requires vrj(r) as input. The 

radial electron flux can be evaluated from experimental data, as outlined in Section 

2.2. The radial flux of each ion species could also be calculated if an accurate radial 

profile distribution of the different ion species were available. Since the impurity 

density profile was not measured in TFTR Exp.44, the radial ion fluxes have not 

been determined in this work. Nevertheless, the possible range of variability of vrj is 

defined by the ambipolarity condition: 

7leVre = UiVriZi + UiVriZi (8-71) 

and by the following observations. 

The analysis of the plasma parameters of Exp.44 has been restricted to the steady 

state phase of the discharge. In some of the shots, neutral beam injection lasted one 

second, at constant power and direction. During the last 600 ms, at least, the plasma 

parameter measurements, including the Zeff measurement, appeared stationary. As 

discussed in Section 8 3, the impurity source is limited to a few cms near the plasma 

edge. According to the continuity equation, a steady state density and the absence 

of sources/sinks imply a vanishing radial particle flux. 

We can estimate an upper limit for the impurity flux magnitude related to possible 

variations of the impurity density which can occur during the steady state phase of 

the discharge and which are not clearly observable. The error affecting the total 

impurity particles ANj, where Nj = fv rtj dVp (Vp = plasma volume), can be written 

in terms of Zeff, Ne and their error bars, as: 

AN^AN'i0r)+AZ^wtT) ^ 
The impurity flux associated with such a variation of Nr is: (2/K)2TRTI = - AJVj/A£, 

where At is the time length of the steady state phase of the discharge. 
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The ratio between the impurity and electron radial current is: 

ZITI = ZfoTt = Te_ ANe Zeff - 1 AZeff 

r e Ne At[ Nt. Zi - 1 Zi -1j l ' j 

The particle confinement time, re, was in the range [0.2-0.4] s over most of the 

plasma region and it was ~ 0.3s at r/a=0.9. With Ze// = 3, ANe/Ne = 0.1 and 

AZeff IZeff = 0.2 '4°1, values typical of Exp.44, we obtain: 

ZIJM < 0.1 (8.74) 

This implies that the impurity radial flux is a small fraction of the electron radial 

flux and that Eq.(8.71) reduces to Te ~ I\. 

We also recognize that the observed particle flux is likely to have an anomalous 

component. As justified in Section 8.7, we include the anomalous term F~' in the 

FSA poloidal momentum equation, Eq.(8.51): 

m^^, + Zp^*- - Zp-^+ < p- >~ 0 (8.75) 
Ivjo '"jo fbfbj 

We can define: 

^^ZjTj/T, and 7 ; = r ^ V r , (8.76) 

and rewrite: 

Wi - r r ' ) = %re(i - 7J) 3 7,re (8.77) 

In the following numerical evaluation of fij and £2^, we consider values of 7' and 

7J such that: 

|7j| < 0.1, according to Eq.(8.74) and related discussion; 

"f'i + 7/ = 1, by ambipolarity, and 

7y is a parameter assumed to vary in the range [0 - 1]. The limiting values 7J = 0 and 

7J = 1 corresponds respectively to the cases where the anomalous force, Eq.(8.69), 

is negligible with respect to the particle flux, or it is its main driving term. With 
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these values of 7J and 7J the ranges of variability of the jj factors are: 7,- = [0,1] 

and 7/ = [0,0.1]. In the case q=0, we are also going to discuss which values of 7/ 

are consistent with the magnitudes of poloidal velocities that have been observed in 

different machines. 
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8.9 Poloidal variations of n; and Q,^ (case qj = 0) 

8.9.1 Poloidal variations of rti 

In the case of 770i^Z/Te/(neT;) < Tj0Ivei/ni and Z, = 1, which is the case for Exp.44, 

the Vi term can be neglected and Eq.(8.55) becomes independent of hi and v#. One 

derives: 

1 drij 
= —hie sin# + his cos# = (8.78) 

- {mjvl, - ~T£F' ~ & ~ ^ ^ J } <T' + TAff)-1*** 
, r VoiVeiZ- . n VoiVei, , 2_ 

+ { - n j 3 sine? (e + - n j c ) cosfl 
rpi 3 rp7 3 

+ —/? a / an / c costf + —/? $VC/}C cosflj '— = 
epj epi 7} + TeZe / / 

3 
- Ei sin# - C/n/3 sin# - C/(-e + n/c) cos# + ^ / n J c cos# + Fj cos# 

The terms from 11 /̂ that have been neglected in Eq.(8.78) are at least a factor of e 

smaller than the terms that have been included. he ~ hIZini/ne has been assumed, 

anticipating hi « % . 

It is worth commenting that Ej represents the centrifugal force and a contribution 

from the gyroviscous tensor; Cj, Di and Fi are contributions from the parallel viscous 

tensor. 

The following definitions have also been used: 

Aj = Aj3 sin# + AjC cosO (8.79) 

= dj3hjcsin# + djchjS cosO + Q<t>jUjcsin# - Q^jUjs cos6 

with 

(8.80) 

r Ti Te ZjTll , 1 1 .. 1 . n . 

<* = -tiifc + 7—(I^ + I-fe < 8 ' 8 1 ' 
- , = [^-^^(7L

 + rL)l ' eZjLajc e ne LTC LaIc BQR 
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Equation (8.78) can be solved in terms of the poloidal variations of the density: 

nIc = Ei + Cifin (8.82) 

and 

n" = l + CdC-D,) ( 8 '83) 

The ni's are functions of vdi, which can be determined by solving the FSA poloidal 

momentum balance equation, Eq.(8.51). 

8.9.2 Impurities poloidal flow 

One can write: < fij • sin# >~ (fi#0fi#a) and 

VftT 

%is * - ( - ^ + aIc)nIs + Ql<t>IUIs (8.84) 

Substituting this expression for ft^/a in Eq.(8.51) and noting that the friction term 

and the terms from the gyroviscous tensor can be neglected, we obtain a polynomial 

in VQJ (third degree) that can be solved with a numerical method: 

- rmnuv^ajc + — ) + mjv^— + — 7 / 1 % ^ (8.85) 

qbjrfrir 3 n7j nJc 1 2 2 
+ n , ^ 1 2 + e 2e + 3e2 (7l/c + Ul J J 

rijr 2 e ze 2e e 

The Lxs, with x = n, vg, ̂ 2, etc., are evaluated with successive iterations. 

8.9.3 Density poloidal variations and poloidal flow of main 
ions 

fii can be determined from Eq.(8.56), which can be rewritten as: 

1 drti 
7ii 39 

= -fitCsin0 + his cos# = (8.86) 

2 13 0 dv^ n/fijc n{ j 
- {rriivii - — r-Tj - TeZj )(7; + Te—) esinfl 

^ 2 LJd dr ne e ne' 
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_ ( * i « « £ + 3 ; ^ 2 i f l / , ) ( T j + T e 2L ) - i c o s f l 

rrii ne ne 

- ^^l^cosO + n^sme^ + TAr1 

rrii 6 ne 

+ —p(-aicnic cosfl + ai3hi3 sin6)(Ti + Te—)_1 

erij ne 

+ —0Q#(Uie cosB 4- ^ sin0)(Tt 4 T ^ ) " 1 = 
C/lj fig 

- ^ sin# - Ct cos# - Gt(nlc cos# 4- ni3 sinO) 

4- -Dd t̂c cos# 4 -Djin„ sin# 4 Fd cos9 4 î ,- sin# 

Eq.(8.86) can be solved in terms of the poloidal variations of the main ions density: 

nic = Ei + (Gi - Dst)nia 4 Fsi (8.87) 

and 

_ Ek(D* - Gt) - C, + Fc, 
n"~l + (G, - P„)(G, - D«) ( 8 ' 8 8 ) 

The poloidal velocity, of which the n^i are functions, can be determined by 

solving the FSA poloidal momentum balance equation for the main ions: 

- mihisV^dic 4 -r%) 4 mivli-g- 4- —^(iTjB^ (8.89) 
P-ft ^ K 71, 

. T;oiVwr 3 n,-, n ic 1 , - 2 . -2 M 
+ ^ - 2 + T-27 + 3 ? ( B f a + n J 1 

, 'lOiM r A / " ™i.s ^ T C \ ^ / ^ i a ^ i c \ i 
+ ^ 7 l A ' ^ 2 " T " 2;") + ^ c ( 2 7 " T ) J 

. # Pi / 1 0 d^« . Q nic dtlfrs ni3 dtlfoc. 
4- 7 — ( — 10— ho 0 — J = U 

4 ujd or e or e or 
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8.9.4 Discussion of the results 

The results of the calculations outlined in the previous Sections of this Chapter are 

illustrated for one shot, 37309-123, from Exp. 44. Although the results vary slightly 

within the set of discharges, these results are quite representative of the whole exper

iment. 

For the impurities, Eq.(8.85) has one solution, vei, approximately given by: 

v91 ~ AlaB?-+ \?^BtR2 (8.90) 
c o Voi 

and plotted in Fig. 8.8, for 7/ = 0.0 and 0.1. The poloidal velocity is driven by the 

pressure radial gradient and by the radial flux, when present. In the case of 7/ = 0.1, 

the first and third terms of Eq.(8.85) are the driving terms for vei in the central and 

edge region, respectively. A similar result is obtained when Te/(e$o) varying from 

~ 1 at the center to ~ 0.1 at the edge is used in Eq.(8.29). (See Ref. [114] for all the 

comments, in this Section, about the relation between values of v$j and Te/(e$o)) A 

constant Te/(e$o) ~ 1 would predict a poloidal velocity at the edge of 0(Pv<f,) and 

therefore a smaller hj. In fact, as shown in Fig. 8.8, the magnitude of v$i remains 

~ (Q.IPV4) at r=0.2 m, independently from T/; it ranges from 0 to ~ (Pv#) for 

7/ = 0 —> 0.1, at r=0.7 m; it is one order of magnitude smaller than pv<f, over most 

of the plasma region. 

These estimates of vei are 1-2 orders of magnitude smaller than measurements of 

v$i on TFTR and discharges in other machines (see Section 7.6). Also, these small 

values of v$i imply (Section 8.5.1) a value of the parameter Te/(e$o) ~ 0.1. This 

disagreement may be due to the fact that the heat flux, here neglected, plays an 

important role in determining the magnitude of v$j, or to anomalous effects. 

In order to investigate the effect of a larger poloidal velocity on the magnitude of 

hj and Q<f,j, we introduce, as input to the calculation, a value of vei obtained from a 

"trial" poloidal velocity profile, ve+, shown in Fig. 8.8, and based on the experimental 

observation of vdi(r/a ~ 0.25) = 1.2 104 m/s in TFTR and v9I ~ v^ ~ O(104) at the 
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Figure 8.8: Radial profiles of vei{r) computed for 77 = 0.0 and 0.1 (q=0 case). The 

v9* is a "trial" function. The v<p(r) and Pv^r) profiles are also shown for comparison 

[Shot 37309-123). 
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Figure 8.9: Radial profiles of hIc and rija, (a) evaluated for 7/ = 0.0 and 0.1, and (b) 

issuming vei = vq*. The parameter e is also shown for comparison (Shot 37309-123). 
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Figure 8.10: Radial profiles oiv9i(r) evaluated for 7.; = 0.0, 0.5, 0.9, and 7/ = 0.1 (q=0 

case). The v<f>(r), and 3v*(r) profiles are also shown for comparison (Shot 37309-123). 
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Figure 8.11: Radial profiles of hlc and hi3 evaluated for j{ = 0.0, 0.5, 0.9, and 7/ 

The parameter e is also shown for comparison (Shot 37309-123). 
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edge of several other machines. We note that this constructed ve+ is much flatter than 

other calculated or inferred (from $o and v<f, measurements) l114l velocity profiles and 

that this may overemphasize t^-driven effects in the outer part of the plasma. We 

further note that a value 7/ ~ 0(—\) would yield calculated vei that are consistent 

with the vem profile. Such a large value of 7/ would literally imply large impurity fluxes 

that are inconsistent with the measured steady-state Zeff. However, 7/ ~ 0(1) can 

also be interpreted as representing other, anomalous forces which enter the poloidal 

momentum balance equation. 

We also used the formalism of Eq.(8.29) in Section 8.5.1 and adjusted Te/(e$o) 

to bring the calculated vei into line with the experimental VQ+. Values of Te/(e$o) ~ 

1 at the center and ~ 0.1 towards the edge yield calculated vei that are consistent 

with the VQ* profile. These values of Te/(e$0) seem plausible based on the ISX-B 

measurements and associated calculations l 1 ^ . 

The correspondent poloidal asymmetries of the impurity density have been plotted 

in Fig. 8.9. The in-out asymmetry is essentially driven by the centrifugal force, that 

is: 

hIc ~ em/(v*/ + ^/)2(T7 + T ^ ) " 1 

while the up-down asymmetry, in this case analyzed, is given by: 

nIs ~ - - _ "* / c = -^(vei - R-aIsnIc)(Tj + TeZeffy
l (8.91) 

m Tj + Terii/ne nfi e 

As already discussed earlier, n/c < e because the carbon impurity ions are subsonic. 

hi3 is driven by the parallel viscous force, is negative over all the plasma region, and 

essentially proportional to the in-out asymmetry of the toroidal rotation frequency, 

whose magnitude depends on vei and aishic. Its magnitude varies from ~ 10~4 to 

10 - 3 for 7/ = 0 —• 0.1 in the plasma bulk. The nIs(v#*) profile, shown in Fig. 8.9, 

has been calculated using v$i = ve+\ its magnitude is ~ O.le and ~ e at r/a=0.5 and 

r / a = l respectively. 

The radial profile of vei is shown in Fig. 8.10 for three different values of r^ (7;= 
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0.0, 0.5, 0.9; 7/= 0-1)- The main ions poloidal velocity is positive and approximately 

given by: 

VK-AUR^ + I^B+R2 (8.92) 
e 3 TjQi 

The first term is important only in the central region and for small I\; otherwise 

the main ions poloidal velocity is essentially driven by the radial flux term and, for 

7, > 0.1, it is larger than j3v^. 

The in-out asymmetry of the main ion density is coupled to the in-out impurity 

density asymmetry through the potential gradient, and it is approximately given by: 

nic ~ Ei = -eK(«* + v«f - ^ — ^ - TCZA^](T, + T^Y1 (8.93) 
2 u)d or ne e ne 

The electric field and centrifugal forces are of the same order of magnitude and have 

opposite effects: the electric field tends to drive a negative in-out main ion density 

asymmetry in order to re-establish dne/d6 — 0. The radial profile of nIc, whose 

magnitude is independent of the ions radial flux levels, is shown in Fig. 8.9. 

The combined effects of viscous and electrostatic forces determine the magnitude 

of his: 

nu^-d = - ( ^ ^ + T ^ / ^ n / , ) ( T I + T e ^ ) - 1 (8.94) 
Ui ne ne 

= - ( e + leZj—nIa){Ti+Te—) 
rrti ne ne 

(8.95) 

Radial profiles of n^ are shown in Fig. 8.11 for different values of the ion radial 

flux term (7^= 0.0, 0.5, 0.9; 7/ = 0.1). n^ varies from O.OOle to O.Ole, increasing with 

the increasing of the main ions ra,dial flux term. The magnitude of h{s calculated 

using 7 = 0.9, voi = ^e* is ~ 0.01 e over most of the plasma region. 

The relatively small values of hj3 predicted by these calculations are consistent 

with the observation of up-down symmetric Zeffn\ radial profile to within 10% mea

surement accuracy. 
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The fl<j,jC profile is essentially ~ %e/(/?f^j). Due to the relatively large %, the in-

out asymmetries, ft^-c, are 0(e) and larger; the same result is obtained when Te/(e$o) 

varying from ~ 1 at the center to ~ 0.1 at the edge is used in Eq.(8.29). Both up-

down asymmetries, ft#a and fi^ are << e in the case 7* = 7/ = 0.1. When the 

calculation is performed using the measured vg+ for VQI, the relatively large hia give 

rise to a £2 ĵj(r > a/2) of 0(e) and larger. 

2,(7^ = 0.1) and E/(7/ = 0.1) are positive and two orders of magnitude smaller 

than e2 over most of the plasma region. E* increases with 7* because of the increase 

of hi and Q^ with 7». Sj(7» = 0.9) is one order of magnitude smaller than e2 over 

most of the plasma region. The magnitude of S ; becomes comparable and even larger 

than e2 at the plasma edge because of large values of Q^ in this region. When the 

calculation is performed using the measured vg+ for vgi, S/ is O(0.1 — l)e2 in the 

plasma interior and becomes O(10e2) toward the plasma edge; the large edge value is 

due to the flat ve* profile and is probably unrealistic. 

The (QG/Z)eff parameter, Eq.(8.39), has been evaluated for the case 7̂  = 0.9, 7/ = 

0.1 and for the case 7, = 0.9 and v#i = ve*. The results of the calculations are shown 

in Fig. 8.12. In the first case, the find (0G/Z)c// ~ 0.1 in the plasma center and 

(QG/Z)eff increasing up to ~ 10 at the plasma edge. In the second case, the function 

(QG/Z)eff increases from ~ 10~2 in the center up to ~ 10 at the edge. 

In Chapter 6 it was found that using a radially-averaged value of (QG/Z)eff ~ 0.1 

led to predictions of momentum confinement times and central rotation velocities that 

agreed reasonably well with experiment. These calculations of the poloidal asymme

tries support (QG/Z)eff of O(0.1) but suggest a radial dependence. The main ion 

asymmetries contribute significantly to the value of (®G/Z)eff, which is different 

than previously thought t20l 

The magnitude of the gyroviscous torque flows K<j, and K9^*, given in Eqs. (8.48) 
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Figure 8.12: Radial profiles of (QG/Z)eff evaluated for the case ^ = 0.9, 7/ = 0.1, ( ) 

and for the case 7* = 0.9 and v&1 = ve+ ( ) 
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Figure 8.13: Radial profiles of K% (case 0 = 1.5 and Z = Zeff), Kf and i f f (case 

7, = 0.9, 7/ = 0.1). The experimental Kf profile is also shown for comparison. 
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and (8.46) are illustrated in Fig. 8.13 for the case 7* = 0.9 and 7/ = 0.1. Figure 8.13 

also shows the experimental torque flow, K™, and the K9? profile result (evaluated 

for 0 = 1.5 and Z = Ze//) already illustrated in Chapter 6. The K9?* profile was 

evaluated taking into account the radial dependence of (0G/Z)e// evaluated from 

experimental 774̂  and v^ profiles and calculated poloidal variations. This procedure 

leads to a profile of K^* similar to the K™ and K9£ profiles, the last carried out 

assuming 0 as a constant independent of r (see Fig. 8.13). The magnitude of K9?* is 

a factor of two smaller than K™ over most of the plasma bulk. Thus, using poloidal 

asymmetry factors 0j , or EJ5 evaluated from first-principle calculations of the hj and 

Q^j, Eq.(8.46) for K9?* predicts the experimental torque flow to within a factor of 

two over most of the plasma. 

Both K^v and K9£* have similar magnitude and radial dependence (close to the 

magnitude and the profile of K^x). We deduce that the difference in the formulation 

of K$ (i.e. 0 = const(r) and G3j = 0) and Kf* (i.e. 0(r) and GEj = 0) did not 

generate a considerable difference in the results. 

How do we interpret the different predictions of K^, K9?* and K%v? 

The K%v, which was evaluated from Eq.(8.48) using calculated Ej and G-s profiles, 

is negative and its magnitude is one order of magnitude smaller than Klx. The 

difference between K9£ and K9?* is entirely in the different treatment of G^, which 

is neglected in K9£*". We can calculate G-=} by solving for Ej at different radial 

locations and evaluating the radially gradient numerically. Figure 8.14 shows the 

radial profiles of G-={ and GVVi for the case 7/ = 0.1 and 7, = 0.9; they have similar 

magnitude and radial profiles but opposite signs. Indeed the G-=, function is not 

negligible with respect to GVVi; actually |GsJ is larger than GVVi and this explains 

why K%v is negative. 

The 7̂  = 0.9 and VQI = v^ case was also studied and the different torque flows 
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Figure 8.14: Radial profiles of GVVi and GH|, Eq.(8.45), for the case 7/ = 0.1 and 

7, = 0.9. 
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were found to be similar to the results of the 7; = 0.9 and 77 = 0.1 case. The 

fundamental difference consisted in the fact that, in this second (vgi = ve+) case, the 

impurities were contributing the largest part to the total torque flows, while in the 

previous case the main ions contribution was dominant. 

In spite of the good agreement of K%v and K%v* with the experimental torque flow, 

one must conclude that the approximation (the separation-of-variables, G-=, = 0), on 

which these two formulas are based, is not supported by our calculations of the radial 

dependence of the poloidal asymmetry factor Ej. 

The K%" radial profile, computed removing this approximation, underpredicts the 

experimental torque flow by at least one order of magnitude and represents an inward 

flow. 

In this Section we have calculated n ^ ) , fi#(c,«)» %, and then estimated (0G/Z)e//, 

Kg$* and K^v, using a model for the parallel viscosity which neglects the heat flux 

contribution, and allowing anomalous effects to enter the poloidal momentum balance 

equation via the use of measured radial particle fluxes and the Tj term. 

With the assumption |Ij | < |r^|, one obtains v%i smaller than the values of 

impurity poloidal velocities experimentally observed, and rather larger values of v$i-

The total torque flow is essentially given by the main ions torque flow. When possible 

anomalous forces are neglected (rj- = 0), the theoretical torque flows reach their 

largest value. K^v* appears as a good representation of the experimental torque; K^v, 

instead, is negative and at least one order of magnitude smaller than the experimental 

torque flow. 

Assuming for vei a trial radial profile based on different experimental measure

ments of i/0, one obtains values of his and Qj3 of 0(e) and larger, and therefore a 

torque flow dominated by the impurities. Also in this case K9^* represent the K™ 

reasonably well, and K%" is still negative and one order of magnitude smaller than 
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the experimental torque flow. 

Values of 7/ ~ 1 are consistent with vei == vQif. Such values of 7/ correspond to 

\Tj\ ~ |r£~*| that appears rather unphysical. In fact, to the extent that quasineu-

trality is maintained ^4 ' , ne~ £ j Zj nJ5 the flow due to electrostatic perturbations 

is ambipolar. The magnetic fluctuation terms, rj*, due to local normal modes, have 

also been shown to be ambipolar I118'. But we cannot exclude that 7/, which has 

been defined here to represent anomalous flux terms, could also originate from other 

forces that we neglect. 
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8.10 Evaluation of h^ &$ and K^r) (case qfj ^ 0) 

8.10.1 Poloidal momentum balance equation 

Starting from the general form of the parallel viscous tensor: '°4 ' ft, = (p\\ —p±)j(bb — 

7/3), the poloidal viscous force can be written: 

K3 = j~9(P\\ -P±)jfaV)B - j-B\(BeV)(Pll -pL)3 (8.96) 

With 

(j>|| ~ P±)j = iP\\ - P±)j*sin^ (8-97) 

as suggested by Eq.(3.8), one obtains: 

1 11 
njy = -(p\\ -p±.)j3esme2 - --(p|, -pL)}3cosO (8.98) 

T o T 

(Equation (3.8) was derived assuming n;, Vi^ = 0, but we note that in the following 

calculations we do not need to specify the parametric dependence of the anisotropic 

pressure term). 

Therefore: 

I k _ < ^ i(azi>ikcos(, (8.99) 
rij hrtj 3 tijT 

The poloidal variation of the impurity density is described by: 

1 drij 

rij dO 
= —fiic sin# + nIs cos# (8.100) 

* - M t $ / + v^esmO - I ^ L - ^ i k i cos0] (T, + TeZeff) - l 

3 71/ 

from where one can easily derive the expressions for nIc and nj 

The poloidal variation of the main ion density is given by: 

1 drii 

n{ 36 -nicsm6 + nis cosO = -[ratify + vz
9i)esm9 (8.101) 

l(Pll -P±)is _ , 3 , 7 7 nj 1 dnIu m w 

costf + ZiZi—Te —• \{Ti+Te—) 
3 rii ne nj 06 ne 
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The magnitude of {p\\ - Pi);.,) is determined by the FSA poloidal momentum 

balance equation. By substituting: 

< n?i >~ gfai-M-. (8.102) 
an j 3 TijR 

in Eq.(8.51) one derives: 

{Vw-VL^^—eiiTeB^R (8.103) 

where we have made use of the evaluation of the magnitude of the terms of Eq.(8.51) 

carried out in Section 8.6.2 and of the assumptions that 7; > 0.1, VBJ < v<j>j. Therefore 

the up-down poloidal variations of the ion densities are: 

r Reic euTeB+R . 
nu = Tr ^rp 7 * - r- (T , T 7 x (8.104) 

ni Ti + TeZeff 2nI(TI + TeZeff) 
and 

. rUeic/ni-\-nIhl3TeZI/ne _ e^iTeB<i>RI{2ni) + n/n/3TeZ//ne 

Tt + T^/rie " ^ + Tent/ne
 [ ' ] 

It is clear that the magnitude of the poloidal variations of n ; are not affected by the 

magnitude of g7, in these shots were the friction term in Eq.(8.51) is smaller than the 

radial flux term. The parametric study of the dependence of n7 on 7;, carried out in 

Section 8.6.2, is still valid in the case of <g ^ 0. 
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8.10.2 Finite-heat-flux viscosity model 

The evaluation of ft^-, and therefore of 5 ; , requires the evaluation of v$j. In the 

previous section we have employed a zero-heat--flux viscosity model In the case ty -fi 

0, the poloidal velocity cannot be evaluated by simply solving the FSA poloidal 

momentum balance equation, since this last involves another unknown function, q9^ 

the heat conductive flux. We indeed need to solve a system of four equations - the 

FSA poloidal projections of the momentum and. heat flux equations, Eqs. (8.51) and 

(A.7), for main ions and light impurity - in the four unknown v9i, v9I, Q$i and q9I. 

With the inclusion of the anomalous terms Tj and q;J discussed in Section 8.7 the 

system becomes: 

< B-9v4j > - < B9F9j > ^ %r < B9B+(qrj - ql?) > (8.108) 

< B9V-i3 >-< B9RBj > = < B9B+6j(Tj - r$~}) > 

- mjB90R0 < nftlj sin0 > 

The heat conductive radial flux for species j , qrjt is not known at this point and 

we do not attempt to model the complete energy transport problem to obtain an 

estimate of it. The total q%ms = E ; Qrj is computed from energy balance calculations 

by SNAP. Typical values of qe
r
x
ions are 4104 and 6104 W/m2 at r = 0.2 and 0.6 cm 

respectively, for a 10 MW NBI discharge. Formally we indicate qrj = ^qtians-

In addition, as discussed in Section 8.7, the q£ term, which represents the effects 

of anomalous forces that appear in the ion or impurity heat flux equation, could be 

of the same order of magnitude of the qr] term and we want to study how the results 

would depend on the presence of this anomalous term. Therefore, as was done for 

the radial particle flux, it is convenient to define 

<tj] = lq]qr3\ [Qrj ~ q^) = 7 ^ ( 1 - lqj) qr*ons = 7qjQrrons ( 8 - 1 0 9 ) 

The v9j's are therefore the solution of a system of equations depending on four 

unknown parameters, 7,, 7/, 7gi arid 7,7 (actually only three since 7/ ~ 0), whose 

reasonable range of variation, suggested by experimental measurements, is [0 - 1]. 
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We have evaluated % (and q^j) and found that for values of 7* and 7^ varying in 

the range [0 - 1] the ranges of variation of \ve%\ and \vei\ are very large. With 7; or 

7g; ~ 1, for example, we obtain v#i larger than v<f, while v$i —• 0 when 7;, 7^ —• 0. 

Since at this moment we are unable to evaluate the 7 parameters, or justify a 

given set of values for them, the present q ^ 0 model cannot predict the poloidal 

velocities with any degree of accuracy. The magnitude of the poloidal variations and 

of the torque flow depend considerably on the magnitude of the poloidal velocity. 

We find that the range of variation of the torque flow - corresponding to the ample 

range of variation of the poloidal velocities - is too ample to allow the establishment 

of meaningful boundary on the magnitude of the calculated neoclassical torque flow. 

Therefore we leave to future investigation the problem of evaluating poloidal ve

locities and torque flow in the presence of a heat flux.ae 
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8.10.3 Discussion of Kf* and Kf l1 1 4 ] 

From Eqs. (8.44)-(8.48), it follows that the two formulations of the total (ion + 

impurity) gyroviscous torque flows may be written 

Kf = KJV + K& = K%{G,V,) + K°?(Gvvl) (8.110) 

and 

Kf = tfJT + tfJJ EE [ / ^ ( G ^ ) + / ^ ( G 3 ) ] + [ / ^ ( G w ) + /^(C?s/)](8.111) 

where K^v(Gxj) is the quantity defined by Eq.(8.44), with Gxj defined by Eq.(8.45). 

The gyroviscous formulation K^v*, which assumes G-=j = 0 (j=i,I), agrees rather well 

with experiment for all the cases considered. However, when we calculate Sj(r), 

we find GZJ ̂  0. In fact K^{Gvvj) ~ -K^(GEj) for many of the cases that we 

considered, resulting in a near cancellation for each species and an order of magnitude 

underprediction of the experimental data by K%v. 

The qualitative result G-=j < 0 is probably independent of the calculation model 

for poloidal asymmetries, implying in general off-setting values of K$y(Gvvj) and 

K^y(Gzj)' However, the degree of cancelation between K^^G^j) and Kgy(GHj) is 

clearly dependent on the calculation model for ~;, as was illustrated by our calcula

tions with different values of 7j. Use of spatially dependent 7 factors to represent a 

spatial dependence of the anomalous forces in our model, for example, would clearly 

alter the Sj(r) profile. 
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8.11 Comparison of results with previous work 
and discussion of uncertainties 

8.11.1 Comparison of results with previous works 

The general feature of the results presented in the previous Sections is that the 

poloidal asymmetries of the ion densities are much smaller than e over most of the 

plasma. The same is true for the up-down asymmetry of CL^. The in-out asymme

try of Vt^j can be of order e or larger, when v$j ~ pv^j or larger. The neoclassical 

(gyroviscous) torque flow evaluated making use of the hj and f2 -̂ computed radial 

profiles is smaller by a factor of two than K%x when the formulation K9^* (based on 

the separation of variables) is used, and at least one order of magnitude smaller than 

the experimental torque flow when the formulation K^v is used. 

Two new results came out of our calculations: 1) the main ions, as well as the 

impurity ions, can contribute significantly to the gyroviscous torque flow; and 2) 

density asymmetries n,- << e can drive gyroviscous torque flows of the magnitude 

of the experimental values, in the K%v* formulation. Poloidal density asymmetries 

hi ~ e would still be required to drive gyroviscous torque flows of this magnitude in 

the K<j, formulation. 

Let us briefly review how these results compare with previous evaluations of 

poloidal asymmetries and related momentum fluxes. 

Density poloidal asymmetries - Several theoretical analyses and experimental 

investigations, reviewed in Chapter 7, pointed out that density poloidal asymmetries 

of 0(e) and larger could be observed (and have been) in specific plasma regimes. 

Refs. [93], [26] predicted that centrifugal force can drive in-out density poloidal 

asymmetry, and that n ; c ~ e for sonic ' j ' ion species. We arrive at the same conclusion, 

but hjc < e in TFTR Exp.44 because, as shown in Fig. 8.6, both main ions and carbon 

are subsonic. 

Refs. [3], [90], [93], [26] and [97] in Chapter 7, concluded that up-down ion density 
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asymmetries could be observed in the case of collisional ions. In fact, when the 

condition SeiVuZj/vtri ~ 1 is satisfied, the friction term in Eq.(8.49) becomes the 

driving force of haj ~ e. This condition is not satisfied in the TFTR Exp.44, where 

the friction force, in Eq.(8.49), is negligible with respect to the parallel viscous force. 

In the case of TFTR Exp.44 plasmas, it is the viscous force term which drives h3j ~ 

-{P\\-P±.)js/Pj. 

The magnitude of this parallel viscous force can be evaluated from the FSA mo

mentum balance equation and, in our problem, it is proportional to the radial particle 

flux term, Eq.(8.77). The magnitude of this radial flux term, which is the difference 

between the particle radial flux and the electrostatic-fluctuations driving force, is not 

known, essentially because the second term has not been evaluated in TFTR. Based 

on the experimental observation that the impurity plasma inventory appears to re

main constant during the last phase of NBI, we have argued that the impurity radial 

flux must be a small fraction of the radial electron flux and established a limit for it: 

TJZI < 0.1Te. No such constraints can be placed on the main ion flux. Therefore we 

treated (r„- — T[ ) as parameter which can vary from zero to a value equal to the 

measured electron flux and studied the sensitivity of the results to it. 

The TLjg a r e indirectly driven by the radial flux terms. The case with 7* ~ 1 

establishes the upper limit to the magnitude of the driving friction force and therefore 

to the magnitude of h3j. For both ion species and independently of the value of qj 

and vej, hja was found to be < e. 

Ref. [91] pointed out that asymmetric particle sources can drive hj. In Section 

8.3, we argued that this can also be the case for the Exp.44 plasma, but that this 

effect is limited to a few centimeters near the plasma edge. The evaluation of hj 

driven by source terms has not been carried out in the present work. 

In Ref. [94] it was found that momentum input can drive hIa ~ e. The parallel 

projection of the momentum equation was used to evaluate hj. In case of hj mainly 

driven by momentum input, one would obtain: ~-^- oc M^ oc Zjhj. In particular, 
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in the presence of sonic impurities (high Z impurities) the in-out density asymmetry, 

driven by centrifugal force, scales as Zj and one obtains: fijs oc M^c oc Zjnjc oc Zj. 

The calculations of hjai in Ref. [94] were performed for Tungsten [Zw = 74) and 

Titanium (ZTI = 22) and an input power in the range [-2.4 - 2.4] MW. Even taking 

into account the fact that in TFTR the input power can be higher, the momentum 

input would not drive any significative up-down asymmetry of the Carbon impurity 

density (Zc =6) in TFTR. 

Electrostatic potential asymmetry - As shown in Eq.(8.49), ej d$/(rd6) is a 

potential driving force for fij. In addition <l appears in the Q^ expression (Eq.(8.29)) 

and, if large enough, can determine its magnitude. 

In Ref. [92], <l was evaluated in case of perpendicular NBI and found to be of 

0(e). This was the effect of a relatively large in-out density poloidal variation of the 

fast ions, a large fraction of which were trapped in the outer region of the tokamak 

by the "magnetic mirror force". 

The presence of the fast ions is not accounted for in our calculation of poloidal 

variations. Nevertheless we can here discuss the effect of their presence upon <lc and 

therefore n;c. 

The contribution of an asymmetric fast ion density, n/;, to $c is given by: 

- e$0 nfi Ti nn x 

^c(fi)-7jr - n / * ~ V^- + Zeff ~ — ) (8.112) 

Using the following values, characteristic of Exp.44: rifi/ne = 0.25, Ti/Te = 2.5 and 

Zeff — 3, one obtains: 

e$ 
* c ( / 0 ^ r ^0.05n/i (8.113) 

Chang and Harvey [92] evaluated fiji = 0.5 - 0.6 for quasi-perpendicular injection in 

Dili and PDX, and fifi = 0.1 for tangential injection in ISX-B. Using these values to 

estimate a possible range of variation of fifi in TFTR (whose NBI has a perpendicular 

component), one estimates: 
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0.005 < i c ( / 0 e$0/Ti < 0.025. In TFTR c = 0.3 r/a. Therefore $c( / i ) < e when 

we make use of the ordering e$0/Te ~ 1. 

Chang and Hazeltine P™ pointed out that fijZjnj/ne ~ e would lead to <l ~ e. 

This is consistent with our expression of 3>, Eq.(8.23). But in the shots analyzed in 

this work hj <C e and therefore «l < e. 

Rotation frequency poloidal asymmetry - To our knowledge, estimates of 

VL+j have not been published before. There are observations of in-out asymmetry 

of Q<t,j from JET and TFTR, but it is the opinion of the TFTR experimentalistes 

that these asymmetries could be attributed to systematic error bars of the CHERS 

diagnostics itself. Nevertheless, the form oiv^j, Eq.(8.9), that originates from simple 

considerations of momentum and particle conservation, predicts f̂ ;c ~ e whenever 

vsj ~ /3v,f,j. Since there is experimental evidence of poloidal velocity of this magnitude 

in TFTR (in balance NBI, and of larger magnitude at the edge of other tokamaks) 

one should expect to observe in-out poloidal asymmetries of Q^. 

Ref. [70] pointed out that: (1) l> ~ e would lead to Cl^ ~ e; and, (2) v&j ~ ffv+j 

generates fi^-c ~ e and, when associated with nJ3 ~ e, it would also cause £2̂ -a ~ e. 

For the TFTR EXp.44 plasma l> <C e and therefore the potential asymmetries cannot 

drive considerable f2«̂ . In addition, as discussed above, also hj3 < e and therefore 

&<l>js < t. But there is experimental evidence that VQJ ~ fiv^i and, using values of 

the poloidal velocities of this magnitude, we evaluate fi^c ~ e. 

Poloidal velocities - voi and VBI were evaluated in Ref. [94] for collisional 

impurities and main ions in the plateau regime (ISX-B, PLT), by solving the FSA 

parallel momentum balance equation and neglecting the heat flux. It was found 

that vei ~ O{0v^) > v$i, driven by momentum input and, to a lesser extent, by 

pressure gradients. This is consistent with the fact that ifa > r]0I (Eq.(3.3)) and that 

VeiTioi ^ veiVoi- Analogously, for the case eft = 0, we solve the poloidal FSA poloidal 

balance equation and find vei ~ 0(/?v^) > vei, consistent with r]0i < r]oj and with the 
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fact that both ions and impurities are in the banana regime. 

The FSA parallel momentum balance equation, used to evaluate i/^, contains 

the unknown toroidal projection of the perpendicular viscous force; this force was 

represented by an anomalous drag force in Ref. [94] and the dependence of the VBJ 

results on magnitude of this term was then studied. 

We include an unknown anomalous force in the FSA poloidal momentum balance 

equation (via the 7j) and we also have to study the dependence of the % results on 

the magnitude of this parameter. In our model, the poloidal velocities are driven by 

the radial particle flux and are larger when the mentioned anomalous force is absent. 

For the case J ^ 0, v^j is usually evaluated by solving the system of equations 

Eq.(7.20). These balance equations neglect momentum and power input, and toroidal 

viscous force and heat viscous terms that are important in NBI plasma. These equa

tions are therefore used for OH plasmas; nevertheless these equations have been 

unable to explain the large z/w ~ v^ observed in OH (as NBI as well) plasmas. 

We used the FSA poloidal momentum and heat flux balance system of equations 

to evaluate vSj (and %•). Our equations include anomalous terms. We found that ne

glecting the presence of these anomalous terms while using experimental values of the 

radial conductive heat flux would lead to values of v$ too large to be consistent with 

experimental observations. The inclusion of these anomalous terms in the momentum 

and heat balance equations can give values of % that are closer to the experimental 

observations. 

8.11.2 How believable are our estimate of n ; , Q^j and Ej for 
T F T R Exp.44 ? 

The main uncertainties in our calculations of hj and Q^ (and therefore of the gy-

roviscous momentum flux) are: (1) the radial profile and magnitude of the poloidal 

velocities of main ions and impurities; (2) the radial profile and magnitude of the 

anomalous terms that have been formally included in the momentum balance equa-
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tion; (3) the possible presence of anomalous forces that have not been included in our 

equations; and, (4) the form of the forces, taken into account in the balance equations, 

for which the neoclassical formulas have been used. Let us discuss these uncertainties 

in detail. 

Poloidal velocity - We have calculated vsi and v^ from first principles and 

neglecting the heat flux; we found that vei « fiv^i and that v9i could be comparable 

with PV<I>I. There are no measurements of v# and very few measurements of v$i in 

any tokamaks (none in Exp.44). In order to estimate an upper bound on hj and Q^, 

we also used a trial VQ* profile, for vei, based on a few experimental measurements 

of the poloidal velocity on different machines. These experimental observations (see 

Section 7.6) were associated with plasma conditions different from the TFTR Exp.44 

ones and we have no certain reason to believe that the actual v#j, in Exp.44, is 

close to the trial ve*. But how much different could it be? Our concern is: could 

vei(r) be more than a factor of order unity larger than the trial ve*{r)1 If the actual 

poloidal velocities are smaller than the one we assumed, we have in fact overestimated 

0,^ and our calculations must be regarded as conservative estimate of the toroidal 

rotation poloidal asymmetries and therefore of the neoclassical momentum flux. The 

possibility that v$i(r) were one or more orders of magnitude larger than the trial 

profile appear very unlikely: in fact one would be able to observe a vg ~ O(v^) and, 

as a consequence of this, f̂ JC ~ 1 and ET ~ 0(v^J9^). This is in disagreement with 

experimental observations. 

It is in fact likely that the actual poloidal velocities have radial profiles and di

rection different from the ones assumed in the trial vg* profile, in which case the 

radial profile of fi^j (and therefore E7) would have different radial behaviour, but our 

estimate should provide an upper boundary to their magnitude. 

Particle fluxes and driving anomalous forces. The magnitude of the particle 

fluxes and of the r j force determine the magnitude of the parallel viscous force, (p\\ — 

p±)j, of hja and fi^. We discussed that, since the Exp.44 plasma parameters were 
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steady state ~ 600 ms at the end of the discharge, the radial ion fluxes magnitudes 

must have been within certain ranges, namely ZITI < 0.ir e and I\ > 0.9re. These 

conditions represent a small uncertainty for the values of i y 

The possible presence of anomalous forces, Tf\ was discussed and values of 

T^/Te = [0 - 1], constant of r, were assumed in the calculation of the poloidal 

variations. There is no experimental evidence or reason to believe that the anoma

lous force has such a radial profile. But our real concern is: could 1^ be larger (one 

order of magnitude or more) than our assumption? Since we are interest in mecha

nisms able to drive up-down asymmetries of density and velocity of order e, we note 

that T^/Te should be of order 102 - 103 in order to drive fijs ~ e. The evaluation 

of Tj from fluctuation measurements, with or without employing a theoretical as

sumption for the turbulent-mechanism, have produced estimates of T* < Te. Even 

if the evaluations of this anomalous term are affected by large error bars, we can 

exclude the possibility that the measurements are off by a factor of 102 - 103. 

Other anomalous forces. Other forces of anomalous origin could affect the 

momentum balance equations but as far as we know they have not yet been identified. 

Neoclassical forces modified by turbulence. The friction force is so small 

for the collisionless TFTR Exp.44 plasma that, even if its magnitude is affected by 

non-neoclassical transport mechanisms, it is very unlikely that Rj could increase by 

several (7-8) orders of magnitude and become a force large enough to affect fij. 

The parallel viscosity, whose actual value is considered to be close to the neoclas

sical prediction, could also been affected by anomalous mechanisms. The relation 

-o ->o 
< BeVYLj >oc S .VII , oc (Pll -p±)js (8.114) 

is an intrinsic property of the parallel viscosity tensor. In fact we did not make use 

of any expression for (p\\ -p±)js in determining hja oc (p\\ —p±)j3, and our results are 

valid for any parallel viscosity satisfying Eq.(8.114). 

In conclusion we believe that our calculations of n ; , fl^-, and hence the neoclassical 
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torque flux, represent an estimate of the upper limit for the magnitude that these 

quantities can assume in the TFTR Exp.44 plasma. 
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Chapter 9 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

9.1 Summary and conclusions 

A well-diagnosed rotation experiment has been carried out in TFTR with the pur

pose to obtaining measurements of the radial profiles of v<f, and Ti for a variety of 

plasma and machine parameter conditions. These measurements, carried out with 

the recently installed CHERS diagnostic, allowed, in particular, the computation of 

the radial profiles of the torque flux and momentum difTusivities, quantities that 

previously were only known at the edge or unknown, respectively. 

The data were analyzed with the ID transport code SNAR The discharges in this 

experiment showed characteristics intermediate between L-mode shots and Super-

shots. Rotation velocities, up to 5.5 105 m/s, were found to be higher in low current, 

co-injection shots and in low B discharges. Experimental momentum confinement 

times, in the range 24-50 ms, were found to decrease weakly with input torque per 

particle, to increase with plasma current and to be independent of B. 

The momentum confinement properties (r^, ^(0), K^ and Xtf>)> inferred from 

experimental data, were compared with the predictions of several neoclassical and 

anomalous theories. 

The gyroviscous theory, with the assumption of impurity poloidal asymmetries 

ft/, &<t>i ~ € and of negligible main ion poloidal asymmetries, was shown to predict 

the magnitude and the parametric dependence of r^, ^(0) and K%v. Other theories, 

namely Hsu-Sigmar's theory and the rotational viscosity theory, based on neoclas

sical mechanisms of momentum transport different from the gyroviscous one, would 
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reproduce the gyroviscous results when the same assumptions are made about the 

poloidal asymmetries ^14L 

Ware's cold ions theory underestimated the observed viscosity. In fact, the mo

mentum flux caused by the presence of a plausible amount of cold ions was found to 

be negligible with respect to the actual magnitude of the momentum flux. 

Each of the anomalous theories considered (ITG, untrapped particles and stochas

tic magnetic perturbation modes) predicted torque flows which show magnitudes, ra

dial profiles and parametric dependences on plasma parameters different from those 

of the experimental torque flow. While the agreement between rfc* and rilheo, found in 

this experiment, would support the presence of ITG modes, perturbation studies in 

later (1989) discharges have revealed behaviours of the ion and electron temperature 

profiles that are in disagreement with the predicted behaviour of ^ modes at marginal 

stability. 

Since the gyroviscous formalism was successful in predicting r^, tty(O) and K^ 

when an effective poloidal asymmetry factor of 0 = 1.5 was used (based on the 

assumption of 0(e) impurity density asymmetries and << 0(e) main ion density 

asymmetries), a detailed calculcition of hj and Cl^ was performed. Poloidal den

sity asymmetries smaller than e were calculated for both ions and impurities; but 

the same calculation (case <?; = 0) also yielded impurity poloidal velocities much 

less than suggested by the limited experimental data. Using the calculated poloidal 

density asymmetries to evaluate the original formulation of the gyroviscous torque 

flow resulted in torque flows in good agreement with experimental values. However, 

our calculations of the radial dependence of the poloidal density asymmetries do not 

support the separation-of-variables approximation used in the original formulation of 

the gyroviscous flow. When we evaluate an alternative formulation of the gyroviscous 

torque, which removes this approximation, we predict values that are at least one 

order of magnitude smaller than the experimental torque flows. 
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9.2 Suggestions for future work 

Theoretical calculations indicate that neoclassical forces and the effect of anomalous 

radial particle fluxes give rise to a momentum flux which is at least one order of mag

nitude smaller than the momentum flux experimentally inferred. These results leave 

open the question of what mechanisms - probably anomalous - can be responsible for 

the observed agreement of v™(0) and r|z with v^(0) and rf. The disagreement of the 

anomalous theories does not exclude the anomalous nature of momentum transport. 

In fact, while theory has failed to identify the driving forces of the plasma parame

ter fluctuation, the evaluation of particle and heat flux directly from the fluctuation 

measurements has given results comparable to the experimental measurements t129'. 

A next step in the comparison of experiments and theory would in fact be the com

putation of the momentum flux directly from the measured fluctuation spectra and 

amplitude. 

The poloidal velocity, which was not the main issue in this Thesis, offers many 

opportunities for both experimental investigation and theoretical speculation. Mea

surements of the poloidal velocity in the bulk plasma should be possible with the same 

CHERS diagnostics that have been successfully measuring the edge ve profiles. The 

theoretical investigation of v@ in unbalanced NBI plasmas requires the use of trans

port equations which, in addition to retaining the neoclassical transport description, 

should include anomalous driving terms. 
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Appendix A 

H e a t flow ba lance e q u a t i o n 

Taking the velocity moment rrijV^Vj of the kinetic equation one obtains the heat flow 

balance equation: ^ 

- ^ + V'A, - - ^ - ( ^ n ^ ; + 3^ )1 - K - n , ^ , + ̂  + p J / ) ^ (A.l) 

" ^ x B = | ( ^ - ^ ) 

(A.2) 

where: 

1 5 =: 
Qi = 2mJnJvfti + 2Vl^j + ^U' + * ^A '3 ' 

is the total energy flow, qj is the conductive heat flux, A; is the energy flux tensor, 

Fj is the heat friction force and Wj is the source term. 

Combining Eq.(2.2) with Eq.(A.l) one obtains the following balance equation: 

0 ,A 5 - x 5 ~dTi ^7 5T: , _ 3 
-QjiQi - 2p3v3>+ 2njVj~dt + j ~ 2m ^mjnjVjVj + j ( ^ 

"i p • -* s -* P —* 

+PiJ) ~ ZT(QJ ~ opM) x B ~ zrEim3njVjVj 
III j Ld Tib j 

+fl,- +Pjf- Im^vfj) = J-(W, - F, - !$) 

The following definition is commonly encountered: 

(A.5) 

V<§3 = - ^ i [VA, - --LvimjUjUiVj + n, + p,-/)] (A.6) 
J. j £ FTtj 

In steady state, Eq.(A.4) can be written: 

V ' i ; + | f (?, + ^ ) x i + efE- [I,-] = fj - W; + | $ (A.7) 
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Appendix B 

Friction force 

The expressions for the friction and heat friction forces, Rj and Fj respectively, have 

been shown to be linearly related to the fluid velocity, Vj, and the conductive heat 

flux, cfj [63], [64]: 

Ri = EKoa + ̂ ( - | J ) ] (B.I 

% = EKS* + ^( - IJ ) ] 
k °pfc 

where the friction coefficients, Zj* can be written: 

miUi. „,„,, „ ra,-n, 

(B.2 

e = (E ̂ A ^ m ) ^ + ̂ ^ J T (B.3 

Af£TO = M%n (B.4 

Arnm J-j uth j *rmn /T-> --

Xjjb = ( B . 6 
Vt/ij 

^ f = -(l + ^ ) ( l + ^ ) - 3 / 2 = - ^ ° (B.7 
Ullc 

Mfk = Jl$ = -§(1 + ^)(1 + x;
2,)-5/2 = -JV# (B.8 

M/*1 = - ( " + 4^t + f 4)(1 + x^)-^ (B.9 

JV/t1 = j ^ ( l + 4 ) " 5 / 2 (B.10 
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Appendix C 

Neoclassical viscous forces 

For the case <g = 0, we are going to use Braginkii's neoclassical tensor, rewritten 

for flux-surface coordinate ' '. The toroidal, poloidal and radial projection of the 

viscous forces have been rewritten in order to show their parametric dependence more 

explicitly. 

• The poloidal component of the parallel viscous force is: 

fl-v-fl" = n°,= 

M [ccos0 - | ^ f +e(Q0j + | ) s i n 0 - («sintf)2 + 
O ft A . 1 Pj A . 

-M*i - eot)] + % - ^ T ( ^ s M - eo, - •—*•) (C.l) 

with 

1 8 1 dp d<!> &U, 
Aj - Brfde{e>v~~fr+ dr>~U*i°~d9' (L"2) 

= ssl—s1 + ~Z~(T'tie)} + ^joUjcSine - CljjoUj, costf BfR ej or ear 

eo, S i-%i », S 1 % (C.3) 
rjoj 09 rij ov 

For a i-I plasma, with both ions species in banana regime, QQJ ~ (hj + hi). 

The FSA of Eq.(C.l)/{hn3) is: 
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. u% . VQjVej r 3 nja nu nIe njc 

1 , . - v , 

+ r~2 (wjc^c + n/^r i j , + njCn/a - n ^ n / J ] 
%•/? r^ / 3 _ nIa+njs + njc. _ A nIc + njc-nja. 
2rijT j3 e e 

T h e poloidal component of the gyroviscous force is: 

£v-fl-'4 = n ^ = 

with 

^ [ - / J ( 1 3 s i n 0 - 3 ^ ) ^ + ; P 1 / ^ - 2 ^ + 
2 6 or 6 r 6 or 

M(_p iy8in* + P3j^)] (C.5) 

r r 1 (9T 

^ =2 +I; " v +3cc08* (L*_1 s -* *} (c-6) 

7>2> s 4 + 6 f - 3-^- + 2-A- + 16ecos6> 4 = eo/0 (C.7) 

7>3j = 5 + 3-f- - 2-^- + 2-^- + / - + 7ecos0 (C.8) 
L g L P j Lfij LV9j 

TheFSAofEq.(C.5)/(/inJ)is: 

r3.4 

/m , 4 u;CJ <9r 6 dr e <9r 

• The toroidal component of the parallel viscous force is: 

0Vfi° =11°,= 

(C.9) 

O pi n 

^ { ̂ [-3ecos6> + 2-j£ + e{#j - 3^)sintf + 2^ (^ i - #,)] + 

1 £M 
ZAjPRiQoj - 3esin0 + ^ - ^ ) } (CIO) 
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• The toroidal component of the gyroviscous force is: 

0-v-if" =n^ = 
J | [ ^ ( 2 s i n 0 - | ) + ^ ( 4 s i n 0 - &) - ±A,R£,} (C.ll) 

with 

P = r dr^R3
 = _7\RdQ^ 

* ' ' - ^ i * 3 dr ' ^ - v# dr [KJ'U) 

• The radial component of the parallel viscous force is: 

fV'fl • = U°rj = 

yh-^-b^-'mfy ^ 
+e2 sm29 - 2etf, cos0] + -^-(e sintf - |tf.-) 

or 3 

_ ^ ( 4 f c o S e - f - - ^ - + f)} 

For <g / 0, one derives from Eq.(3.6): 
n n = -—(Pm-P^sine - teto-V^'ip + eCos0)sin0 (C.14) 

• The radial component of the gyroviscosity is: 

fV-fl/ = nr
3/ = 

2 (-2ecos0 + 2-^- - 2e^- sin0 + 1 - — ) -
^ 4 j 

2 [ r 2 ( - 2 6 C 0 S ^ + 2 - - „ , „ , . L 

ldv9j r d2vej 
—r-^ ecos<9 + 1 - — ) - —f- + 
r or LV4j or2 

M{f> Z(sine + l^L) + 
r t J Ajd8 

^Vcos0-2-^)+^5^] (C.15) 
dr ev LV4/ dr2 

• The terms from the perpendiculat viscosity tensor can be neglected because 

V2j < %•, Voj. 
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